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ABSTRACT
The primary claim of this thesis is that despite the numerous forms modality may take,
both within and across languages, there are relatively few features, structures and
operations which give rise to these numerous forms. For example, in English the modal
notion of obligation may be expressed by a verb (He must go), but an adverb (He
obligatorily goes), by an adjective (He is obliged), by a noun (He has an obligation), and
even by a preposition (It’s on him to go) or by no clear modal marker (He is to go). In
other languages, we find still more ways in which modality may be expressed, such as
through affixes (Garo), through evidentials (Tuyuca), through modal particles
(Norwegian), and through mood (Latin). It is shown in this thesis that by adopting
Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy of functional projections, Distributed Morphology (Halle &
Marantz 1993), the semantics of Kratzer (1991) and Hacquard (2006) and a limited
feature set, we may account for many of these expressions of modality within a single
unified framework. In particular, it is argued that modal roots are acategorial (accounting
for the many parts of speech we find in modal expressions) and it is proposed that head
movement and fusion may take place among modal functional heads (accounting for the
fact that modality may be expressed through other categories like evidentiality). Along
the way, several interesting facets of modality are pointed out, including the fact that
modal nouns may only be used with unusual abilities, and the fact that in English
intonation and ASL repeated movement we may find phonological correlates of
epistimicity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Never try to tell everything you know.
It may take too short a time.
-Norman Ford
0. Introduction
Expressions of modality relate, most generally, to necessity and possibility. Modality
appears to be a universal but heterogenous property of language. It is expressed in many
different ways both within and between languages. Almost every part of speech may be
used to express modality. The semantics of modal expressions, however, shows a
surprising degree of consistency given the disparate forms modal expressions may take.
So how is it, for example, that the following sentences all mean basically the same
thing?1
(1)

a. He must finish his work on time.
b. He is obliged to finish his work on time.
c. He obligatorily finishes his work on time.
d. He must obligatorily finish his work on time.
e. He has an obligation to finish his work on time.
f. He has to finish his work on time.
g. He is to finish his work on time.

As the title suggests, the goal of this thesis is to examine (a subset of) the variety of
phenomena which may broadly be understood as belonging to the category of “modality”
and to seek to capture these disparate phenomena within a single syntactic,
morphological and semantic framework. I suggest that the disparate surface forms of
modality are actually variations on the same syntactic structure and morphological
1

Where the source of the data is not noted, the data and judgments are my own.
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operations (thus giving rise to the uniform semantics observed). Of course, some modal
phenomena are more easily accounted for than others. But still, throughout this project, I
show that we may account for a considerable amount of data by using a unified system.
The modal phenomena I examine include: modal verbs (both main verbs and
auxiliaries), modal adverbs, modal adjectives, modal nouns, modal case, modal
prepositions, modality through evidentials, modality through mood, modality through
tense, and modality through (superficially, at least) no overt modal marking at all. The
main theories and theoretical assumptions I make use of are: the hierarchy of functional
projections posited in Cinque (1999), Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993),
and the modal semantics of Kratzer (1977, 1991) (with additions from Hacquard (2006)).
In this introduction, I first give key terminology, definitions and features which
are used in this project. Then I outline my main theoretical assumptions, including the
frameworks I use and the treatment of modals as raising versus control verbs. Finally, I
give a sketch of the project as a whole, including previews of the analyses to be
motivated throughout.
1. Terminology, definitions and features
In this section, I outline what I mean by modality, how I define the different aspects of
modality, and the modal features I motivate in this project.
1.1 Modal definitions
To begin with at least, I use a semantic definition of modality, namely, the linguistic
realm concerned with notions like necessity, possibility, desire/intention, ability,
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permission and obligation. I essentially follow Palmer (2001:8-10) in my definitions of
these terms, given and illustrated below.
Necessity and possibility are, of course, related to things which must or may be.
For example:
(2)

a. Two plus two is necessarily four.
b. There is possibly life on Mars.

Necessity and possibility may be expressed “on their own”, as in (2), or in conjunction
with other features. Epistemicity is related to the knowledge state of the speaker and
generally involves the speaker making a guess or inference. (3a) is an example of
epistemic necessity, while (3b) is an example of epistemic possibility:
(3)

a. I must have been asleep for days.
b. He might be home by now.

(The Cure, Just Like Heaven)

Crucially, epistemic modality operates (has scope) over whole propositions and only
whole propositions (as opposed to over individuals and properties, discussed below). In
(3a), must quantifies over the proposition I BE ASLEEP FOR DAYS, while in (3b) might
quantifies over the proposition HE BE HOME BY NOW.
An additional term that comes up in the literature (and which I use in this project,
as well) is the term alethic. I follow Cinque (1999) in considering alethic expressions to
be expressions of pure necessity or possibility, independent of whether an individual is
asserting his/her estimation of the likelihood of a situation (as we find with epistemic
expressions). Expressions of alethic possibility (2a) and alethic necessity (2b) are shown
above.
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The notions of volition and ability are often described as a circumstantial or
dynamic modality. Such modality is concerned with properties intrinsic to individuals.
Examples of circumstantial possibility (4a) and necessity (4b) are given below:
(4)

a. Bill can swim very well.
b. Bill needs to sneeze.

Here, we cannot simply have a speaker evaluating the general likelihood of a proposition
as one does with epistemic modals – the presence of the properties of swimming or
sneezing depends on the personal properties of Bill.
Volitional expressions are generally related to speaker desires or intentions,
illustrated in (5). I mention them here for the sake of completeness, but I make very little
mention of volition in the remainder of the thesis.
(5)

a. I will go.
b. I want to go.

Finally, deontic expressions relate to permission (deontic possibility) or obligation
(deontic necessity). An example of each of these is given below:
(6)

a. Wendy may use my car tonight.
b. Jill must complete her assignment this week.

As with circumstantial modals, deontic modals must be evaluated relative to the
individuals in question. (6a) comes out true only if the speaker has granted Wendy
permission to use the car, and (6b) comes out true only if the obligation of completing the
assignment is on Jill.2

2

Some also include the modal category of teleological or “goal-oriented” modality (cf. von Fintel and
Iatridou 2007), such as In order to make the cake, you have to buy flour. I consider this to be a sub-class of
deontic modality and, in Kratzer’s (1991) terms, this will be an ordering source on deontic modals (see
Chapter 4).
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Sometimes circumstantial and deontic (and volitional) modals are grouped into
the category of root modality (see, e.g., Sweetser 1982), which is contrasted with
epistemic modals. I occasionally make reference to root modals (particulary in Section
2.2 of this introduction and in Chapter 4), though generally I address each category
separately.
In addition to these different modal types, there are categories related to modality
which play an important role in the understanding and expression of modality. The first
of these is the category of tense. By tense, I simply mean the morphological marking of
whether the eventuality expressed took place prior to, during, or after the moment of
speech. The second category is that of mood. I generally follow de Haan (2006) in my
categorization of mood. Most generally, mood is concerned with reality – it indicates
(pun intended) whether a proposition describes a real, actual situation in the world or
only a hypothetical situation. If an event or state is an actual one, the mood marking will
be realis/indicative. If the event or state is a non-actual, hypothetical, or imagined one,
the mood marking will be irrealis/subjunctive. An illustration is given below. Though the
category of subjunctive is fairly reduced in English, still we can see it in at least some
varieties, as below:
(7)

a.
b.

He is here
* He be here

(indicative)
(subjunctive)

c.
d.

* It is necessary that he is here (indicative)
It is necessary that he be here (subjunctive)

Finally, there is the category of evidentiality which indicates the source of evidence a
speaker has for making an utterance. English does not have any grammatical evidential
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markers, but other languages, such as Tuyuca, below, do (though of course English may
express the approximate equivalents of these sentences by using bi-clausal structures):
(8)

a.

Dîiga apé-wi
soccer play-3sg:PAST:VISUAL
‘He played soccer’ (I saw it)

b.

Dîiga apé-ti
soccer play-3sg:PAST:NONVISUAL
‘He played soccer’ (I heard it, but didn’t see it)

c.

Díiga apé-yi
soccer play-3sg:PAST:APP
‘He played soccer’ (I didn’t see it, but there is evidence)
(Barnes 1984:257)

In the table below, I give a summary of all the modal terms discussed in this thesis along
with examples of each:
Table 1
Category
1. Necessity
2. Possibility
3. Epistemic
4.
5.
6.

Definition
What must be the case
What may be the case
Likelihood as evaluated by speaker

7.

Alethic
Logical necessity or possibility
Circumstantial Property inherent to an individual
Deontic
Property related to permission or
obligation
Tense
When an event/state took place

8.

Mood

9.

Evidential

Whether event/state was real-world
or hypothetical
Source of evidence speaker has

Example
He has to be here
He might be here
He must be here, I
can see his car
2+2 is necessarily 4
He is able to swim
You must finish
your task
He is/was/will be
here
It is necessary that
he be here
Dîiga apé-wi (‘He
played soccer and I
saw it’)
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1.2 Modal features in this thesis
Given the examples above, I propose that the key morphosyntactic features active in the
modal system (in all languages) are: [NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY], [EPISTEMIC],
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL], and [DEONTIC]3. I make use of these syntactico-semantic features
throughout my thesis. In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, these features are shown to be effective in
capturing the behavior of modals. In Chapter 5, I present data which motivates all of
these features, individually and/or in combination with each other. With these features in
mind, let us now turn to the essential theoretical assumptions at work in this project.
2. Theoretical assumptions
In this section I outline my primary theoretical assumptions. First, I discuss the hierarchy
of left-peripheral functional projections advocated in Cinque (1999), as well as how this
system might interact with that of Rizzi (1997). Then I discuss the treatment of modals as
raising versus control verbs. Third, I discuss the morphological framework of Distributed
Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993). Finally I present a brief summary of the semantics
of Kratzer (1991) and Hacquard (2006).
2.1 Cinque (1999)
Cinque (1999) proposes a hierarchy of left-peripheral functional projections. The specific
hierarchy he proposes is given in (9) (I indicate with boldface those projections which are
most crucial to my analysis):
3

The exclusion of an [ALETHIC] feature here is deliberate. Later, particularly in Chapters 3 and 4, I suggest
that, rather than there being anything such as an [A LETHIC] feature, the notion of alethicity is simply the
absence of circumstantial and deontic specifications. So alethic necessity and alethic possibility are simply
necessity and possibility per sibimet. My thanks to Harley (p.c.) for suggesting this sort of
underspecification treatment.
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(9)

Speech Act > Evaluative > Evidential > Epistemic > T (Past) > T
(Future) > Irrealis > Alethic Necessity > Alethic Possibility > Volition >
Obligation > Ability/Permission > Habitual > T (Anterior) > Perfect >
Progressive…
(Cinque 1999:130)

The Speech Act head is concerned with matters such as whether the utterance is a
declarative statement, an interrogative, a command, etc. (this follows Cheng’s 1991
clause typing). The Evaluative head is concerned with a speaker’s evaluation of a
proposition as good, bad, surprising, etc. The Evidential head deals with the source of
evidence a speaker has for making the utterance (if the speaker witnessed the event, heard
about second-hand, etc.). The Epistemic head is concerned with a speaker’s certainty
about his utterance and is the locus of epistemic modality (see Section 1). There are then
Tense heads, followed by the mood-marking Irrealis head. Below this come alethic
necessity and possibility. Volition, Obligation, Ability and Permission are heads relating
to the modals of these categories, discussed above. Finally, we have at the bottom of the
hierarchy several aspectual heads and an anterior Tense head.
Cinque makes use of a wide range of typological word-order data in order to
derive this hierarchy. For example, to help establish the ranking in (10), Cinque presents
the Korean data in (11)4:

4

(10)

Anterior > Epistemic > Evaluative > Declarative

(11)

Ku say-ka cwuk-ess -keyss
-kwun
-a!
that bird-NOM die-ANTERIOR-EPISTEMIC-EVALUATIVE-DECLARATIVE
‘That bird must have died!’
(Cinque 1999:53)

In keeping with Baker’s (1985) Mirror Principle, Cinque assumes here that there is a correspondence
between morpheme order and the syntactic hierarchy.
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To help establish the ranking in (12), Cinque gives the Haitian Creole data in (13) and
(14)5:
(12)

Epistemic > Tense > Deontic

(13)

Jan te dwe rakonte yon istwa
Jan PAST must tell a story
‘Jean was obliged to tell a story’

(Cinque 1999:62)

Jan dwe te maʒe
Jan must PAST eat
‘Jean must (probability) have eaten’

(Cinque 1999:62)

(14)

A rich illustration of Cinque’s system may be found in Koasati (Muskogean; United
States). Kimball (1991) writes6:
“There are fifteen rigidly ordered positions after the verb base in
which [verbal] suffixes can occur, in order from left to right, they are:
(1) adverb, (2) diminutive/intensive, (3) habitual, (4) intention, (5)
ability [a circumstantial modal notion: SR], (6) realis/irrealis, (7)
deduction [an epistemic notion: SR], (8) modality [which for Kimball
includes epistemic but not circumstantial/deontic modal notions: SR
(cf. Kimball 1991:196-201)], (9) dubitative [perhaps an epistemic-like
notion as well: SR], (10) hearsay [an evidential-type notion: SR], (11)
auditory [another evidential-type notion: SR], (12) tense, (13)
consequence, (14) discourse functions, and (15) enclitics” (Kimball
1991:155).
These affixes are illustrated in the Koasati sentence below ((15) gives the sentence, and
(16) its [partial] tree). The crucial morphemes we may observe are: -halpí:sa-, an ability

5

Cinque posits several different positions for negation depending on the type of negation, but for our
purposes, it is sufficient to assume that there is a negation position below Tense and above all root modal
positions where most negation markers will be (see Cormack and Smith 1998). Thus, we would have
Epistemic > T > Neg > Root. We may observe different surface positions with respect to negation for
different modals, as in (A):
(A)
a. There need not be two dogs.
b. There don’t have to be two dogs.
(von Fintel, p.c.)
These different positions may be attributed to how and where the modal features are checked (see Chapters
2 and 3).
6
Comments which are in brackets and followed by “SR” are my own comments.
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(Circumstantial) marker; -laho-, an Irrealis (Mood) marker; -:li-, a deduction (Epistemic)
marker; -má:mi-, a hearsay (Evidential) marker; and –on, a focus (Focus/Speech Act)
marker.
(15)

o

-st -oh -ilá -:ci

-halpí:sa-laho-:li-má:mi-mpa-y-on

im-ca-yím-kõ

DIREC-INST-DSTR-3:DAT-arrive:PL-ability-IRR-DEDUC-HRSY-CONSQ-SW:FOC it-I-believe-3:NEG

‘They say that they all might be able to go and bring it to him, but on the
contrary, I do not believe them”
(Kimball 1991: 155)
(16) … -:ci

-halpí:sa-laho-:li-má:mi-mpa-y-on…

-arrive:PL-ability-IRR-DEDUC-HRSY-CONSQ-SW:FOC

SpeechActP (?)
ei
EvidentialP -mpayon
ei
CONSQ:SW:FOC
EpistemicP -má:mi
ei
HEARSAY
IrrealisP
-:li
ei
DEDUCTION
AbilityP
-laho
ei
IRREALIS
vP
-halpí:sa
ABLE

-:ci
arrive
From Koasati, then, we can see the following ranking:
(17)

Speech Act > Evidential > Epistemic > Irrealis > Ability

This is exactly in line with what Cinque posits in (9)7.

7

As we can see from Cinque’s hierarchy in (9), tense, modal, and aspectual heads are structurally
close. Pancheva and von Stechow (2004) discuss what is called the “Present Perfect puzzle”, namely, that,
in English, certain adverbs (temporal adverbs) are disallowed in Present Perfect constructions, as in (A)
(Pancheva & von Stechow 2003:1):
(A)
a.
Alicia dances on Mondays/at 10:00 (Present habitual)
b.
Alicia had danced on Monday/yesterday/at 10:00
(Past Perfect)
c.
* Alicia has danced on Monday/yesterday/at 10:00 (Present Perfect)
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Further support for such a hierarchy can be seen in English and in Lebanese
Arabic, too. Consider the English modal data below, in which the presence of a negation
marker clearly indicates whether an expression is epistemic (above negation) or
circumstantial/deontic (below negation) (it is interesting to note that the presence of
negation affects the form of the modal used in both languages as well).
(18)

a.
b.

He must not like meat – he didn’t eat his hamburger (Epistemic)
You don’t have to eat your hamburger if you don’t like it (Deontic)

We see the exact same situation in Lebanese Arabic, where both position relative to
negation and morphological form differ in modal + negative expressions:
(19)

a.

Lez!m ma b!ħub laħam – ma akal lhamburger
must not like meat
not ate the:hamburger
‘He must not like meat – he didn’t eat the hamburger’

b.

M"# ma"bur t$:kul lhamburger iza ma b!t%!b:a
not obliged eat the:hamburger if not like:it
‘You don’t have to eat the hamburger if you don’t like it’
(J. Racy, p.c.)

Also central in Cinque’s system is the idea that this hierarchy may be observed
not only in verbs and affixes, but in adverbs as well. Therefore, such a system predicts
that epistemic adverbs, such as certainly, would appear above negation while
circumstantial/deontic adverbs, such as capably, would appear below negation. In fact,
we do see this. Without special intonation, (20b) and (21a) are unacceptable (or at least
very strange) while (20a) and (21b) are fine.

Drubig (2001) points out that the present perfect may only occur with epistemic modals, though his
generalization does not necessarily hold in all languages (in some languages, like French and German, the
perfect may be used to express regular past tense as well). For more on the present perfect, see, for
example, Drubig (2001), Pancheva and von Stechow (2003), and Karimi et al. (forthcoming).
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(20)

a.
b.

He certainly doesn’t eat chocolate.
* He doesn’t certainly eat chocolate.

(21)

a.
b.

* He capably doesn’t play the piano.
He doesn’t capably play the piano.

Throughout this thesis, I advocate and employ Cinque’s hierarchy. As I show in Chapters
2 and 3, this system is highly effective in capturing a range of modal phenomena.
Using similar syntactic hierarchies, authors such as Butler (2003) point out that it
seems to be the case that whether a modal (verb) is a necessity modal or a possibility
modal is unambiguous, but whether it is an epistemic or root modal is often ambiguous
and tied to position in the syntax. In (22a), below, we can see that the sentence is
certainly one of necessity, though it is not clear whether it is epistemic or root, and
similarly, in (22b) the sentence certainly expresses possibility, but the kind (epistemic or
root) is, again, not clear.
(22)

a.
b.

She must be at school.
They may go to France.

However, once syntactic position is clear, as when we have a negation marker, modals
preceding negation prefer an epistemic interpretation (23a,c), and modals following
negation are much more clearly root modals (23b,d). (The fact that, as we can see in
(23d), modal adjectives are less ambiguous than modal verbs is taken up in Chapter 2).
(23)

a.
b.
c.
d.

She must not be at school.
She doesn’t have to be at school.
They may not go to France.
They are not allowed to go to France.

Thus, I henceforth treat the features of [NECESSITY] and [POSSIBILITY] as interpretable
features on the modal items themelves, while I treat the features [EPISTEMIC],
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[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and [DEONTIC] as uninterpretable features which are checked in
distinct syntactic positions.
But von Fintel (p.c.) points out that in the sentence in (24), the modal appears to
be in a higher position, but still gets a root interpretation:
(24)

By tomorrow night, you must have eaten the entire cake.

Compare this to the sentence in (25), which is similar but receives an epistemic
interpretation:
(25)

Judging by the crumbs on your face, you must have eaten the entire cake.

But I suggest that the two have eaten the entire cake-clauses are in different positions,
with that in (24) being in a lower clause than must but that in (25) being in the same
clause as must. We can see this by the acceptability of musta contraction in (25), but not
in (24) (cf. Lakoff 1970 on wanna contraction):
(24’) *By tomorrow night, you musta eaten the entire cake.
(25’) Judging by the crumbs on your face, you musta eaten the entire cake.
The failure of the contraction in (24’) is indicative of a (clause) boundary between must
and have which is not present in (25’). Thus, even the must in (24) is likely still in a root
modal position (see also the discussion of Hacquard 2006 in Chapter 4 for a discussion of
actuality entailments of epistemic versus root modals).
Before moving on to a discussion of modals as raising or control verbs, I wish to
make mention of another treatment of the left periphery: that of Rizzi (1997).
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2.1.1 Rizzi (1997)
Rizzi (1997) presents a rich elaboration of the left-peripheral complementizer system. He
identifies two key components of this system. The first, Force, is concerned with whether
the sentence is “… a question, a declarative, an exclamative, a relative, a comparative, an
adverbial of a certain kind, etc…” (Ibid.:283). The second, finiteness, reflects in a
rudimentary fashion the temporal properties of the TP embedded under C (Ibid.:283284). In addition, there are left-peripheral functional projections which are concerned
with Topic and Focus. Rizzi’s overall system is given below:
(26) ForceP
ei
Force
TopP*
ei
Top
FocP
ei
Foc
TopP*
ei
Top
FinP
ei
Fin
IP

(Rizzi 1997:297)

Though dealing with the left periphery as well, Rizzi’s system seems related specifically
to properties of complementizers and/or Cinque’s Speech Act position only. Therefore, it
seems that even the lowest heads in Rizzi’s system will still be part of the CP or
SpeechActP system. Thus, I propose that, if we wished to combine them, Rizzi’s system
including all the projections, from Fin to Force, may be understood to be sitting on top of
Cinque’s system, where SpeechActP is. For example:
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(27) ForceP
ty
Force TopP*
ty
Top FocP
ty
Foc TopP*
ty
Top
FinP
ty
Fin EvalP
ty
Eval EvidP
ty
Evid
EpistP
ty
Epist TP
ty
T AlethP
ty
Aleth VolitP
ty
Volit ObligP
ty
Oblig Abil/PermP
ty
Abil/Perm
Aspect
We may see an illustration of the proposed structure in (27) using the sentence in (28),
which has a focused element as well as an epistemic modal:
(28)

[FocP HIS BOOK [EpistemicP You must have given away]]

Given the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (29), which have focused DPs distributed
throughout the left periphery, it seems that Rizzi’s projections must indeed sit atop
Cinque’s, rather than being somehow interspersed among them. (For the moment, I do
not discuss subject position, but I take this topic up later in this chapter and in Chapter 2.)
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(29)

a.
b.
c.

* [You [TopicP HIS BOOK [Epist must have given away]]]
* [You [Epist must [TopicP HIS BOOK have given away]]]
* [EpistP You must have [TopicP HIS BOOK given away]]

Thus, we can see that these two systems, though related, generally target different aspects
of the left periphery. For the sake of brevity, I deal primarily with Cinque’s functional
heads.
2.1.2 A labeling adjustment
As stated above, I essentially adopt the hierarchy as Cinque presents it, but with a few
labeling changes. Specifically, I do not distinguish between the Alethic Necessity and
Alethic Possibility heads, and simply call the position below Tense “Alethic”. Cinque
presents one piece of data in favor of the view that Alethic Necessity is higher than
Alethic Possibility. This is given below in (30). He shows here that the order in (30a)
(where necessity precedes possibility) is acceptable, but that the order in (30b) (where
possibility precedes necessity) is not.
(30)

a.

Perché le cose andassaro a posto, questo si dovrebbe poter
for
the things go
well
this SI should can
verificare presto.
verify soon
‘For things to go well, it should be the case that it were possible
that this happened.’8

b.

8

* Questo si potrebbe dover verificare presto.
this
SI could should verify soon
‘It could be the case that this should happen soon’
(Cinque 1999:79)

The Italian data and free translation are those provided by Cinque. The glosses were not provided so I
have given some (Italian is not a native language of mine). It is possible that the free translation should be
“For things to go well, it should be the case that it were possible to verify soon.”
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A problem with this, though, is that it is not necessarily clear that these modals – dover
‘should’ and poter ‘can’ – are in alethic positions. Dovrebbe ‘should’ could be in an
Epistemic position (or even a [teleological] deontic position) and/or poter ‘can’ could be
in an Ability/Permission position. Crucially, they are not necessarily both alethic modals.
If we consider the more clearly alethic English adverbs possibly and necessarily, we can
see that either order may occur:
(31)

a.
b.

The liquid is necessarily possibly frozen.
The liquid is possibly necessarily frozen.

Thus, I do not distinguish syntactically between Alethic Necessity and Alethic Possibility
and simply treat them as occupying an “Alethic” position in the syntax, immediately
below T; when both occur, either order is possible, with the expected scopal
consequences.
A second change I make is that I use the term “Circumstantial” instead of
“Ability” and the term “Deontic” instead of “Obligation” and “Permission”. These
amendments are for consistency of terminology and do not constitute any significant
changes to Cinque’s structure or to the analysis presented. Now let us look at the matter
of modals as raising or control verbs.
2.2 Modals as raising/control verbs
In this section, I look at the interaction between modality on one hand and raising versus
control on the other. I present some arguments that have been advanced in the literature
both for treating some modals as raising verbs and some modals as control verbs, as well
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as arguments for treating all modals as raising verbs.9,10 After examining these, I
tentatively adopt the view that, in fact, all modals are raising verbs.
I take raising verbs to be verbs which take a CP or TP as an internal argument and
which do not take an external argument (subjects are derived via expletive insertion or
movement from a lower clause). I take control verbs to be verbs which take a CP as an
internal argument and which take a DP as an external argument, with PRO being the
subject of the embedded clause. I assume that both raising and control main verbs
originate in usual main-verb positions.
One important difference needs to be mentioned at this point: raising and control
verbs are main verbs, as evidenced by, for example, their triggering of do-support:
(32)

a.
b.
c.

He seems/tries to like escargot
* Seems/tries he to like escargot?
Does he seem/try to like escargot?

(raising/control)

In English, as we see in Chapter 3, modal auxiliaries do not trigger do-support.
(33)

a.
b.
c.

He must/may use her car
Must/may he use her car?
* Does he must/may use her car?

(modals)

Thus, while English modal auxiliaries are (generally) functional entities, raising and
control verbs behave as full verbs (see Chapter 2). (For languages like French, where
modals are full verbs, both modals and raising/control verbs will behave as full verbs.)

9

For more on the treatment of modals as raising or control verbs, see Karimi, Racy, Taleghani, and Sato
(forthcoming).
10
See, for example, Meza and Pineda (2002) for an HPSG account of auxiliaries as raising verbs.
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2.2.1 Arguments in favor of treating epistemic modals as raising verbs and root modals as
control verbs
Drubig (2001) is a proponent of treating epistemic modals as raising verbs and root
(circumstantial and deontic) modals as control verbs. Schroeder (2007) advocates a
similar view. I present here two arguments advanced by Drubig (one concerning tense
differences, and one concerning past tense replacement) and one argument advanced by
Schroeder (concerning the modal ought) in favor of treating epistemic modals differently
from root modals in terms of raising/control.
Argument 1: Drubig’s first argument comes from tense differences we may
observe between epistemic and root modals. Martin (1996, 2001) suggests that a good
diagnostic for the raising/control distinction is the fact that in raising constructions, the
timepoint of the matrix proposition is the same as the timepoint of the embedded
proposition, while in control constructions, the two timepoints are different. This is
illustrated below:
(34)

a. Mary believed Bill to be at home (Raising—same time)
b. John promised to invite Mary
(Control—different times)
(Drubig 2001:26)

We can see here that in (34a), Mary’s act of believing and Bill’s being at home have to be
understood to be taking place at the same time (Bill is at home at time X and Mary is also
believing Bill to be at home at time X). In (34b), however, John’s act of promising takes
place at one timepoint, and then his actual invitation is necessarily subsequent to that.
We may observe the same asymmetry with respect to epistemic versus root
modals. In (35a) we see that the act of inferring Frida’s presence (the matrix proposition),
takes place at the same time as Frida’s presence itself (the embedded proposition).
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(35)

a. Frida must be here (Epistemic—same time)
b. Frida must be here (Root—different times)
 Friday must be here tomorrow (Root only—different times)

In (35a), the speaker is making an inference about Frida’s presence, while in (35b) the
speaker is issuing an order (of which Frida is the object).
While accurate, this observation is not necessarily one based on the syntax or
semantics of these expressions. A case could be made for this phenomenon being a
pragmatic one. It makes sense for a person to make an inference about some current state
of affairs (resulting in the time overlap), while the fulfilling of obligations and promises
necessarily follows the initiation of these obligations and promises, even if only by
seconds (resulting in the time mismatch). That is, I claim that this diagnostic is not a
reliable test for raising versus control; rather, the standard tests for argument-relatedness
must be used (expletive insertion, idiom chunks, etc.). While temportal interpretation
may correlate with the raising/control distinction, it is not diagnostic of it. Therefore, let
us move on to a second argument from Drubig (2001).
Argument 2: Drubig also advances a syntactico-semantic argument for treating
different modals differently. This argument involves Past Tense Replacement (PTR).
PTR is the use of the Present Perfect to refer to a past timepoint. While this is more
broadly available in some languages (such as German (36a)), it is generally unavailable
in English (36b).
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(36)

a. German:

i.

ii.

b. English:

i.
ii.

Sie ging gestern nach Hause
she went yesterday to home
‘She went home yesterday’
Sie ist gestern nach Hause geganen
she is yesterday to home gone
‘She has gone home yesterday’
(Drubig 2001:17)
She went home yesterday
* She has gone home yesterday
(Drubig 2001:16)

There are, however, certain instances in which PTR is available in English. Specifically,
these are constructions involving epistemic modals or raising verbs (37a,b). PTR is
unavailable with root modals and control verbs (37c,d).11 This is illustrated below:
(37)

a.
b.
c.
d.

He may have left last Tuesday (it’s possible)
John appears to have left last Tuesday

(Epistemic)
(Raising)
(Drubig 2001:17)

# He may have left last Tuesday (he had permission)
* John tried to have left last Tuesday

(Root)
(Control)

We see that PTR is allowed with raising verbs such as appear, but not with control verbs
such as try. Similarly, it seems that with modal + PTR constructions, it is possible to get
an epistemic modal interpretation, but not a root modal interpretation (i.e., it is almost
impossible to get a sensical permission reading out of he may have left last Tuesday).
However, we may attribute the observed behavior to a syntactic phenomenon:
location in the left-peripheral projections (cf. Butler 2003, Karimi et al. forthcoming). As
we saw in Section 2.1, epistemic modals occur above T while root modals occur below it.
Thus any construction such as the one in (38a) will necessarily have the form in (38b).
11

In the case of control verbs, this is likely a result of the fact that control verbs take CP arguments and
thus tier arguments have independent Tense anchors, making PTR impossible. PTR and root modals is
addressed in the next section.
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(38)

a. He may have left last Tuesday
b. EpistemicP
ei
He
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
TP
may ei
T’
ei
T
vP
have
<have> left last Tuesday

As we can see, if there is an auxiliary like have in T, the only place an overt modal could
occupy is the Epistemic head. If the modal were in a root modal position, it would block
the movement of have to T, due to the Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky 1995, 2000).
This is shown in (39). Thus, the PTR restriction on modals is one based purely in the
structural syntax and unrelated to whether modals are raising or control verbs.
(39) TP
ei
He
T’
ei
T
PermissionP
ei
Permission’
ei
Permission
vP
may
have left last Tuesday
This predicts that no root modal verbs can occur with auxiliary have or be verbs.
This prediction does seem to hold. Consider the sentences below:
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(40)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

He must have eaten the cake.
He must be coming.
He may be coming.
He could be coming.
He might be coming.
He should be coming.

In each of these, only an epistemic interpretation is possible. In order to have a root
modal with an auxiliary, one must employ modal adjectives or nouns:
(41)

a.
b.

? He was obliged to have eaten the cake.
(He was obliged to eat the cake.)
? He is allowed to be coming.
(He is allowed to come.)

Therefore, there seem to be some difficulties with Drubig’s arguments in favor of treating
root modals as control predicates. Let us look at the third argument, that advanced by
Schroeder (2007).
Argument 3: Schroeder (2007) suggests that even with a single modal, one variety
of it may be a raising predicate while the other variety is a control predicate. Consider the
pair of sentences below:
(42)

a.
b.

Sara ought to smile.
The meeting ought to start at noon.

(Schroeder 2007:1)
(Schroeder 2007:2)

We understand that (42a) refers to something that Sara ought to do, while (42b) describes
simply a state of affairs that ought to be (the state of affairs in which the meeting begins
at noon). In particular (42a) seems to be a property of the sentential subject, the way
control predicates are, while (42b) seems to be neutral in this regard. Thus, Schroeder
argues that such ought-to-be modals, as in (42b), are raising predicates, while ought-to-do
modals, as in (42a), are control predicates. This effect is a compelling one, but Hacquard
(2006) (discussed briefly below in Section 2.2.3 and in detail in Chapter 4) gives us an
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alternative account of this phenomenon independent of raising versus control. For the
moment, I simply wish to note that while Schroeder’s observation is accurate and
significant, it does not necessarily lead us to the conclusion that some modals need to be
analyzed as control verbs.
In this section we saw three arguments in favor of treating some modals as root
verbs and treating other modals as control verbs. We saw that in each case, it was
possible to reduce the observed phenomenon to things other than raising versus control
(such as pragmatics and other syntactic properties). Now let us look at some arguments in
favor of treating all modals as raising verbs.
2.2.2 Arguments in favor of treating all modals as raising verbs
Wurmbrand (1999) presents several arguments in favor of treating all modals as raising
verbs. I present here two of her arguments: one involving expletive subjects and one
involving quirky case12. For additional treatment of modals as universally raising
predicates, see Brennan (1993), Bhatt (1997), Hacquard (2006) and Lee (2006).
Argument 1: One test which is often used as a diagnostic for raising versus
control is that involving expletive subjects (see, for example, Dowty 1985). The claim is
often made that raising constructions, since they do not assign external theta roles,
support expletive subjects while control verbs, which do assign theta roles, do not support
expletive subjects (cf. Chomsky 1981, 1986). This is illustrated below:

12

Wurmbrand also advances a series of arguments related to scope. While compelling and likely true for
the languages investigated, her scope observations are not borne out cross-linguistically. See Karimi et al.
(forthcoming) for a cross-linguistic examination of, among other phenomena, modals and scope.
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(43)

a.
b.
c.
d.

A toddler seems to be on the swing
It seems there is a toddler on the swing
A toddler tried to get on the swing
* It tried a toddler to get on the swing

(Raising)
(Control)

We may observe this same contrast in epistemic versus root constructions, as below:
(44)

a.
b.
c.
d.

A toddler must be on the swing
It must be that there is a toddler on the swing
A toddler must be on the swing
? It must be that there is a toddler on the swing

(Epistemic)
(Root)

First of all, it should be pointed out that, as above with the modal + have construction in
PTR, when we have a modal + be construction, the only place for the modal to be would
be in the Epistemic head position, thus forcing an epistemic interpretation (see Section
2.1, above). Moreover, Wurmbrand points out that there is not a universal prohibition
against having expletives with root modals. She presents evidence that both epistemic
and root constructions may support expletive subjects. She gives the following pair of
sentences13:
(45)

a.
b.

There might [may] be a party tomorrow—it’s possible (Epistemic)
There may be singing, but no dancing, on my premises
(Root)
(Wurmbrand 1999:601)

In (45b), we have an instance of a root modal construction (one involving permission)
which has an expletive subject. Thus, with respect to expletive subjects, it looks like all
modals are indeed raising verbs. (But see McCloskey 1991 and Chomsky 1995 for more
on expletive subjects.)
13

Harley (p.c.) points out that the be in these examples is main-verb be. We can see this by the fact that it
takes gerundive NPs, which we do not find with auxiliary be (compare (Ba,b) with (Bc,d)):
(B)
a. There was quiet singing yesterday.
b. *There was quietly singing yesterday.
c. *Mary was quiet singing yesterday.
d. Mary was quietly singing yesterday.
(Harley, p.c.)
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Argument 2: The second argument of Wurmbrand’s which favors treating both
epistemic and root modals as raising verbs comes from quirky case in Icelandic. In
Icelandic, the verb vantar ‘lack’ assigns quirky (Accusative) case. This is illustrated
below.
(46)

Harald
/ *Haraldur vantar peninga
Harold-ACC / *Harold-NOM lacks money
‘Harold lacks money’

(Wurmbrand 1999:601)

If the vantar is embedded in a control verb (such as vonast ‘hopes’), the control verb
assigns its own case:
(47)

Haraldur
/ *Harald
vonast til að vanta ekki peninga
Harold-NOM / *Harold-ACC hopes for to lack not money
‘Harold hopes not to lack money’
(Wurmbrand 1999:601)

If the vantar is embedded in a raising verb (such as viroist ‘lack’), the quirky case is
maintained:
(48)

Harald
viroist vanta ekki peninga
Harold-ACC seems lack not money
‘Harold seems not to lack money’

(Wurmbrand 1999:602)

If vantar is embedded in modal, even a root one (such as veraur ‘must’), the quirky case
is maintained:
(49)

Umsaekjandann veraur að vanta peninga
The-applicant-ACC must to lack money
‘The applicant must lack money’ (in order to apply for this grant)
(Wurmbrand 1999:602)

What we have here, then, is a situation where quirky case from an embedded clause is
always maintained except when the matrix verb is a control verb. Thus both epistemic
and root modals are seen to pattern with raising verbs, while control verbs are the “odd
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man out.” Further, it seems clear that PRO is not involved in root modal constructions,
making it even less likely that root modals are control verbs.
2.2.3 A compromise?
Fleisher (2006) argues that whether or not modals are raising or control verbs actually
varies cross-linguistically. For example, he suggests that English and Hindi have raising
modals while Russian has control modals. Another account which encompasses the
different observations made above is that of Hacquard (2006) (discussed in detail in
Chapter 4). Hacquard argues convincingly that all modals are of the same semantic type,
but that given their different syntactic positions, we get the effect of circumstantial and
deontic modals being evaluated relative to sentential subjects and of epistemic modals
being evaluated relative to the speaker, as observed by Schroeder (2007), which generally
leads to the inclination to treat epistemic modals as raising verbs and root modals as
control verbs. This intuition, however, does not affect the structural reality of clauses
containing these verbs.
For example, consider the epistemic (50a) and root (50b) sentences below. The
root modal in (50b) is bound by Aspect and so the event is interpreted as actual and so we
get the interpretation that the statement is evaluated relative to the agent of the event – the
sentential subject. The epistemic modal in (50a) binds Aspect and so is non-actualized
and is interpreted relative to the speaker. (For a discussion of the discrepancies between
the position of Aspect in Hacquard’s system and that in Cinque’s, see Chapter 4 Section
3).
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(50)

a. He must dance (he’s in such good shape)
EpistemicP
ei
He
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
TP
must
ru
T’
ei
T
AspectP
ei
Aspect
vP
4
dance
b. He must dance (it’s required)
TP
ei
He
T’
ei
T
AspectP
ei
Aspect
RootP
ei
Root
vP
must
4
dance

2.2.4 Conclusions about modals as raising/control verbs
Though there are arguments in favor of treating some modals as raising verbs and others
as control verbs, the preponderance of the evidence presented here supports a uniform
raising treatment (or at least the option of a uniform raising treatment) with the semantic
differences being reducible to pragmatic or syntactic-structural factors. Therefore, in this
thesis I treat all modals as raising verbs, though the option of some languages having
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control modals, as Fleisher (2006) suggests, is certainly entirely available and would not
(as far as I know!) pose any particular challenge to the claims advanced in this thesis.
In sum, for modal syntax, I have assumed Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy of functional
projections and I have also assumed that, at least in English, modals are raising verbs.
With these theoretical syntactic assumptions in mind, let us now move on to the
assumptions I make regarding morphology.
2.3 Distributed Morphology
Halle and Marantz (1993) proposed the morphological framework of Distributed
Morphology, which asserts that, rather than having a separate lexicon which builds words
and then inserts them into syntactic terminals, morphological operations are “distributed”
in different parts of the framework. The composition of morphological structures is done
by the syntax. Further, Distributed Morphology proposes that, post-syntactically,
Vocabulary Items (the building-blocks of words) “compete” for insertion into a given
node, and that the winning item has the features which most closely match those of the
locus of insertion without having features that the locus of insertion does not have.
Here I provide a toy Distributed Morphological competition. Assume that Node A
has the features [w], [x], [y], and [z]. Any item bearing any of these features, in any
combination, is an acceptable candidate for insertion into Node A. The ideal candidate
would bear all of these features. Crucially, however, an item bearing any additional
features (e.g., [v]) would not be an acceptable candidate. Below I illustrate the
competition among four items. While Items 1, 2, and 3 are all acceptable candidates, Item
1 wins because it matches the most features of Node A. (It is important to note that Item
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1 does not need to have all the features of Node A, so Vocabulary Items may be
underspecified relative to the nodes they are inserted into.) Item 4, on the other hand, is
not an acceptable candidate because it bears the extra feature [v] which is not a feature on
Node A.
(51)

A_____
[w]
[x]
[y]
[z]
Item 1 [w], [y]. [z]
Item 2 [w], [x]
Item 3 [z]
* Item 4 [v], [w], [y]

An additional property of Distributed Morphology is its view that lexical roots do not on
their own have syntactic categories and that instead roots are incorporated into functional
heads which give them their parts of speech (see also Marantz to appear). Thus, for
example, the root √ACT will appear as the verb act if incorporated into a little-v head,
while it will appear as the nouns act or action if incorporated into a little-n head. This is
illustrated below:
(52)

vP
ei
v
√P
-ø
|
√
ACT

act

nP
ei
n
√P
-ø
|
-ion
√
ACT

act/action

One great advantage of adopting Distributed Morphology in terms of the project in this
dissertation is the fact that we may use the same modal root for a variety of expressions
of different word classes. For example, a root with the features [NECESSITY] and
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[DEONTIC] could be realized as the modal verb must, as the modal adjective obliged, as
the modal noun obligation, or as the modal adverb obligatorily.
I now turn to a very brief summary of the semantic framework I employ for a
unified modal semantics: the approach of Kratzer (1991). This semantics is discussed in
greater detail in Chapter 4.
2.4 The semantics employed
2.4.1 Kratzer (1991)
The semantic system I adopt in this thesis is essentially that of Kratzer (1977, 1991). In
Kratzer’s account of modal semantics, modal expressions are necessarily evaluated “in
view of” particular discourse-salient factors. This accounts for the variable interpretations
modal expressions are prone to. For example, the sentence in (53) could be interpreted in
a variety of ways depending on what the speakers are talking about:
(53)

You must not drive after dark!

If (53) were uttered by a parent, we would understand that this was some requirement
based on parental authority. If an optometrist uttered it, on the other hand, we would
understand that the patient had impaired vision and for his safety he should restrict his
driving to daylight hours. Kratzer’s semantics also appeals to Lewis’s (1986)-type
possible worlds. Necessity modal statements are interpreted as true in all relevant
possible worlds, while possibility modal statements are true in some relevant possible
world. Which possible worlds are relevant will be determined by the context of the
conversation. For example, if we are talking about the likelihood of some event, we will
consider possible worlds similar to our own epistemically. Kratzer’s semantics is
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discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In that chapter, I propose amending Kratzer’s semantics
along the lines of the modification proposed in Hacquard (2006), which I summarize
below.
2.4.2 Hacquard (2006)
According to Hacquard (2006), modals quantify not over possible worlds but over events.
This explains some of the phenomena observed above, in Section 2.2.1, where root
modals seem to have similar semantics to control constructions. In particular, root modals
may take as arguments events which are actualized (which are real or which actually
happened) while epistemic modals do not take actualized events as arguments. This is
discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Crucially, I adopt Hacquard’s insight about actualization
(though I still make use of Kratzer’s possible worlds.)

3. The project overall
In this section, I present a general sketch of the form this thesis takes and highlight some
particularly interesting findings from this work.
3.1 Roadmap
Chapter 2 is focused on what I call “simple” expressions of modality: these are cases
where modality is expressed by some clearly modal item (e.g., a modal verb, a modal
affix, a modal adverb, a modal adjective, a modal noun). I show that using Cinque’s
(1999) hierarchy and the Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993) view of
morphological roots as acategorial, we can account for these different “simple” modal
expressions using the same syntactic and morphological system. Two exceptional cases
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discussed in this chapter are modal prepositions and modal case. I argue that modal
prepositions are not actually directly modal, but rather are the result of metaphor. In
terms of modal case, I argue that modal case is not actually, itself, an expression of
modality, but is rather a reflex of a modal item elsewhere in the syntax.
Chapter 3 focuses on what I term “complex” modal expressions: these are cases
where modality is expressed through or in conjunction with some other functional
projection. The three functional projections most relevant to this discussion are
EvidentialP, TP and MoodP (though Evaluative is discussed as well). I argue that the
joint expression of modal heads with these other heads is the result of syntactic head
movement followed by morphological fusion prior to insertion of Vocabulary Items.
Crucially, the same syntactic and morphological systems are used for these complex
modal expressions as were used for the simple modal expressions. In addition, I address
cases of “invisible” modality where an utterance has modal semantics without having any
overt modal items. I suggest that these are actually reducible to instances of modality
through tense.
Chapter 4 is concerned with modal semantics. I essentially adopt the approach of
Kratzer (1991), while incorporating an amendment to Kratzer’s work proposed by
Hacquard (2006) in order to account for some observed differences between epistemic
and root modals (discussed above in Section 2.2 as well as in Chapter 4). I also propose
(at least the option of) a higher degree of lexical-semantic specification of modal items.
Chapter 5 is a cross-linguistic exploration of the modal features motivated in
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 ([NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY], [EPISTEMIC], [CIRCUMSTANTIAL], and
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[DEONTIC]). Through this exploration, I show that these features are not only motivated
theory-internally: we find them borne out independently and in different combinations in
a variety of languages. Finally, in Chapter 6, I present concluding remarks.
3.2 Some key findings
The work in this thesis provides some interesting findings about modality in language.
First of all, we see here that uniform syntactic, morphological and semantic systems
allow us to bring into a single framework a wide variety of modal data of many different
forms and from many different languages. This is in line with the tenets of the Universal
Grammar hypothesis (Chomsky 1965) and Minimalism (Chomsky 1995) in providing a
universal and constrained system to account for phenomena observed in diverse
languages. Depending on what functional categories may incorporate into a given
language, we will observe different forms of modality. Second, we can see in this thesis
that a limited feature set ({[NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY], [EPISTEMIC], [CIRCUMSTANTIAL],
[DEONTIC]}) is active in this broad array of data. Third, this thesis presents novel data
and analyses of particular modal phenomena. Some examples include: (1) the fact that
modal noun expressions such as have the ability seem only to be compatible with
“superpowers” (Chapter 2, Section 5.4); (2) the fact that not only in English, but also in
Irish and Arabic, we may observe the metaphorical use of on to express obligation
(Chapter 2, Section 8); (3) the fact that that Dutch constructions with zullen
‘HYPOTHETICAL NON-PAST’ may exhibit robust fusion of functional heads unless an
intervening head blocks this fusion (Chapter 3, Section 3.2); (4) the proposal that
Jarawara has an underspecified Vocabulary Item which bears an [IRREALIS] feature and
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adheres to the template “[h][VOWEL][LABIAL][VOWEL][n][VOWEL]” with its surface form
varying depending on the features expressed (Chapter 3, Section 4.1); (5) the proposal
that modal expressions with have to are only specified for the feature [NECESSITY] (and
thus may be alethic-like) (Chapter 3, Section 6.3); and (6) the fact that the feature
[EPISTEMIC] can be expressed in English by the intonation pattern L* + H L H% and in
American Sign Language by repeated motion (Chapter 5, Section 3.11.5). The empirical
advances partner with the theoretical proposals in this dissertation to help motivate a
single, constrained system for a variety of modal expressions.
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CHAPTER 2
SIMPLE EXPRESSIONS OF MODALITY
How can you govern a country with 246 varieties of cheese?
-Charles de Gaulle
0. Introduction
In this chapter, I examine what I term “simple” expressions of modality. These are
instances where modality (and only modality) is marked on one single morpheme. The
broad simple modal categories I discuss are: modal verbs, modal affixes, modal adverbs,
modal adjectives and modal nouns. Throughout, I advocate the use of the same syntactic
template (Cinque 1999) and the use of the morphological framework Distributed
Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993) to account for this range of data. Finally, I examine
two other possible instances of modality – modal case and modal prepositions – and
argue that these phenomena are only indirectly related to modality proper. Before
proceeding, I wish to define the key syntactic and morphological operations I make use
of in this chapter: Merge is the structure-building operation of syntax, whereby different
syntactic components are put together; Move is the movement operation of syntax,
whereby, for example, (material in) one head position moves to another; Insertion is
morphological operation whereby morphological features are inserted into syntactic
positions; Agree is the process by which uninterpretable features on one item are checked
with the features of an item in another syntactic position (see Chomsky 1993, 1995, 1999;
Halle and Marantz 1993).
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1. Modal verbs
Many languages use verbs to express modality. Modal verbs fall into two classes:
auxiliary verbs and main verbs. Modal verbs which are main verbs are fairly easy to
categorize: they have the same morphosyntactic properties as typical main verbs (they
show the same agreement and inflection patterns and their syntactic positions and
movements are the same). Auxiliary modal verbs are harder to categorize because what
marks them as “auxiliary” may vary from language to language. Most generally, they
require the presence of another verb or predicate and they are somehow “lacking” or
“different” than main verbs. For example, they may show weaker agreement and
inflection patterns, they may occur in different syntactic positions, or they may be
targeted by specific syntactic operations which main verbs are excluded from. In Section
1.1 we see some examples of these differences.
In this discussion of modal verbs, I first present some data from each of these
types of modal verbs and propose an analysis of them which makes use of Distributed
Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993) and also, following work such as Harley (1995), of
the claim that the crucial difference between main verbs and auxiliaries is that the latter
are simply feature bundles in the relevant head and lack their own V-categories or roots,
resulting in their unique behavior.
1.1 Modal auxiliaries
One example of a language which employs modal auxiliaries is English.
(1)

English:

a.
b.

Rufus must put up with the tambourine player.
The robots can dance very well.
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Oehrle (1988:3-4) presents tests for determining whether an item in English is an
auxiliary verb or a main verb. The most useful of these is that concerning subjectauxiliary inversion, we find that in English the modal verb inverts over the subject in
questions (2), while main verbs trigger do-support (3):
(2)
(3)

English:

Must Michal swim?

a.
b.

* Likes Michal swimming?
Does Michal like to swim?

Another test we may use is position relative to negation. In English, main verbs do not
move to T, so do-support is also triggered in negated sentences (4), with do appearing in
a pre-negation position. But modal verbs, on the other hand, may precede negation (5):
(4)

English:

a. I like toffee.
b. *I like not toffee.
c. I do not like toffee

(5)

English:

a. I must not go there.
b. I could not reach him.

Persian also uses modal auxiliaries, as illustrated by the modals of possibility and
necessity expressions given in (6). Taleghani (2006:38) asserts that such verbs must
indeed be auxiliaries since they lack person and number agreement (which we can see on
the main verbs go (6a,c), come, and become/be (6b)), as well as durative marker –mi (see
the regular Persian modal verbs in (11)):
(6)

Persian: a.

b.

Sârâ šâyad be in konferâns be-r-e
Sârâ may to this conference SUBJ-go-3SG
‘Sârâ may go to this conference’
(Taleghani 2006:45)
Sârâ bâyad be madrese rafte bâ-š-e
Sârâ must to school gone SUBJ-be-3SG
‘Sârâ must have gone to school’
(Taleghani 2006:44)
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(6)

c.

Sârâ bâyad be madrese be-r-e
Sârâ must to school SUBJ-go-3SG
‘Sârâ must go to school’

(Taleghani 2006:44)

In this data, we see that epistemic possibility may be expressed by the modal šâyad (6a)
and that both epistemic and deontic necessity may be expressed by the modal bâyad
(6b,c).
According to Ó Siadhail (1989), Irish also makes use of verbs (among other
means) to express modality. These verbs may appear on their own or may appear
accompanied by prepositionally-marked subjects (7b). These are illustrated below.
(7)

Irish: a.
b.

Caith-fidh mé
must -FUT I
‘I must’
Féad-ann duit
can-PRES to/for:you
‘You can’

(Ó Siadhail 1989: 287)

In Irish, when main verbs are inflected for tense, they may appear before the subject (8a).
But in periphrastic constructions, they may appear after the subject, as in (8b) (Carnie,
p.c.). While modals can appear before the subject, as in (7a,b), they cannot appear in
periphrastic constructions as main verbs can (8c).
(8)

a.

Chonnaic mé an madra.
saw
I the dog
‘I saw the dog’

b.

Bhí mé ag bhfara an madra.
was I PROG seeing the dog
‘I was seeing the dog’

c.

* Bhí mé ag feadadh.
am I PROG abling/trying
‘I am abling/trying’

(Carnie, p.c.)
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Thus, I am considering Irish modal verbs as auxiliary verbs.
Finally, Mandarin Chinese has modal auxiliaries, too. One example is néng ‘can’.
Such modals share some properties with full Chinese verbs, such as being able to
participate in A-not-A question formation. (9a) gives a full verb in such a construction,
while (9b) gives the modal néng ‘can’ in an A-not-A question:
(9)

Mandarin Chinese: a. Nī xĭhuān bu xĭhuān tā de chènshān?
you like not like 3SG GEN shirt
‘Do you like his/her shirt?’
(Li & Thompson 1981:538)
b. Tā néng bu néng chàng gē?
3SG can not can sing song
‘Does s/he have permission to sing?’
‘Is s/he capable of singing?’
(Li & Thompson 1981:172)

Based on (9), we might conclude that modals such as néng ‘can’ are verbs. But there are
also some important differences between modals like néng ‘can’ and full verbs. One of
these is the fact that modal verbs cannot occur before the subject (Li and Thompson
1981). For example, consider the grammatical sentence with main verb bu ‘eat’ in (10a)
and the ungrammatical sentence with modal néng ‘can’ in (10b):
(10)

a.

b.

Bu ni xia
eat you shrimp
‘You eat shrimp’
* Néng tā chàng gē
can 3sg sing song
‘S/he can sing a song’

(Wang, p.c.)

(Li & Thomposon 1981:174)

Therefore, though verbs, we may reasonably conclude that Chinese modals like néng
‘can’ are not full verbs, but rather auxiliary verbs. With this modal auxiliary data in mind,
let us now turn to main modal verbs.
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1.2 Modal main verbs
We saw above that Persian uses modal auxiliaries. But it uses main modal verbs, too. We
can see this illustrated below in (11), where the modal tunestan ‘can’ bears the same
agreement markers as the main verbs ‘become’ (11a) or ‘come’ (11b).
(11)

Persian: a.

b.

Sârâ mi-tun-e dar in mosâbeqe barande be-š-e
Sârâ DUR-can-3SG in this game winner SUBJ-become-3SG
‘Sârâ can win the game’
(Taleghani 2006:45)
Sârâ mi-tun-e be in mehmuni bi-y-âd
Sârâ DUR-can-3SG to this party SUBJ-come-3SG
‘Sârâ may come to this party’
(Taleghani 2006:45)

Another language which employs main-verb modals is French, illustrated below:
(12)

French: a.

b.

Le participant doit à tout prix éviter de se faire asperger
the participant must at any price avoid to REFL make spray
‘The participant must at all costs avoid getting sprayed’
Un client … peut tabler sur un gain de 740 euros
a client
can count on a gain of 740 euros
‘A client can count on a gain of 740 euros’ (Ayoun, p.c.)14

Abeillé and Godard (2002) present tests for whether or not a verb is an auxiliary in
French. For our purposes, the most telling of these involves clitics. The authors note that
“All clitic pronouns which occur on the tensed verb … occur on the auxiliary, not on the
verb which subcategorizes for them” (Abeillé and Godard 2002:406). For example, in
(13) we see that the clitic le ‘it’ must be attached to the auxiliary a ‘has’ and cannot occur
after a ‘has’ or be attached to or occur after lu ‘read.’

14

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.). (12a) originally from: Le Figaro; Julie Connan. “Streetwars” ou
l’attente du guerrier urbain. 11 September 2007 ; (12b) originally from : Le Figaro; Camille Peyrache.
“Comment gagner 740 euros en trios mois.” 11 Spetember 2007.
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(13)

French:

Paul l’a lu
/ *a le lu
/ *a lu le.
Paul CL:has read / has CL read / has read CL
‘Paul has read it’
(Abeillé and Godard 2002:406)

With respect to modals, we see that clitics do not attach to the modal verb and instead
attach to the verb that subcategorizes for the clitics. Thus, French modals do not behave
like French auxiliaries.
(14)

French:

(15)

Paul le lit
Paul CL reads
‘Paul reads it’
Paul peut le lire / *le peut lire15
Paul can CL read / CL can read
‘Paul can read it’

(Ayoun, p.c.)

Further, comparing a French modal to its English equivalent, we can see that French
modals inflect for the full range of tenses, persons and numbers, while English modals
have minimal tense inflection and no person or number inflection (not even third-person
singular). This is illustrated below (French data from Kendris 1990):

15

Table 1
French
PRESENT
1st
2nd
3rd

singular
peu-x
peu-x
peu-t

PAST
1st
2nd
3rd

pouv-ais
pouv-ais
pouv-ait

plural
pouv-ons
pouv-ez
peuv-ent

English
PRESENT singular
1st
can
2nd
can
rd
3
can

plural
can
can
can

pouv-ions
pouv-iez
pouv-aient

PAST
1st
2nd
3rd

could
could
could

could
could
could

Interestingly, Ayoun (p.c.) notes that in some varieties of French, Paul le peut lire is acceptable. Perhaps
in these varieties modals are undergoing grammaticalization (c.f. van Gelderen 2006).
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It should be noted, though, that at least one English modal verb is a main verb: need. We
can see below that need inflects fully for tense and person (16a,b,c) and that (at least in
standard Modern American English), it occurs after negation (16d,e).
(16)

a.
b. *
c.
d.
e. ?/*

He needs to sneeze.
He need to sneeze.
He needed to sneeze.
He doesn’t need to go.
He need not go.

So far, we have seen some examples of modal auxiliaries and modal main verbs. Let us
now see how we may capture these two types of modal verbs within the same system.
1.3 Accounting for modal verbs
Let us look first at modal verbs which are main verbs, using the French verb pouvoir
‘can’ (on a circumstantial/deontic interpretation) (17). We have just seen that pouvoir
‘can’ patterns as a main verb rather than an auxiliary.
(17)

Elle peut parler à son bébé
she can speak:INF to her baby
‘She can speak to her baby’

(Ayoun, p.c.)16

I propose, since French is a V-to-T language, that in French modal expressions such as
that in (17), there is a modal root bearing a [POSSIBILITY] feature inserted into the vº
position and incorporates into the little-v to form a modal verb. Then there is v to Ability
to T movement, motivated by the checking of uninterpretable [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and
[TENSE] features. This results in the complex head given below. Following Harley
(1995), I assume that main verbs have morphological roots, and thus I treat French
modals as having morphological roots. I take uninterpretable [TENSE] features to be
16

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.); originally from: perso.orange.fr/abegui/prema/7.htm.
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introduced by little-v. (Note that this tree and most of those that follow show the head
movements [arrows] and the complex heads resulting from these head movements.)
(18)
TP
ru
Ellei
T’
she
ru
T
CircumP
ty
ei
Circ
T
ti
Circum’
ty [TENSE]
ei
v Circ
Circum
vP
ty [CIRCUM]
ru
√
v
ti
v’
[NECESS]
ei
[uCIRCUM]
v
√P
[uTENSE]
ti
ti
√’
ei
peut
√
vP
can
4
ti parler à
son bébé
speak to her baby
In this circumstantial modal construction the modal appears as a root with an
interpretable [POSSIBILITY] feature and an uninterpretable [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature. It
undergoes head movement to check its uninterpretable [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and [TENSE]
features.
Now consider an epistemic modal construction using the French verb devoir
‘must,’ given below:
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(19)

Problème de débit: ça doit venir
de mon ordi
problem of rate that must come:INF from my computer
‘(Connection) rate problem: It must be coming from my computer’
(Ayoun, p.c.)17

As the speaker is making an inference here about the origin of his or her computer
connection problems, devoir must check an [EPISTEMIC] feature. As we saw in Chapter 1,
epistemic modals appear above tense, so the verb must move there after checking tense.
For the moment, I stipulate that the subject ça ‘that’ lands finally in Spec,EpistemicP,
though the matter of final subject position is discussed in detail in Section 3 of this
chapter.
(20) EpistemicP
ei
Çai
Epistemic’
That
ei
Epistemic
TP
ry
ri
T
Epist
ti
T’
ty
[EPIST]
ei
v
T
T
vP
ty [TENSE]
ry
√
v
ti
v’
[NECESS]
ei
[uEPIST]
v
√P
[uTENSE]
ru
ti
√’
ei
doit
√
vP
must
venir de mon ordi
come from my
computer

17

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.); originally from presencepc.com/forum/ppc/TelecomsReseaux/probleme-debit-venir-ordi-sujet-9239-1.htm
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Here the modal root is inserted into little-v with an interpretable [NECESSITY] feature and
uninterpretable [EPISTEMIC] and [TENSE] features. It moves first to Tº and then to
Epistemicº to check its features.
With these French modals having roots, they have all the regular properties of
French main verbs (such as not supporting clitic climbing), as discussed above18.
Comparing (18) and (20), we can see that with main verb modals in French, the site of
origin and the movements are the same for circumstantial (18) and epistemic (20)
expressions – the only difference lies in the functional head on which the verb checks its
modal features19,20. The semantic contribution of French modal main verbs to the VPs
they originate in would be akin to the contribution made by, say, a raising verb such as
sembler ‘seem’ (c.f. Butler 2003 and Chapter 1 for more on modals as raising verbs):

18

It is worth noting that there seems to be a correlation between languages with V-to-T movement and
languages with main-verb modals. My thanks to Harley (p.c.) for this observation. Perhaps V-to-T
movement is correlated with allowing verbs with roots to move into functional head positions – in
languages with rootless auxiliaries (like English) only these auxiliaries may move to functional head
positions, while in languages with V-to-T movement (like French), verbs with roots may also move to
functional head positions.
19
In French, it is possible to combine modals in sentences. For example:
(A) La Famille Isamov doit pouvoir rester en France
the family Isamov must3sg:pres can stay in France (www.petitiononline.com/lsmafree/petition.html; 2/14/08)
‘The Isamov family must be able to say in France’
But only the highest modal, in this case doit ‘must’, bears tense and agreement features. Lower verbs must
be in infinitival form:
(B) *La Famille Isamov doit peut rester en France
the family Isamov must:3sg:pres can:3sg:pres stay in France
Presumably, the relevant modal features on the first modal are checked by a different head than the relevant
modal features on the second modal. Perhaps there is a tri-clausal structure. To the best of my knowledge,
in multiple-modal constructions, the two modals cannot receive the same interpretation.
20
French modals even have past participle forms as in Il a dû aller au magasin ‘He had to go to the store’
(Ayoun, p.c.). Here, the modal dû ‘must’ follows the auxiliary a ‘has’. This might look like a problem for
feature checking, but actually long-distance feature checking may take place. I argue in the next two
sections that this is available and does not consitute a violation of the MLC as it might appear to.
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(21)

a.

Il semble aimer son image
he seem:3SG:PRES like:INF his image
‘He seems to like his (own) image’

(Ayoun, p.c.)21

b.
TP
ei
Il
T’
he
ei
T
VP
semble
ri
seem:3SG:PRES
V’
ei
V
TP
<sembler>
aimer son image
like:INF his image
Now let us look at modal auxiliaries. Unlike modals that are full verbs, auxiliary
modals do not have roots. I treat them here as rootless feature bundles. Below are two
examples of circumstantial modals. Can (22a) is an auxiliary, while need (22b) is a main
verb (need is discussed at the end of this chapter).
(22)

a. Tiesto can spin
b. I need to sneeze

For the sentence in (22a), we would have:

21

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.); originally from http://agassi.bb-fr.com/legendes-du-tennis-atpf12/steve-darcis-t687-15.htm; 2/14/08
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(23)
TP
ei
Tiestoi
T’
ei
T
CircumP
ty
ei
Circ
T
ti
Circum’
ty [TENSE]
ei
v
Circ
Circum
vP
[CIRC]
ei
ti
v’
[POSS]
ei
[uCIRC]
v
vP
([uTENSE])
4
ti spin
can
Here the modal auxiliary is a rootless feature bundle inserted directly into v which then
undergoes head movement to check its uninterpretable [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] (and check or
perhaps block [TENSE]) features. [POSSIBILITY] is an interpretable feature on the
auxiliary.
Now consider the epistemic modal construction in (24):
(24)

The orchid must require a lot of care

Must here being an epistemic modal and thus in a position above T, we are faced with the
challenge of dealing with tense here. We might insert the modal directly into Epistemicº
and have T Agreeing with require (as in (25a)), but this does not explain why we do not
then get the sentence in (25b) where tense/person agreement on the verb require results in
ungrammaticality.
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(25)

a.
b.

The orchid requires a lot of care
* The orchid must requires a lot of care

Therefore, I suggest, that the modal feature bundle moves through T where it checks (or
blocks) tense, and then it moves into the Epistemicº position to check its uninterpretable
[EPISTEMIC] feature.
(26)

EpistemicP
ei
The orchidi Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
TP
ty
ri
T
Epist
ti
T’
ty [EPIST]
ei
v
T
T
vP
[TENSE]
ty
[NECESS]
ti
v’
[uEPIST]
ei
([uTENSE])
v
vP
ti require a lot of care
must
If the English modals do realize both modal and tense features, then in addition to the
head movement observed, some morphological fusion (discussed in Chapter 3) has taken
place. If the modal is simply blocking tense, then it is likely that just head movement has
occurred, or perhaps there might even be a null tense affix (Harley, p.c.).
Before moving on to the implications of such an approach, I wish to discuss the
English modal verb need which, as discussed above, patterns as a main verb. An example
and its tree are given in (27). Here, we can see that the modal does have a root (since it is
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a main verb), and that it does not move to higher functional heads (just as we find with
other English main verbs). Rather, tense and modal features are checked via Agree.
(27)

a.

He needs to sneeze.

b.
TP
ei
Hei
T’
ei
T
CircumP
[TENSE]
ei
ti
Circum’
ei
Circum
vP
[CIRCUM] ri
ti
v’
ei
v
√P
ei
ti
√
v
√’
[uCIRCUM]
[uTENSE] ei
[NECESSITY]
√
vP
4
need
to sneeze
1.4 Some implications
If we follow the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985), the order of functional words in the lesshighly synthetic languages will be the same as the order of bound functional morphemes
in more highly synthetic languages. Further, in Distributed Morphology, which I am
adopting here, roots and features are indifferent to whether they occur as free or bound
morphemes. So, we predict that just as epistemic modal verbs appear above Tense and
circumstantial and deontic modal verbs appear below it, so should there be bound modal
markers in these same positions in some languages. In fact, as I show in the next section,
this is what we find.
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2. Modal affixes
In several languages, modals occur not as individual (verb) words, but rather as bound
affixes. I now look at some of these.
2.1 Modal affixes
De Haan identifies modal affixes such as that below, from Tamil (Dravidian; India)22:
(28)

Avan pecca-laam
3SG speak-permission
‘He is allowed to speak’

(de Haan 2006:36)

He asserts that such affixes as that shown in (28) are optional affixes on the verb
(2006:36).23 O’odham (Uto-Aztecan; Arizona, Mexico) and Hiaki (Uto-Aztecan;
Arizona, Mexico) also use modal affixes (de Haan: 2007). An illustration from O’odham
is given below, with the affix –ki ‘inferential’:
(29)

Am a

-t -ki
d&uu-x
LOC MOOD-TENSE-INFERENTIAL rain-PERFECTIVE
‘It evidently rained here’ (‘It must have rained here’)

(de Haan 2007)

Another example comes from Garo (Sino-Tibetan; India):
(30)

Anti-ci
re’an-aha-kon
market-to go-PAST-PROBABLE
‘I think he went to the market’

(Bybee 1985:180)

So, just as some languages express modality through independent words, others express it
through affixes.

22

All language family data is from Gordon (2005).
Schiffmann (1999) says of such constructions that they involve non-finite verb forms plus some
obligatory affix (not necessarily –laam). He writes: “… non-finite forms require some additional suffix,
another clause, or another syntactic construction to make the sentence they occur in complete and
grammatical” (Schiffmann 1999:45).
23
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2.2 Accounting for modal affixes
Since in Distributed Morphology there is no principled difference between free and
bound morphemes, we may use the same system to account for these modal affixes as we
used for modal verbs. The only difference is that in languages like Tamil, O’odham and
Garo, modals are realized as bound rather than free morphemes (so the verb re’an ‘go’
will head-move and pick up –aha ‘past’ and –kon ‘probable’ as affixes). The Garo
example of epistemic possibility from (30) is illustrated below. Each affix corresponds to
a unique head, and all these affixes are attached to the verb via head movement.
(31)

EpistP
ei
TP
Epist
ei
-kon
vP
T
PROBABLE
ei
-aha
√P
v
PAST
ei
√RE’AN
PP
√
go
4
√RE’AN
anti-ci
go
market-to

2.3 Implications from Distributed Morphology
As discussed in Chapter 1, in Distributed Morphology, roots are indifferent to whether
they are realized as free or bound morphemes, and are also (largely) indifferent to the part
of speech they are realized as. Thus, roots are acategorial. So, a variety of parts of speech
should be available to modal roots and features and, in fact, they are. In the following
sections, I explore these different parts of speech.
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3. Modal adverbs
In addition to modal verbs, another common expression of modality cross-linguistically is
through adverbs. Here I look at modal adverbs from a variety of languages. First I look at
standard, one-word modal adverbs, and then I examine the phenomenon of modal tags.
3.1 Regular modal adverbs
Below I present some examples of modal adverbs from English, Persian and Lebanese
Arabic.
(32)

English:

a.
b.

Rex certainly would bite the mailman
Joe obligatorily goes to work every day

(33)

Persian:

a.

Motma’enan Sârâ be in mehmuni mi-y-âd
certainly
Sârâ to this party IND-come-3SG
‘For sure, Sârâ is coming to this party’

b.

Ehtemâlan Sârâ be in mehmuni m-y-âd
probably Sârâ to this party IND-come-3SG
‘It is probable that Sârâ comes to this party’
(Taleghani 2006:32; Karimi p.c.)

a.

Munah #kid
bj!št!'l ktir
Munah certainly works hard
‘Munah certainly works hard’

b.

Munah !l$ar"a% bj$kul samak
Munah probably eats fish
‘Munah probably eats fish’

(34)

Leb.Arabic:

(J. Racy, p.c.)

With these examples in mind, let us now see how we may capture them within the current
system.
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3.2 An account of regular adverbs
3.2.1 Modal adverbs as adjuncts
Modal adverbs seem to behave as adjuncts. First of all, they may occur in different
positions in the syntax (Harley, p.c.), which is a property of adjuncts (especially in morerigid-word-order languages like English):
(35)

a. Certainly, I like pizza!
b. I certainly like pizza!
c. I like pizza, (most) certainly!

In addition, these adverbs may be iterated, a clear property of adjuncts (Harley, p.c.):
(36)

I absolutely definitely certainly like pizza!

If modal adverbs are adjuncts, then, how do we fit them into the system we are using for
verbs, above? And what accounts for their movement if they have fixed positions in the
syntax? I account for the former question forthwith, and the latter in Section 3.2.5.
3.2.2 The position of adverbs
Cinque asserts that modal adverbs appear in the specifier positions of modal phrases.
Immediately, this poses a problem to the analysis I am proposing here: what happens if
we have an epistemic modal adverb, as in (37)?
(37)

I certainly like pizza.

If certainly is in the specifier position of EpistemicP, where is I? Our options seem to be
the following: (1) I is in Spec,TP and certainly is simply an adverb on the main verb
phrase headed by like, in no way connected with EpistemicP; (2) I is in Spec,EpistemicP
and certainly is in Epistemicº; (3) I is in Spec,EpistemicP and certainly is an adjunct
within EpistemicP; (4) I appears in the specifier of some higher functional head which is
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not overtly realized; or (5) both I and certainly appear in specifier positions within the
same phrase (a multiple specifier approach). I now examine each of these in turn.
Option 1, that without the EpistemicP projection, is illustrated below.
(38)

a.

Option 1

(certainly is not in any EpistemicP)

TP
ei
I
T’
ei
T
VP
ei
V’
ei
AP
V’
4 ei
certainly V
DP
like
pizza
This option has the advantage of requiring no special stipulations. It fails, however, to
capture two important generalizations: (1) there is a semantic similarity between (39a)
and (39b), and (2) syntactically (following Cinque 1999), epistemic modal adverbs
appear to come before circumstantial/deontic modal adverbs (as epistemic modal verbs
appear before circumstantial/deontic modal verbs), as in (40):
(39)

a.
b.

John must have eaten already, it’s 10:00!
John certainly has eaten already, it’s 10:00!

(40)

a.
b.

He probably obligatorily makes the rounds.
* He obligatorily probably makes the rounds.

I wish to maintain these generalizations, and thus turn now to Option 2, illustrated below,
which suggests that modal adverbs are in head positions.
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(41)

Option 2

(certainly is in the head position of EpistemicP)

EpistemicP
ei
I
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
vP
certainly
5
like pizza
This option leaves the specifier position free for subjects and gives clear motivation for
the presence of, say, an Epistemicº. But recall that modal adverbs seem to behave as
adjuncts (Section 3.2.1). Adverbs like certainly, then, may be found in varying positions
in the syntax (35)24 and thus seem not to behave like heads.25 Further, Option 3 predicts
that we could not have a modal verb and a modal adverb expressing the same features,
but this is just what we find in modal concord (see Footnote 56, Chapter 3), illustrated
below (Carnie, p.c.):
(42)

He certainly must like pizza.

Thus, this brings us to Option 3: an adverb like certainly appears in an adjunct
position within EpistemicP, illustrated below.

24

Adverbs are generally considered to be optional so TP could be complement to many different heads.
However, as we saw in (40), there do seem to be some structural constraints on the location of certainly.
25
Perhaps modal adverbs were once items of an embedding type. Then, as slifting occurred (see Section
3.3), these embedding modals were interpreted as non-embedding and thus they came to be non-embedding
modals. My thanks to Heidi Harley (p.c.) for this suggestion. If such evidence were available, perhaps
documents containing older varieties of English might show modal adverbs occurring in their fixed modal
positions. I leave this for future research.
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(43)

Option 3

(certainly is in an adjunct position in EpistemicP)

EpistemicP
ei
I
Epistemic’
ei
AP
Epistemic’
5 ei
certainly Epistemic
vP
5
like pizza
This has two advantages: it maintains the hierarchy of functional projections observed in
Cinque (1999), and it maintains the adjunct status of adverbs like certainly. One
disadvantage is that we have a functional projection which hosts an adverb but has no
overt head. To account for this, I might propose an aspect of the principle of Full
Interpretation (Chomsky 1986) which would require any modal features present in the
derivation to be expressed with phonological material, be they expressed via heads or
adjuncts (or perhaps other means as well)26 (this is consistent with van Gelderen 2006).
This principle could be called REALIZE and could be satisfied through some sort of
agreement or movement of features from the head to the adjunct. Thus, for example,
[EPISTEMIC] features present on a head with no morphological content would be passed
on to the adverb certainly within the head’s phrase27. But there is an additional problem
with this approach28. The presence of an intervening adjunct phrase between Epistemicº
and I (in the specifier position of this head) might prevent the subject from being in an

26

Though since there are null heads, even null modal heads as discussed below, perhaps this principle
would be more of a preference rather than a requirement.
27
See Siddiqi (2006) for an analysis of similar phenomena involving fusion.
28
My thanks to Karimi (p.c.) for pointing out this problem.
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agreement relationship with the head. Thus, I now turn to Option 4, and in Section 3.2.2 I
discuss the position of the subject in greater detail.
Option 4 posits some higher functional head above EpistemicP whose specifier
would host the subject. This is illustrated below.
(44)

Option 4

(I is in some higher functional head)

XP
ei
I
X’
ei
X
EpistemicP
ei
AP
Epistemic’
5 ei
certainly Epistemic
vP
like pizza
This is in line with the approach advocated by Cinque who, following Kayne (1994),
suggests that adverbs such as modal adverbs are in specifier positions of their respective
functional heads (particularly, for Kayne, adjuncts are specifiers). Cinque examines
evidence supporting a rigid ordering of functional adverbs such as the examples below:
(45)

a.

Non hanno mica mangiato più.
NEG have not eaten
anymore
‘They haven’t not eaten any longer’

b.

* Non hanno più
mangiato mica.
NEG have anymore eaten
not
‘They haven’t any longer eaten not’

(Cinque 1999:47)

Treating these adverbs as occurring in fixed specifier positions rather than in more
variable adjunct positions allows us to account for such rigid orderings. But what then of
subject position?
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Branigan (2005), in examining subject-aux inversion, argues that there is a
functional projection which could host the subject, namely, Rizzi’s (1997) FinP which,
Branigan writes, “presumably takes a TP complement” (2005:4). This is sketched in
(46a). But I have been advocating the use of Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy of functional
projections. If Branigan is right here in asserting that FinP (necessarily) takes a TP
complement, then this may seem to pose a threat to my use of Cinque (1999). In Chapter
1, I suggested that FinP might take EvaluativeP as its complement (sketched in (46b)). If
FinP must take TP as its complement instead, then my proposed integration of Rizzi’s
and Cinque’s systems fails and the relationship between these two systems needs to be reexamined.
(46)

a.
FinP
ei
Fin
TP
ei
T
…

b.
FinP
ei
Fin
EvalP
ei
Eval
…

However, if FinP does (may) take EvaluativeP as a complement, then Branigan’s
suggestion about subject position, as well as my proposed integration of Rizzi’s and
Cinque’s systems, may both be maintained. This approach is entirely viable. However, I
do not adopt it at this time for two reasons: (1) As discussed in Section 3.2.3, below, I
believe there are independent reasons to treat these higher functional heads as phases
which opens up to us Option 5 (discussed next); and (2) the proposal that FinP may take
an EvaluativeP complement is not necessarily advocated by Branigan, and I would be
reluctant to attribute it to him. But it is important to note that both of these reasons are
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concerned with theoretical consistency within this project and are not particular problems
for Branigan’s approach. Let us now turn to our final option regarding adverb position.
Option 5 proposes a multiple-specifier treatment, whereby both the subject and
the modal adverb are in specifier positions. This is illustrated below:
(47)

Option 5

(I and certainly are both in specifier positions)

EpistemicP
ei
I
EpistemicP
ei
certainly
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
vP
4
like pizza
Again, as we saw above, Cinque advocates treating adverbs here as being in the specifier
positions of their respective heads. Crucially, though, following Kayne’s (1994)
placement of adjuncts in specifier positions, Cinque suggests that there is one unique
specifier position per XP. So how might we maintain the word order generalizations
arrived at by Cinque with the need to account for subject position? I suggest we may do
this by making use of Phase Theory (Chomsky 2001). According to phase theory, all
strong phases may have their own EPP features. Chomsky suggests that CP and vP are
strong phases. If we treat the higher functional heads as strong phases (as do, i.e., Karimi
et al. forthcoming), then these higher heads may project additional specifiers to host
subjects (discussed in the following section), while keeping the original specifier
positions for the relevant adverbs, as Cinque advocates. This has the advantage of
maintaing the (generally) fixed orders of modal adverbs that Cinque observes while still
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allowing thie highest functional head to host the subject. Therefore, I advocate the
multiple-specifier approach outlined here (Option 5). For another treatment of the left
periphery and multiple specifiers, see, for example, Richards (2001).
3.2.2 The position of subjects
In terms of the location of the subject in these constructions, the situation
becomes a bit trickier. Is it in Spec,FinP as Branigan (2005) suggests (48a) (see Chapter 1
for more on Rizzi’s FinP position)? Or is it in Spec,EpistemicP (or the specifier position
of whatever the highest functional head is) (48b):
(48)

a.
FinP
ei
I
Fin’
ei
Fin
EpistemicP
ei
Epistemic’
ei
AP
Epistemic’
4
ei
certainly Epistemic
vP
4
<I> like pizza
b.
FinP
ei
Fin’
ei
Fin
EpistemicP
ei
I
Epistemic’
ei
AP
Epistemic’
4
ei
certainly Epistemic
vP
4
<I> like pizza
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If we accept that Fin may take EvaluativeP (or others) as its complement and that it is (as
Branigan argues) a strong phase, then we may easily say that subjects are always in
Spec,FinP. But as discussed above (Section 3.2.2), it is not clear that Branigan’s analysis
would accept Finº taking EvaluativeP as a complement, and, even if it did, simply
adopting phase theory (as I have already done) allows us to account for subject position
without necessarily appealing to FinP (though Harley, p.c. points out that in favor of
Branigan’s approach is the fact that only finite sentences have nominative case to assign).
So I leave aside the FinP approach, though the presence of a FinP on top of Epistemic,
Evidential or Evaluative heads should not affect the analysis which follows.
In terms of accounting for the presence of subjects above Spec,TP, I wish to
suggest, following, i.e., Karimi et al. (forthcoming) that these higher functional heads are
strong phases and that there are manifestations of the EPP29 (Chomsky 2000) on the
functional heads above TP. The presence of the EPP feature on T accounts for the
presence of subjects in Spec,TP. Chomsky (2001) suggests that v and C may bear EPP
features, and I wish to suggest that other functional heads, such as those proposed by
Cinque, may bear EPP features as well. Thus, all the XPs above TP will be considered
strong phases and the subject will appear in the specifier position of the highest
functional head, whatever it may be.
In summary, then, our system is one that makes use of the hierarchy of functional
projections posited by Cinque (1999) in which modal verbs occur as the heads of these
phrases. I suggested that modal adverbs occur as specifiers within these phrases and that
29

I am using the EPP here in the later sense of Chomsky (2000, 2001), rather than in the earlier sense of
Chomsky (1981, 1982, 1995).
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all left-peripheral functional projections may bear EPP features resulting in the presence
of sentential subjects in the highest specifier positions. Let us see how we may capture
the data presented above. Crucially, I am assuming, as I did with modal verbs, that the
features [NECESSITY] and [POSSIBILITY] are already present on the modal Vocabulary
Item as interpretable features, while the features [EPISTEMIC], [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and
[DEONTIC] are present on the modal Vocabulary Item as uninterpretable features and the
modal must therefore be Merged into the the relevant heads for purposes of feature
checking. This accounts for the word-order facts observed previously in (40) (as well as
some semantic facts discussed in Chapter 4).
3.2.4 The full treatment
I now present a complete modal adverb construction in terms of the functional heads of
Cinque (1999) and the morphological tenets of Distributed Morphology (Halle &
Marantz 1993). A modal adverb construction will, in detail, look as follows. Here, the
modal root comes bearing an interpretable [NECESSITY] feature. This [NECESSITY] feature
is part of the lexical specification of the modal item and does not need to be checked. It is
then inserted under an advP (an adverbalizing functional projection), allowing it to
function as an adverb. This advP is Merged into the relevant position, in this case, the
lower specifier position of Epistemicº. The Epistemicº feature [EPISTEMIC] checks the
uninterpretable feature on the modal root. The EPP feature on Epistemicº is checked by
the subject he.
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(49)

He certainly likes pizza

EpistemicP
ei
Hei
EpistemicP
qp
advP
Epistemic’
|
qp
adv’
Epistemic
TP
ei
[EPIST]
ri
adv
√P
T’
|
ei
√’
T
vP
|
4
√
ti likes pizza
[NECESS]
[uEPIST]
certainly
I now look at the movements we may observe with modal adverbs.
3.2.5 The movement of modal adverbs
As noted above, there is a certain variability with respect to the placement of modal
adverbs. For example:
(50)

a. I certainly like pizza!
b. Certainly, I like pizza!

While the certainly in (50a) appears to be in Spec,EpistemicP, as outlined above, the
certainly in (50b) is clearly in a higher position. This position is likely a discourse-related
position such as within FocusP (Karimi, p.c.). Crucially, (50b) can only be uttered in
response to a question and not out of the blue (Harley, p.c.) (51). Thus, it seems that the
position of modal adverbs is sensitive to discourse factors and thus modal adverbs are
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susceptible to Topic/Focus movement. This is illustrated below (again, taking Rizzi’s
Topic and Focus heads to be above SpeechActP, as discussed in Chapter 1):
(51)

a.
b.

A: You don’t like pizza, do you?
B: Certainly, I like pizza!
# C: Certainly, I like pizza!

(52) FocusP
ei
Certainlyj
Focus’
ei
Focus
EpistemicP
ei
Ii
EpistemicP
ei
tj
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
vP
4
ti like pizza
Here, certainly underwent Merge and feature checking as outlined in (49), but was then
further moved to FocusP30,31. We may even see adverb movement with respect to focused
or topicalized DPs (Harley p.c.) as in:
(53)

Certainly, pizza, I like.

But as Rizzi identifies two Topic positions as well as a Focus position, we may easily
account for the presence of multiple topicalized/focused elements. This is sketched
below:

30

Interestingly, Ernst (1984) suggests that some adverbs may only get their full meaning when they are
ultimately inserted into their syntactic position. Perhaps a similar sort of phenomenon is going on with
discourse-sensitive certainly and others like it (cf. Ernst 1984, Costa 2004).
31
I have not discussed here cases such as I like pizza (most) certainly, in which the adverb appears at the
end of the sentence. Still, though, it is likely in some sort of sentence-final emphatic/focus position, as we
have in sentences like I don’t like it, not at all.
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(54) FocusP
ei
Certainlyi
FocusP
ei
Focus
TopicP
ei
pizzaj
TopicP
ei
Topic
EpistemicP
4
I ti like tj
3.2.6 The usefulness of modal adverbs
With modality being able to be expressed via verbs or affixes, why would we find modal
adverbs in languages as well? One reason might be that a language with the option of
expressing modals as adverbs has available to it a wide variety of scopal positions
unavailable with modal verbs. In (55a,b), we cannot move might relative to not to get
different scopal interpretations. But in (55c,d), we can move probably relative to not.
(Note that special intonation on probably is required for (55d) to be acceptable).
(55)

a.
b.

He might not go tomorrow.
might > not
* He not might go tomorrow.
not > might

c.
d.

He will probably not go tomorrow (it’s not likely).
probably > not
He will not probably go tomorrow (he will certainly go!).
not > probably

By moving the adverb probably, we can get either the interpretation that it is likely he
will not go (55a) or that saying he will probably go is too weak a statement because his
going is certain (55b).
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3.3 Two other modal adverbial phenomena
3.3.1 Modal concord (and modal adverb iteration)
Geurts and Huitink (2006) discuss a phenomenon known as “modal concord”, in which
we have both a modal adverb and a modal verb realizing the same modal feature. This is
illustrated below:
(56)

a.
b.

You may possibly have read it.
Power carts must manditorily be used. (Geurts & Huitink 2006:1)

In line with the suggestion of these authors, I suggest with in such instances, modal
adverbs are agreeing with the features in the modal head position, which is also occupied
by a modal verb. This might be akin to cases where tense features are “echoed” in
adverbs, as in (57):
(57)

He is presently in the room.

These adverbial echoes seem to serve to emphasize or disambiguate particular functional
features. While removing the adverbs in the sentences in (58) can result in ambiguity
between epistemic and deontic readings, the presence of adverbs (as in (56)) removes any
ambiguity. (The lack of ambiguity with modal adverbs is discussed in Section 6.)
(58)

a.
b.

You may (have) read it.
Power carts must be used.

Since they check the same features and appear together in the syntax, I suggest that
constructions such as may possibly and must obligatorily are actually within the same
functional projection and are part of a complex head, as illustrated below:
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(59) TP
ei
Power
T’
cartsi ei
T
DeonticP
ei
Deontic’
ei
Deontic
vP
ei
4
advP
Deontic
ti be used
ei
[DEONTIC]
v
adv
must
manditorily
[NECESSITY] [NECESSITY]
[uDEONTIC] [uDEONTIC]
Thus, both modal items agree with the Deontic head. Another case of multiple items with
the same feature(s) can be found in the iteration of adverbs, as in (60) (Harley, p.c.):
(60)

I definitely certainly like pizza

Here again, I suggest we have an instance of multiple agreement. This is illustrated
below, where all the modal adverbs agree with the same features on the head:
(61) EpistemicP
ei
Ii
EpistemicP
ei
definitely
EpistemicP
[NECESS]
ei
[uEPIST]
certainly
EpistemicP
[NECESS]
ei
[uEPIST]
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
vP
[EPISTEMIC] 4
ti like pizza
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Again, we have the effect f emphasizing modal features. Perhaps these cases satisfy the
more general requirement that more emphasized material have a distinct or heavier
phonological form (see, e.g., Schwenker 2003, Zanuttini 1997). For non-emphatic cases
of agreement and modality, see the discussion of Kayardild modal case in Section 7 of
this chapter. For related cases of concord, see, i.e., Zeijlstra (2004).
3.3.2 Modal tags
At this point, I would like to discuss the category which de Haan (2006:38) calls “modal
tags.” These generally express an epistemic or evidential quality. An example is given
below:
(62)

a.
b.
c.

Shawn is at the store now, I think.
I think Shawn is at the store now.
Shawn is, I think, at the store now.

De Haan (2006:38) suggests that these tags had their origins as pure matrix clauses, but
that they have become grammaticalized as adverbials. These are (like) the parenthetical
verbs identified in Urmson (1952). In such constructions, we have “…a piece of
information slipped into another context” (Urmson 1952:481). But it is possible that these
tags are not adverbials but the result of a different phenomenon. We may find support for
such a view when we consider Simons’ (2007) observation that verbs that participate in
modal-tag constructions are “clause-embedding verbs such as see, hear, think, believe,
discover and know” (1034). Ross (1973) suggests that complex sentences such as these
may undergo sentence lifting or “slifting” (Ross 1973:134). In slifting, an embedded CP
is moved outside the matrix CP. Slifting is illustrated below:
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(63)

a.
b.
c.

I realize [that Osbert feels [frogs have souls]i]j
[Frogs have souls]i, I realize [that Osbert feels ti]j
[Osbert feels that [frogs have souls]i]j, I realize [[ti]tj]
(Ross 1973:135)

In this project, I consider sentences such as (62b) and (63a) as the base-generated
constructions, while I treat sentences such as (62a,c) and (63b,c) the result of slifting.
Perhaps with multiple instances of slifting, non-slifted components (such as I realize)
come to be reanalyzed as adverbial-type phrases, leading to de Haan’s suggestion of
modal tags as kinds of adverbials. But for the time being, I simply treat them as slifts.
3.4 Implications from DM
From modal adverbs, we have seen that modal features may be checked by items not
directly in the modal head. If this is an option for the grammar, we predict other instances
of checking of modal features via Agree. I assert that in the forms of modal adjectives
and nouns, discussed next, this prediction is borne out.
4. Modal adjectives
We find several instances of modal adjectives in different languages. In this section, I
present some modal adjective data and propose a treatment of this data within our system.
4.1 Modal adjective data
First let us look at some modal adjective data from different languages.
(64)

English:

a. Violet is allowed to use the fan belt
b. Rex is able to swim fast.

(65)

Persian:

Kimea ghâder bud…
Kimea able
was
‘Kimea was able…’

(Karimi p.c.)
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(66)

Reunion Creole:

… li le pa kapab pej son terrain…
he is not able pay his land
‘… he is not able to pay for his land…’
(Caid 2000:590)

(67)

Lebanese Arabic:

a.

Munah masmuħ (Ιnu) jΙsta(mΙl sijjar-ti
Munah permitted C use
car-my
‘Munah is allowed to use my car’

b.

Munah mažbur (Ιnu) ixal:Ιs šo'-lu
Munah obliged C finish work-his
‘Munah is obliged to finish his work’
(J. Racy, p.c.)

In all these cases, adjectives are used to express modal notions. With this data in mind, let
us see how we may account for it within the proposed unified system here.
4.2 An account of modal adjectives
4.2.1 The syntax of modal adjectives
First I discuss modal adjectives which are purely adjectives (as opposed to deverbal
adjectives). Here, the √P is Merged under an djaP (an adjectivizing functional head)
which is Merged as the complement of the Abilityº, and the adjective Agrees with the
Abilityº. The modal features are checked by the adjective, preventing insertion of a modal
verb, affix, etc (e.g. *I can able, *I am can able, etc.). Since adjectives such as able lack
verbal features, copular be is inserted into T32.
(68)

32

a. She is able to swim

Note that unlike what we found with modal adverbs, modal adjective roots take complements, such as to
swim here.
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(68) b.
TP
ei
Shei
T’
ei
T
CircumP
[TENSE]
ti
ti
Circum’
is
ei
[uTENSE] Circum
adjP
[CIRCUM]
ti
ti
adj’
ei
adj
√P
ty
ri
√
adj
ti
√’
[POSS]
ri
[uCIRCUM]
√
vP
4
able
ti to swim
Here, be is inserted into T to check T’s [TENSE] feature. The modal adjective begins as a
root bearing an interpretable [POSSIBILITY] feature and an uninterpretable
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature. It is merged under an adjP and undergoes head movement to
a, rendering it an adjective. Its uninterpretable [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature is checked via
Agree with the Circumstantial head33.

33

I am therefore treating modal adjective constructions with be as cases of be-support. In be-support, be
may be inserted if needed. Such a verb would have its own little-v. I leave this out for the sake of
emphasizing the modal movement and feature checking. My thanks to Harley (p.c.) for the helpful
suggestion of be-support.
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Now let us look at a modal adjective such as allowed, which is an adjectival
passive form of the causative verb allow34. Here, the √P is first Merged into a little-v
position, and then into to a little-adj position. This gives us a deverbal adjective (such
formation of deverbal adjectives follows the work of Marantz, to appear). The modal
moves from √ to v to adj. The [DEONTIC] feature is checked via Agree.
(69)

a. She is allowed to swim.

b.
TP
ei
Shei
T’
ei
T
DeonticP
[TENSE] ri
ti
Deontic’
is
ei
[uTENSE]
Deontic
adjP
[DEON]
ri
ti
adj’
ei
adj
vP
ty
ri
√
adj
ti
v’
[POSS]
ei
[uDEON]
v
√P
ru
allowed
ti
√’
ty
√
vP
4
ti to swim

34

Some causatives, such as allow, permit, and make, clearly have deontic semantics. But others seem to
entail action without necessarily entailing obligation. For example, have X done for me, get X made for me.
See Folli and Harley (2003) for more on causatives.
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Here the modal is an adjectival verb form so there are both little-adj and little-v heads.
The verb be is inserted into little-v and moves to T to check tense. The modal root bears
an interpretable [POSSIBILITY] feature and an uninterpretable [DEONTIC] feature. It is first
Merged under a vP, and then an adjP. It undergoes head movement from √º to v to adj,
and then it checks its uninterpretable [DEONTIC] feature via Agree with the Deontic head.
We may account for the Lebanese Arabic modal adjective data from this section.
One example is repeated below:
(70)

Munah mažbur (Ιnu) ixal:Ιs šo'-lu
Munah obliged (C) finish work-his
‘Munah is obliged to finish his work’

(J. Racy, p.c.)

Though Arabic morphology is templatic, J. Racy (p.c.) suggests that the root underlying
mažbur ‘obliged’, √ŽBR, is fundamentally a verbal one. Thus, I treat mažbur as a
deverbal adjective. In this example, then, the modal moves from its locus of insertion to
little-v to little-adj where it checks the [DEONTIC] feature on the Deontic head.
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(71) TP
ei
Munahi
T’
ei
T
DeonP
ø
ei
ti
Deon’
ei
Deon
adjP
[DEON]
ri
ti
adj’
ei
adj
vP
ty
ei
√
adj
ti
v’
[NECESS]
ei
[uDEON]
v
√P
ei
√
vP
mažbur
4
obliged

ti ixal:!s šo'-lu
finish his work

4.2.2 Fully lexicalized modal adjectives
The modal adjectives we have examined thus far have had the property of taking
complements and of checking functional features on functional heads. But von Fintel
(p.c.) points out that we must consider attributive modal adjectives as well, such as those
in (72):
(72)

a. He is a likely candidate.
b. It is a necessary evil.

I sugesst that in such cases, we have fully lexicalized (or completely degrammaticalized)
modal items (see Section 6.2 for more on lexical modals). Thus, in constructions like
those in (72), all modal features are fully interpretable parts of the lexical semantics of
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the modal items and do not interact with any left-peripheral projections. In Section 5, we
see the same constrast between quasi-lexical and fully lexical with respect to modal
nouns.
4.2.3 The usefulness of modal adjectives
As was the case with modal adverbs, modal adjectives are a useful tool for the grammar
because they allow unambiguous expression of modal notions, unlike many modal verbs.
In (73), can is ambiguous between an ability interpretation and a permission
interpretation. In (74), must is ambiguous between an epistemic interpretation and a
deontic interpretation. In (75), however, each modal adjective has only one possible
interpretation.
(73)

He can sleep here…
… he falls asleep anywhere! (Ability)
… I’ll allow it for tonight. (Permission)

(74)

She must work very hard…
… she’s advancing so quickly! (Epistemic necessity)
… or I’ll fire her. (Obligation)

(75)

a.
b.
c.
d.

He is able to sleep here….
… he falls asleep anywhere! (Ability)
# … I’ll allow it for tonight. (Permission)
He is allowed to sleep here….
# … he falls asleep anywhere! (Ability)
… I’ll allow it for tonight. (Permission)
I am certain she works very hard…
… she’s advancing so quickly! (Epistemic necessity)
# … or I’ll fire her. (Obligation)
She is obliged to work very hard…
# … she’s advancing so quickly! (Epistemic neessity0
… or I’ll fire her. (Obligation)
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We have seen here an account of (more or less) straightforward modal adjectives. Before
ending this section, I wish to present some interesting facts about Russian modals.
4.4 The case of Russian
From work such as Wade (2002) and Babby (1973), we can see that for some Russian
modals, it is not entirely clear whether they are adjectives or verbs (or both). I discuss
these here and show how my proposed analysis captures them regardless of category. De
Haan (2006) presents Russian as a case of a language containing modal adjectives and
adverbs. This is illustrated below.
(76)

a.
b.

Ja
dolžen
idti
na vokzal
I:NOM must:MASC go:INF to station:ACC
‘I must [ADJ] go to the station’
Mne nado idti
na vokzal
I:DAT must go:INF to station:ACC
‘I must [ADV] go to the station’

(de Haan 2006:38)35

Russian adjectives have what are termed “long” and “short” forms. Long-form adjectives
end in two vowels and precede the noun they modify, while short-form adjectives end in
one consonant or vowel (depending on gender) and generally follow sentential subjects
(Wade 2002:43). The long form of kind is given in (77a), and the short form in (77b):
(77)

a.

Dobryi tšjelovek
kind
man
‘a kind man’

b.

(?) On dobr k nedž
he kind to her
‘He is kind to her’
(Wade 2002:43)

Babby (1973) points out that the short forms have distinctly verbal properties. First of all,
they agree in gender with their subject, as we see below:
35

The word na was originally v in de Haan, and vokzal was originally spelled voksal, but these two
changes have been made based on the judgments Lomashvili (p.c.). Lomashvili also finds the sentence in
(77) to be marginal and reminiscent of an older variety of Russian.
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(78)

a.

vesel
cheerful:MASC:SG
‘cheerful’

b.

vesela
cheerful:FEM:SG
‘cheerful’

(Babby 1973:350)

Verbs in the past tense also agree with the subject in gender:
(79)

a.

On znal
he knew:MASC:SG
‘He knew’

b.

Ona znala
she knew:FEM:SG
‘She knew’
(Babby 1973:351)

These short forms do not, however, share case marking with the subject (Babby
1973:350-351)36. Considering these facts, Babby concludes that, in fact, the short-form
Russian adjectives are actually verbs with a [+adj] feature. The fact that these forms can
appear with copular verbs, as in (80), is explained as an instance of a default copular verb
checking Tense features because a [+adj] verb cannot.
(80)

Ona byla obmanuta
she was deceived
‘She was deceived’

(Babby 1973:352)

But a problem with this is that long-form adjectives agree with subjects in gender, too.
We can see this in (81), below:
(81)

a.

Veselyi
p’aren’
b.
cheerful:MASC fellow
‘Cheerful fellow’

Veseljaya ženščina’
cheerful:FEM woman
‘Cheerful woman’ (Lomashvili, p.c.)

Thus it looks like there is not a gender agreement difference between long-form and
short-form adjectives. But, as Babby points out, long forms also agree in case (and may
occur more widely than short forms). Below we can see that a long-form adjective
modifies and agrees with an accusative-marked noun (82a,b) but short-form adjectives
are ungrammatical in such constructions (82c,d).
36

Also, inside NPs only long forms are used (Lomashvili, p.c.).
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(82)

a.

Ya videla vesiologo mužščiny
I saw cheerful:MASC:ACC man
‘I saw the cheerful man’

b.

Ya videla vesioluyu ženščinu
I saw cheerful:FEM:ACC woman
‘I saw the cheerful woman’

c.

* Ya videla vesel mužščiny
I saw cheerful:MASC man
‘I saw the cheerful man’

d.

* Ya videla veselja ženščina’
I saw cheerful:FEM woman
‘I saw the cheerful woman

(Lomashvili, p.c.)

Verbs do not bear case. Thus, we have here a similarity between verbs and short-form
adjectives.
Harley (p.c.) proposes an additional test for whether short-form adjectives are
actually verbs. This concerns the intensifier the adjectives may take. For example, while
short-form adjectives may take the intensifier dovol’no ‘pretty’ (83a), verbs require the
intensifier pravado ‘truly’ (83b). While adjectives are somewhat acceptable with pravado
‘truly’, verbs are completely unacceptable with dovol’no ‘pretty’.
(83)

a. On dovol’no / ?pravdo vysok b. On pravdo / * dovol’no bežit
he pretty / truly
tall
he
truly / pretty runs
‘He is pretty tall’
‘He really runs’
(Lomashvili p.c.)

Thus we see that, in terms of intensifiers, short-form adjectives behave differently from
regular verbs. So perhaps short-form adjectives only share some properties with verbs
(failure to agree in case) but not others (gender agreement and intensifier modification).
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Wade (1992:235) discusses this issue relative to Russian modals. He identifies
constructions with dolžen ‘must’ as “dolžen + infinitive [meaning a verb in the infinitive
form:SR].” We can see this in the following sentence:
(84)

Každyj chelovek dolžen trudit’sya
every person must work:INF
‘Everybody must work’

(Wade 1992:335)

From this, it looks like dolžen ‘must’ bears tense and thus is actually a modal verb. Wade
points out, though, that dolžen ‘must’ and its various forms have adjectival endings.
Moreover, dolžen ‘must’ can combine with past and future forms of byt ‘to be’:
(85)

On dolžen
byl
he must:MASC be:PAST:MASC
‘He had to’

(Wade 1992:335)

Thus, it looks like dolžen does not really bear tense after all. So, we may consider it to be
a (predicate) adjective or perhaps, as Babby suggests, a verb with a [+adj] feature.
The Russian modals moch ‘to be able’ (86a,b) and možno ‘may,’ (86c,d) also
present an interesting case. Moch inflects for tense (86b)37, but možno does not (86d).
(86)

37

a.

Ya mogu
prinyat’ va#e priglashenie
I can:PRES:1SG accept:INF your invitation
‘I can accept your invitation’
(Wade 1992:227)

b.

Ya mog
/ mogu
prinyat’ va#e priglashenie
I can:PAST:1SG:MASC / can:PAST:1SG:FEM accept:INF your invit.
‘I could accept your invitation’
(Lomashvili, p.c.)

c.

Možno syuda sest’?
may:PRES here sit:INF
‘May I sit here?’

(Wade 1992:338)

Lomashvili (p.c.) points out that moch in the past does not inflect for number or person like other verbs
do, but it does inflect for gender, as we see in (86b). Further, she points out that moch does not combine
with budu like regular verbs do in forming the future (the present form is used).
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(86)

d.

Možno
bylo plavat’ v takoi xolodnoj vodé
possible/may was swim in such
cold water
‘It was possible/permitted to swim in such cold water’
(Lomashvili p.c.)

From this data, it looks like moch is clearly verbal, while možno is probably more
adjectival.
The case of Russian modals is truly an interesting one. They seem to sit squarely
on the border between adjectives and verbs. Fortunately, the analysis advocated in this
chapter accounts for both in the same way, no matter what their part of speech. By way of
illustration, I give below trees for dolžen ‘must’ as a verb (87) and dolžen ‘must’ as an
adjective (88)38:

38

The alert reader will notice that if we use an example in past or future tense, such as (85) On dol"en byl
‘he had to’, the tense-bearing element byl appears after the modal. I would suggest either that (a) byl
remains below ObligP in a little-v position, or that (b) the whole group of dol"en + byl behaves as a quasiidiomatic complex predicate. This is the analysis I give for modal nouns in the following section.
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(87)

Ja
dolžen
idti
na vokzal
I:NOM must:MASC go:INF to station:ACC
‘I must [VERB] go to the station’

(de Haan 2006:38)

TP
ei
Jai
T’
I
ei
T
ObligP
[TENSE] ru
ti
Oblig’
ru
ø
Oblig
vP
[uTENSE]
ty
ru
v
Oblig
ti
v’
ty [OBLIG]
ru
√
v
v
√P
[NECESS]
ru
[uOBLIG]
ti
√’
ru
√
vP
dolžen
must
ti idti na vokzal
go to the station
Here we have the modal root being inserted under a little-v, rendering dolžen ‘must’ a
modal verb. It then moves up to Obligationº for feature checking. Alternatively, we could
insert the root under a little-adj, as shown below. (Yet another possibility, one not
sketched here, would be to treat dolžen as something like a deverbal adjective, as in (71),
above, which might help explain its manifestation of both verbal and adjectival
properties.)
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(88)

Ja
dolžen
idti
na vokzal
I:NOM must:MASC go:INF to station:ACC
‘I must [ADJ] go to the station’

(de Haan 2006:38)

TP
ei
Jai
T’
I
ei
T
ObligP
[TENSE] ru
ti
Oblig’
ru
ø
Oblig
adjP
[uTENSE]
[OBLIG]
ru
ti
adj’
ru
adj
√P
ty
ru
√
adj
ti
√’
[NECESS]
ru
[uOBLIG]
√
vP
dolžen
must
ti idti na vokzal
go to the station
In this section, we saw that the same system we used for modal verbs, affixes, and
adverbs may also be used to account for modal adjectives. Now let us turn to an
examination of modal nouns.
5. Modal nouns
We have seen so far how the overall category of modality may be expressed by auxiliary
verbs, main verbs, affixes, adverbs and adjectives. I discuss in this section the fact that
we may have modal nouns as well. First I look at some modal noun data. Then I give an
account in terms of the system proposed here. Finally, I look at some unusual properties
of modal nouns.
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5.1 Modal noun data
It appears that in some languages, modal concepts may be expressed by nouns. Some
examples from English are given in (89):
(89)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Thea has the ability to walk on a tightrope.
We have permission to run errands in the Humvee.
There is the possibility that it will rain.
He has an obligation to inform the public.

In English, we can identify these as nouns from their suffixes (-ty, -ion), and from the fact
that they may be preceded by determiners (a, the), and they may be modified by
adjectives (...has the unique ability... etc.).
Quigley (2002) describes modal nouns in Awara (Trans-New Guinea; Papua New
Guinea). She writes:
“Awara has three modal nouns: -nangäsä ‘deontic’ and -nangän ‘deontic’, both of
which express concepts related to possibility and obligation, and -nage ‘purpose’.
These nouns may function as argument of the clause, as predicates, and as
adverbial modifiers” (Quigley 2002:32).
We can see this illustrated below:
(90)

a. Dasing-ga tahanim täknga, [Anätule kayi-ne ko

hopi-nangäsä] wenä

how-INDEF do:1PL:FUT CL:rope [God:DAT eye:LOC go:up hide-DEONTIC] not:exist

‘Whatever we do, there is no possibility of hiding it from God’s eyes’
b.

Do-waha-nangäsä
NEG-do-DEONTIC
‘It is permissible for you not to do it’ (‘You don’t have to do it’)
(Quigley 2002:32)

An indication that these are nouns comes from (89a), in which, according to Quigley
(2002:32), the modal nangäsä ‘must’ functions as the subject of the verb wena ‘not
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exist.’ Certainly nangäsä ‘must’ seems to be a noun. Assuming this to be the case, it must
be a modal element of the non-optional predicate variety (if in a structural position to
function as such), and not an optional adverbial element. Unfortunately, I could find no
further Awara data at this time in support of this hypothesis.
In addition to having modal adjective and adverb phrases, as discussed above,
Persian also has modal nouns in complex predicate constructions39:
(91) a. Sârâ ejâze
dar-e (ke) tu xune
be-mun-e
Sârâ permission have-3SG (that) in home SUBJUNCTIVE-stay-3SG
‘Sârâ may stay home’
(Taleghani 2006:46)
b. Kimea tavâmaiji dâr-e…
Kimea ability have-3sg
‘Kimea has the ability…’

(Karimi p.c.)

Lebanese Arabic has modal nouns as well:
(92)

39

a.

Munah (ɪndu ɪzn
(ɪnu) ɪstamɪl sijjar-ti
Munah has permission (C) use
car-my
‘Munah has permission to use my car’

b.

Munah (ɪndu l)a:bli (ɪnu) jɪsbaħ bura(
Munah has the:ability (C) swim fast
‘Munah has the ability to swim quickly’

c.

Munah (ɪndu mas)ulijɪ (ɪnu) ixalɪs šo'-lu
Munah has responsibility (C) finish work-his
‘Munah has an obligation to finish his work’

Note that the Persian modal noun takes a CP complement (as exemplified by the [optional]
complementizer ke in (87)). English modal nouns, on the other hand, take only TP complements;
complementizers are not allowed:
(C)
a. I am able *that/*what to swim
b. I have permission *that/*what I swim
If we assume, however, that perhaps what the modal nouns care about is having objects which are
propositional rather than of a particular syntactic category, then we may still group these together.
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(92)

d.

(n:a l)ɪmkeniji
n)ruh (a fransa
we:have the:possibility go to France
‘We have the possibility of going to France’

(J. Racy, p.c.)

Finally, we may find modal nouns in Irish as well:
(93)

Is féidir
líom
is able/allowed with:me
‘I have the ability’

(Ó Siadhail 1989:287)

So we can see that this phenomenon is found in several languages.
5.2 Accounting for modal nouns
5.2.1 The syntax of modal nouns
In (94), I take requirement to be a deontic necessity modal noun, since it indicates an
obligation. Thus (94a) may be represented by the tree in (94b). The modal root bearing an
interpretable [NECESSITY] feature and an uninterpretable [DEONTIC] feature is inserted
under a little-n making it a noun. This nP is Merged under a DP. Finally, the
uninterpretable [DEONTIC] feature is then checked via Agree.
(94)

a. There is the requirement that he be here.
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(94)

b.

TP
ei
There
T’
ei
T
DeonP
[TENSE] ti
is
Deon’
[uTENSE]
ei
Deon
DP
[DEON]
tu
D’
ru
D
nP
the
tu
n’
ru
n
√P
ty
ty
√
n
√’
[NECESS]
ei
[uDEON]
√
vP
requirement

that he be here

But here the reader may notice a lump under the rug (perhaps next to some others). This
particular lump is sentences like (95):
(95)

She has the ability to walk on a tightrope

This construction seems parallel in structure to that of (94a), but it is not captured by the
analysis proposed in (94b). Has here is possessive-have, not the tense/aspectual-have, and
so does not appear in T. Thus ability seems to be in some position below v and therefore
not in CircumstantialP.
(96)

a.
b.

She [TP usually [vP has the ability to walk on a tightrope]
* She [TP has usually [vP the ability to walk on a tightrope]
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But how, then, to maintain a unified account when it is not possible for the modal item to
be in a modal position? One possibly desirable approach would be to treat these “longdistance” modal constructions as cases of Agree, where the uninterpretable features on
the modal head agree with the interpretable features on the downstairs modal item. This
is sketched below:
(97) CircumP
ei
Circum’
ei
Circum
vP
[CIRCUM] ri
v’
ei
v
VP
has
ei
V’
ei
V
DP
<has>
the ability
[uCIRCUM]
I believe this approach is essentially the correct one, but we have the trouble of the
intervening little-v between the modal Circumstantial head and the modal noun ability. It
appears as though we might have a violation of the Minimal Link Condition (MLC;
Chomsky 1995, 2000). The MLC is given below40:
(98)

40

K attracts α if and only if there is no β, β closer to K than α, such that K
attracts β. (Chomsky 1995:311)

Here “attract” may be understood as equivalent to Agree.
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If we take Circumº to be K, the ability to be our α and has to be our β, it looks as if has
(β) might interfere with Circumº (K)’s agreement with the ability (α). Certainly has is
closer to Circumº than the ability is. But I assert that, though has is closer, Circumº
potentially does not attract has since the [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature does not seem to be
borne on has. So crucially, the intervening element has would have to be of the same type
(bearing the same features) as the DP the ability to pose a problem. Thus, this
construction is likely not the MLC violation it seems to be.
In (99b), I give the tree for (99a). Again, crucially, since (the verb in) little-v and
the modal noun are of different types, the Circumstantial head will be checking its
[Circumstantial] feature on the closest head of the relevant type: little-n. Therefore, there
is no MLC violation.
(99)

a. She has the ability to fly
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(99)

b.

TP
ei
Shei
T’
ei
T
CircumP
[TENSE]
ri
ti
Circum’
ei
Circum
vP
[CIRCUM] ru
ti
v’
ri
v
DP
[uTENSE] ei
D
nP
has
the
ei
n
√P
ty
ri
√
n
ti
√’
[POSS]
ei
[uCIRCUM]
√
vP
4
ability
ti to fly
So, even with a have + modal noun construction we may have fundamentally the same
structure and operations for There is the requirement that he be here (94) and She has the
ability to fly (99).
It is worth noting (Harley, p.c.) that this is in line with the proposal of Freeze
(1992), who argues that possessives and existentials have the same structure. Specifically,
he argues that the three following kinds of constructions have the same sort of underlying
structure:
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(100) a. The book is on the bench.
b. There is a book on the bench.
c. Lupe has a book.

(Freeze 1992:553)

In all of these, we have some sort of locative element (on in (100a,b), possessive have in
(100c)) and a theme (the book). In fact, the crucial difference between is-constructions
like (100a,b) and have constructions like (100c) is that the have copulas (as Freeze terms
them) require a [+human] argument. So while (100a,b) are acceptable with non-animate
subjects (dummy there and the book), (100c) requires an animate subject like Lupe:
(101) *There is a book to/of Lupe / *A book is to/of Lupe…
Indeed, the is the possibility constructions are acceptable with expletive subjects while
have the ability constructions require human subjects:
(102) a.
b.
c.
d.

There is the possibility that he will come tonight.
# He is the possibility that he will come tonight.
Mary has the ability/the obligation/permission to be here.
# There/the house has the ability/the obligation/permission to be here.

Thus, we may consider both modal noun constructions – is + modal noun and have +
modal noun – to be fundamentally the same sort of construction. We may now not only
account for modal noun expressions such as we found in Persian, repeated below, but
also is + modal noun constructions (94). First let us look at the Persian example:
(103) Sârâ ejâze
dar-e (ke) tu xune
be-mun-e
Sârâ permission have-3SG (that) in home SUBJUNCTIVE-stay-3SG
‘Sara may stay home’
(Taleghani 2006:46)
I suggest that Sârâ ejâze dar-e ‘Sârâ has permission’, following Folli, Harley, and Karimi
(2005), looks something like the illustration in (104). Here, again, we have long-distance
agreement between the Deontic head and the modal noun.
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(104)

TP
ei
Sârâ

T’
ei
DeonP
T
…
ei
[TENSE]
vP
Deon dar-e
ei [DEON]
has
DP
v
4
[uTENSE]
[POSSIBILITY]
[uDEONTIC]
ejâze
‘permission’
Reconsider now the Awara modal nouns, such as that in (105):
(105) Anätule kayí-ne ko hopi-nangäsä wenä
God:DAT eye-LOC go:up hide-DEONTIC not:exist
‘There is no possibility of hiding it from God’s eyes’

(Quigley 2002:32)

We have a parallel construction in English, too:
(106) The possibility of hiding it from God’s eyes does not exist.
Here, if nangäsä ‘DEONTIC’ does indeed function as the subject of the verb wenä ‘not
exist,’ as Quigley argues, then I wish to suggest that we have an instance of a lexical
instantiation of a generally functional category. Instead of having an uninterpretable
[DEONTIC] (or maybe [EPISTEMIC]?) feature which is then checked on the appropriate
functional head, all of nangäsä’s modal features are interpretable, and so no modal
feature checking is required. Therefore, the modal features in this case are part of the
lexical semantics of the word nangäsä. The sentence from (106) might look roughly as
given below.
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(107)

TP
qp
NP
T’
ei
ei
PP
N
T
vP
nangäsä
wenä
4
Anäthle kayíne [DEONTIC] not:exist
<wenä>
ko hopi
[POSS]
‘God’s eyes hide’
This approach might also help account for the marginal acceptability of sentences such
as:
(108) ? He can have the ability to solve a Rubik’s cube
(e.g., he is human and not a fish).
Though slightly strange and a bit redundant-sounding, this sentence is not
ungrammatical. We could perhaps extend modal concord (Section 3.3.1) to encompass
modal nouns. But given the marginality of sentences like (108) when compared with
normal modal concord sentences like (109), I suggest that a more fruitful approach would
involve fully lexical modals.
(109) The books must obligatorily be kept in the cupboard.
If we do have lexical (non-functional) expressions of modality, as I suggest for (106),
above, then we could in theory have a sentence with one regular modal functional item
and one lexicalized modal item, as we do in (108). Certainly can is checking the relevant
modal feature(s) of Abilityº, so what of the DP the ability? I suggest that when we
encounter instances such as (108), DPs like the ability, permission, etc. may be occuring
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as individual lexical (i.e. non-functional) items which share (some) features with their
functional counterparts41. This is illustrated below in (110).
(110)

TP
qp
Hei
T’
qp
T
CircumP
ei
ei
Circum
T
Circum
vP
[CIRCUM] [TENSE]
ei
ti
v’
ei
can
v
DP
[uCIRCUM]
have
[uTENSE]
the ability to solve a
Rubik’s cube

But the fact that the sentence is marginal can be traced to its “redundant” feel,
perhaps traceable to the fact that typically, ability would have an uninterpretable
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature which would need to be checked on the Circumstantial head,
an option not available here with the modal can already in place. In Standard American
English, can may only realize circumstantial or deontic possibility, not epistemic
possibility. Could, on the other hand, may realize all three. Thus, speakers will likely find
(111) much better than (108) because we can attribute to could an [EPISTEMIC] feature,
and then check the [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature against ability:
(111) He could have the ability to solve a Rubik’s cube.
If could is epistemic, then the meaning of (111) is something like: “It’s possible that he
has the ability to solve a Rubik’s cube” or “He might have the ability to solve a Rubik’s
41

It is worth noting that this lexicalization would apply to modal verb + modal adjective constructions as
well, such as ?John can be able to solve a Rubik’s cube (Harley, p.c.).
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cube”. The contrast between a marginal Circumstantial interpretation of could and a
preferable Epistemic interpretation of could is illustrated below in (112):
(112) a. Could is Circumstantial (marginal):
TP
qp
Hei
T’
qp
T
CircumP
ei
ei
Circum
T
Circum
vP
[CIRCUM] [TENSE]
ei
ti
v’
ei
could
v
DP
[uCIRCUM]
have
[uTENSE]
the ability to solve a
Rubik’s cube
b. Could is Epistemic (acceptable):
EpistemicP
qp
Hei
Epistemic’
qp
Epistemic
TP
ei
ei
T
Epistemic
ti
T’
[TENSE]
[EPIST]
ei
T
CircumP
ei
could
Circum
vP
[uTENSE]
[CIRCUM]
[uEPIST]
have the ability
[uCIRCUM]
to solve
a Rubik’s cube
The lexicalization of the [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] feature as described here would be
akin to other purely lexical instantiations of generally functional features such as in the
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past (past tense), habitually (progressive aspect), and see with my own eyes (evidential).
Consider the English translations of some of the Tuyuca where Tuyuca has grammatical
evidential marking while English does not (113). Even more simply, consider the English
gloss of the French preposition chez (114).
(113) a.

b.

Díiga apé-wi
soccer play-3SG:PAST:VISUAL
‘He played soccer (I saw it)’
Díiga apé-ti
soccer play-3SG:PAST:NONVISUAL
‘He played soccer (I heard it but I didn’t see it)” (Barnes 1984:257)

(114) Je suis allée chez Philippe
I am gone to:place:of Philip
‘I went to Philip’s place’

(Ayoun, p.c.)

As illustrated above, between languages we may find that what one language expresses
with one functional morpheme may require more elaborate lexical expression in another
language. I suggest that in cases of modal nouns where the noun is not obviously
checking a functional feature, we have a similar process. Specifically, the functional
modal feature may come to be used as a regular part of the lexical semantics of a word.42
But crucially, when modal nouns occur without modal verbs and as part of a complex
predicate, they may check uninterpretable functional features on modal heads through
feature passing and/or Agree, and given the marginality of sentences like (108), this is

42

Alternatively, the reverse situation may have occurred, with lexical items coming to be largely functional
over time (which would account for the similarity of the suffix –able to the word able). This is the
approach advocated by van Gelderen (2006), who discusses the grammaticalization cycle, whereby
semantic and phonological information is lost over time as grammatical function increases.
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likely the case most of the time. Before moving on, I wish to highlight an unusual
property of modal nouns43.
5.2.2 The unusual behavior of modal nouns
One difference between modal adjectives and modal nouns has to do with the fact that
modal nouns are highly restricted in terms of use and semantics. First, based on very
crude Google searching, have the ability to seems much less frequent than be able to44.
Consider the following table:
Table 2
String
“have the ability to”
“has the ability to”
“am able to”
“are able to”
“is able to”

Google hits
2,690,000
2,090,000
2,520,000
90,600,000
83,300,000

Total for construction
4,780,000
175,420,000

From this, we can see that be able to is approximately 36 times more frequent than have
the ability to.
Second, and more importantly, I wish to assert that have the ability to only seems
acceptable with large complements to the modal or with “superpower” complements
(such as flying, leaping great heights, etc., illustrated below), so perhaps something like
heavy-NP shift has taken place. The distribution of be able to, on the other hand, is

43

There is, of course, the option of simply using the same treatment for modal adjectives as I used for
modal nouns, namely, with a sort of Long-Distance Agreement (Chomsky 2001). For the reasons outlined
above and in the following section, I choose to treat have + modal noun constructions as complex
predicates, while I do not treat be + modal adjective constructions as such. But see also Freeze (1992) for
potential support for using the same analysis for these two constructions.
44
Though this may be reducible to a language-specific preference for be+adj versus have+noun
constructions. Also, see the discussion of Freeze (1992), above, who argues that these two have the same
underlying structure.
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parallel to that of can and seems to have no heavy-NP or superpower restriction.
Crucially, compare the (c) sentences below45.
(115) a. Ann has the ability to walk on a tightrope.
(Heavy complement)
b. Ann has the ability to leap tall buildings in a single bound. (Superpower)
c. ? Ann has the ability to swim
(116) a. Ann is able to walk on a tightrope.
b. Ann is able to leap tall buildings in a single bound.
c. Ann is able to swim.
(117) a. Ann can walk on a tightrope.
b. Ann can leap tall buildings in a single bound.
c. Ann can swim.
We may observe this in Persian, too. Unique abilities are much more compatible with
modal noun constructions:
(118) a. Ann tavâmâi dâr-e parvâz kom-e
Ann ability have-3SG fly do-3SG
‘Ann has the ability to fly.
b. ?? Ann tavâmâi dâr-e shemâ kom-e
Ann ability have-3SG swim do-3SG
‘Ann has the ability to swim’

(Karimi, p.c.)

In Lebanese Arabic, as well, modal nouns are preferred strongly in “unusual ability” (i.e.
“superpower”) readings and are dispreferred in “normal ability” readings. This is
illustrated below in (119) and (120):
(119) (!ndu lma)dara j")ra xam!sta(šar l"':at m!xt!lfi.
he:has the:ability read fifteen different languages
‘He has the ability to read fifteen different languages’

45

(J. Racy, p.c.)

With (115c) we can get acceptability in the appropriate context. If, for example, Ann was in a terrible
accident but after years of physical therapy her therapist is happy one day to announce that Ann has the
ability to swim. The acceptability of (115c) in this context is due to the fact that Ann has had to overcome a
great deal in order to be able to swim. My thanks to Karimi (p.c.) for this physical therapy context!
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(120) ? (!ndu lma)dara j")ra.
he:has the:ability read
‘He has the ability to read’

(J. Racy, p.c.)

This unique semantics might contribute to the relative marginality of this construction.
As Freeze (1992) points out, these have constructions suggest that the solution to the
puzzle of modal noun constructions lies in the fact that they have have. Unlike modal
verbs (where modal items bear a full range of functional features) and modal adjectives
(where modal items bear modal functional features and be-support occurs for other
functional features), modal noun constructions always occur with verbs of possession.
Certainly possession is generally considered a property of humans (or other animate
things). Perhaps the verbs of possession with modal nouns may emphasize the fact that
the abilities in question are not the normal abilities given by nature, but rather unique
abilities which individuals come to possess in other ways.
6. Interim summary
6.1 Conclusions so far
So far in this chapter, we have seen that modality may be expressed through auxiliary
verbs, main verbs, affixes, adverbs, adjectives and nouns. Table 3 gives a summary of the
main data points we have seen:
Table 3
Category
Main verbs
Auxiliary verbs
Adverbs
Adjectives
Nouns

Example
Je peux nager
I can swim
I can swim
It will possibly rain tomorrow
I am able to swim
She has the ability to fly
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We also saw that the main features active in the modal system are epistemic possibility,
epistemic necessity, circumstantial possibility (ability), circumstantial necessity
(individually-rooted necessity), deontic possibility (permission), and deontic necessity
(obligation). Table 4 summarizes the different instantiations of these features.
Table 4
Necessity

Epistemic

Circumstantial

Deontic

• Persian: Motma’enan
Sârâ be in mehmuni mi-yâd (‘For sure, Sârâ comes
to this party’)

• English: I need to sneeze

•English: Rufus must put
up with the tambourine
player
•Leb. Arabic: Munah
mažbur (!nu) ixal:!s šo'lu (‘Munah is obliged to
finish his work’
•French: Le participant
doit éviter… (‘The
participant must
avoid…’)
•Leb. Arabic: Munah fi
j!sta(m!l sijjar-ti (‘Munah
may use my car’)
•English: We have
permission to run errands
in the Humvee.
•Tamil: Avan pecca-laam
(‘He is allowed to speak’)

Possibility •Leb. Arabic: Munah
mumk!n b!-l-bejt
(‘Munah may be at
home’)
•Persian: Ehtemâlan Sârâ
be in mehmuni m-y-âd
(‘It is possible that Sârâ
comes to this party’)

•English: The robots can
dance very well
•French: Un client peut
tabler sur un gain… (‘A
client can count on a
gain…’)
•Man. Chinese: Tā néng
bu néng chàng gē? (‘Is
s/he capable of singing?’)

Finally, we saw that we may use the same syntactic template (that of Cinque 1999) and
morphological approach (Distributed Morphology) to account for this range of modal
data. The main links between the theory employed and the different instantiations of
modality are given in Table 5.
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Table 5
MODAL PHENOMENON

main modal verbs
auxiliary modal verbs
modal adverbs

modal adjectives
modal nouns

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
EPP on highest functional projection,
main modal verbs have roots
EPP on highest functional projection,
auxiliary modal verbs are rootless
modal adverbs are specifiers in modal
phrases, modal roots may be inserted
under any category, adjunct may check
modal features on head
modal roots may be inserted under any
category, modal features may be checked
via Agree
modal roots may be inserted under any
category, modal features may be shared
and checked via Agree, some modal
features may become lexicalized

We’ve seen so far modals from many different syntactic categories. Some authors
propose two more categories be added to our modal ontology: modal case and modal
prepositions. Before discussing these in Sections 7 and 8, I wish to mention in greater
detail the lack of ambiguity found in lexical modals.
6.2 Lack of ambiguity in lexical modals
Throughout the preceeding sections, we have seen that while modal verbs may be
ambiguous between, say, epistemic and deontic interpretations (121a), no such ambiguity
is found in modal adverbs (121b), adjectives (121c) or nouns (121d):
(121) a. He must live here ...
... this is the address he gave us
... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)

b. i. He definitely lives here...
... this is the address he gave us
# ... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)
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(121) b. ii. He obligatorily lives here...
# ... this is the address he gave us
... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)

c. i. It is certain that he lives here...
... this is the address he gave us
# ... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)

ii. He is obliged to live here...
# ... this is the address he gave us
... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)

d. i. There is the certainty that he lives here...
... this is the address he gave us
(Epistemic)
# ... the university requires it
(Deontic)
ii. He has the obligation to live here...
# ... this is the address he gave us
... the university requires it

(Epistemic)
(Deontic)

I wish to suggest that this distinction between ambiguous modal verbs and unambiguous
modal adverbs, adjectives and nouns can be attributed to the general lexical/functional
distinction. Whether modal adverbs, adjectives and nouns are lexicalizations of the
functional modal features, or whether, as van Gelderen (2006) suggests, we might have
grammaticalization of lexical modals, the distinction remains: the more “expressive”
modal adverbs, adjectives and nouns behave as lexical items while the more ambiguous
modal verbs behave as functional items. It is well known that lexical, open-class items
are much richer semantically than functional, closed-class items. Therefore, it is
reasonable to conclude that lexical modals should have a greater diversity of expression
than functional modals. What is interesting, though, about modals and the
lexical/functional distinction is that (at least some) lexical modals can check functional
features (as was argued in Sections 3, 4 and 5) and thus modals seem to straddle the
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lexical/functional border synchronically. While a full exploration of this phenomenon is
beyond the scope of this project, I might suggest that this interesting property of modals
lies in the features that make up modality: [NECESSITY] and [POSSIBILITY] are notions
akin to, say, the functional category of Mood (see Chapter 3), while [EPISTEMIC],
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and [DEONTIC] are features related to guesses, abilities, obligations
and permissions – all things which lend themselves to various shadings of meaning, as
we often find in the lexical items themselves (e.g., certainly, probably, assuredly, etc.).
7. Modal case
7.1 Modal case data
According to de Haan (2006:40), what appear to be expressions of modality through case
marking can be found in the Tangkic language family of Northern Australia. In this
section, I discuss modal case phenomena and suggest that modal case should be treated
differently from other instantiations of modality. Specifically, I argue that instances of
modal case are not actually modals themselves, but rather occur due to modals elsewhere
in the syntax. Thus, modal case is simply a reflex of a modal marker elsewhere in the
sentence, rather than a unique instantiation of modality itself.
In the language Kayardild “a (non-subject) noun phrase can have an optional case
morpheme, besides a regular case marker which denotes mood” (de Haan 2006:40). This
is illustrated below:
(122) Dangka-a burldi-ju yarbuth-u thabuju-karra-ngun-u wangal-ngun-u
man-NOM hit-POT

bird-M.PROP brother-GEN-INSTR.M.PROP boomerang-INSTR-M.PROP

‘The man will/can hit the bird with his brother’s boomerang’
(Evans 2003:208)
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De Haan writes:
“The morpheme –u, which occurs on all non-subject NPs, is called the Modal
Proprietive and is used to denote future and potential meanings. This morpheme
must co-occur with the Potential suffix –ju which is found on the verb” (2006:41).
Evans (2003) states that modal case markers are “… etymologically case suffixes [which]
have taken on an additional function, of marking mood/tense/aspect …” but they are “…
still formally identical to regular case inflections…. (In addition, TAMP [tense-aspectmood-polarity] categories are marked in a more typologically usual way on the verb)”
(207). We can see the modal marker –ju ‘potential’ on the verb burldi ‘hit’ in (122). So, it
seems that modal case is not what causes the sentence to be interpreted as modalized, but
is rather a reflex of some sort resulting from the presence of a modal marker on the verb.
In his analysis, Evans suggests that modal case may actually be some sort of hybrid
category between agreement and government (defined loosely here as an instance of a
head governing the case of its object(s)) (220), or perhaps it is some variety of Quirky
case (Harley, p.c.).
It is interesting to note that case suffixes are used in Kayardild to mark many
interclausal relations, such as the “complementizing use of the oblique” (Evans
2003:211). This is illustrated below, where we can see multiple instances of case markers
like INSTRUMENTAL and OBLIQUE, and even the use of the OBLIQUE marker on the verb
burldi ‘hit’ indicating (perhaps) syntactic subordiation.
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(123) Ngada kurrija, dangka-ntha burldi-jarra-ntha
yarbuthinaa-ntha
1SG:NOM see man-COMP.OBL hit-PAST-COMP.OBL bird:ABL-COMP.OBL
thabuju-karra-nguninaa -ntha
wangal -nguninaa -nth
brother-POSS?-INSTR.ABL-COMP.OBL boomerang-INSTR:ABL-COMP.OBL
‘I saw the man had hit the bird with my brother’s boomerang’
(Evans 2003:212)
So, it looks like in addition to being something government-/agreement-like, such case
marking may also represent structural relations such as embedding. Therefore, Kayardild
case phenomena may be a variant of “case stacking” as discussed in Sadler & Nordlinger
(2006). According to these authors, case stacking is when “… a single word is inflected
for more than one case feature reflecting its relations to successively higher syntactic
constituents” (460). This is illustrated below in Martuthunira (Australian; Australia), with
multiple case marking on the word thara ‘pouch’:
(124) Nyagu nhawu-lha ngurnu tharnta-a mirtiliy-marta-a thara-ngka-marta-a
I:NOM see-PAST that:ACC euro-ACC joey-PROP-ACC pouch-LOC-PROP-ACC
‘I saw that euro with a joey in its pouch’ (Sadler & Nordlinger 2006:463)
This is actually the “mirror image” of what we find in Kayardild: rather than having
single items bearing multiple case markings, as here, Kayardild has multiple items
bearing the same case. Still, we find that in both languages, multiple case markers are
used to indicate degree of structural embedding. Also, in both we have the repetition of
one case on multiple items, but Kayardild stops at repeating one case while Martuthunira
repeats subsequent cases as well. It could even be argued that the modal marker changes
the case-assigning properties of the verb, resulting in the varied case phenomena
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observed above.46 In-depth investigation of such case phenomena is beyond the scope of
this thesis, but it is sufficient to note that, for our purposes, “modal case” is a tangential
phenomenon to actual unique instantiations of modality.
There is another interesting interaction between modality and case in Old
Japanese. In this variety of Japanese, deontic and epistemic expressions of necessity are
homophonous except for the case marking on the subject: subjects of epistemic
constructions are marked with Dative case while subjects of deontic constructions are
marked with Nominative case. This is illustrated below:
(125) a.

b.

Hime-ni
kyoo-e kudaru -beki
-to
prince-DAT capital-LOC go:down-should(EPIST)-that
‘The prince should [epistemic] go to the capital’
Hime-ga
kyoo-e kudaru -beki
-to
prince-NOM capital-LOC go:down-should(DEON)-that
‘The prince should [deon] go to the capital’
(Sato, p.c.)

It is possible to see a correlate of this in Modern Japanese as well. Though the modals are
no longer homophonous, the case pattern is the same with subjects of epistemic modals
receiving Dative case and subjects of deontic modals receiving Nominative case. In the
examples below, (126a) is an epistemic construction and (126b) is a deontic construction:

46

Bejar and Massam (1999) use a parameter-based analysis to account for multiple case checking
phenomena in languages such as Hungarian, Niuean, and Finnish. The authors make crucial use of two
parameters: one concerned with whether or not Case features move with NPs, and one concerned with
whether or not PF accesses whole chains. They particularly advocate a late-insertion modal of morphology
as we find in Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993). In the languages they discuss, however,
the DPs in question may have a variety of structural and inherent case marking, but only one case marker is
manifest on the surface form of any given DP. They argue that in these situations, only one case feature
survives at PF – the one that gets interpreted. I wish to suggest, though, that if a language allows for
multiple morphologically-realized case marking, then perhaps no such constraint exists on the deletion of
additional features prior to PF. The multiple case marking would then arise from case features moving with
NPs and/or PF accessing whole chains.
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(126) a. Minosama-gata-ni okare-masi-tewa higorno gokuroo-de sazo
everyone-PL-DAT about-put-POL-TOP dairy work-due:to greatly
o-tukare-no
hazu
-to
kokoroemasu
HON-tired-GEN should(EPIST)-that
understand
‘As for everyone, I understand that you should be very tired due to
your dairy work’
b. Minasama-gata-ga imaya Tokyo-ni o-mukai-ninaru beki koto-wa
everyone-PL-NOM by:now Tokyo-to HON-headed-HON must fact-TOP
juujuu shochishite-ori-masu
enough aware-HON-POL
‘I am well aware that you all should be headed to Tokyo by now’
(Sato, p.c.)
While in Kayardild and Marthunira we had the repetition of cases on arguments in
different positions, in Japanese we have the same argument in (superficially) the same
position receiving different case marking depending on the properties of the modal used.
This may be attributed to different lexical properties of the modals in question, or may be
the result of different syntactic positions occupied by the different modals (indeed,
perhaps there were two homophonous versions of -beki in Old Japanese which could
occupy Epistemicº and Deonticº, respectively). Thus, perhaps arguments in
Spec,EpistemicP receive Dative marking (as we observe in (125a)), while arguments in
Spec,DeonP or Spec,TP receive Nominative marking (as we observe in (125b)). This is
roughly sketched below:
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(127)

EpistP
qp
Hime-ni
Epist’
Prince-DAT
wp
Epist
TP
wi
(Hime-ga)
T’
Prince-NOM wp
T
DeonP
wi
(Hime-ga)
Deon’
Prince-NOM wi
Deon
vP
… beki …
… should…

While there are interesting relationships between modality and case, I consider
modal case to be different from the other modal expressions discussed in this chapter.
Crucially, in Kayardild, Marthunina, and Japanese, modal case appeared in response to
the presence of some modal element elsewhere in the expression, through Agreement,
rather than actually being the marker of modality. Thus, it is dependent on alreadypresent modal markers and does not itself introduce modal marking. This is similar to
what we find in phenomena like modal concord (Section 3.3.1) in which there is some
sort of agreement between a modal head and elements elsewhere in the syntax. Still, in
the next section, I explore what “modal” case marking would look like in the system
advocated here.
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7.2 Modal case treatment
The Kayardild data involving “modal case” is repeated below:
(128) Dangka-a burldi-ju yarbuth-u thabuju-karra-ngun-u wangal-ngun-u
man-NOM hit-POT

bird-M.PROP brother-GEN-INSTR.M.PROP boomerang-INSTR-M.PROP

‘The man will/can hit the bird with his brother’s boomerang’
(Evans 2003:208)
Recall that the modal case marker –u seems to be in something like an agreement
relationship with the original modal affix –ju ‘potential.’ Thus, it is really –ju we must fit
within the modal functional projections, rather than –u. Since –ju is glossed as ‘potential,’
I am treating it as an alethic possibility marker (thus it would appear in Alethicº, just
below T and bear the feature [POSSIBILITY]). This is illustrated in (129), in which I have
posited v to Alethicº to T movement.
(129) TP
ei
dangka-a
T’
man-nom ei
T
AlethicP
ei
ei
Aleth
T
Alethic’
ei
ei
v
Aleth
Alethic
vP
burldi
hit

-ju
[POSSIBILITY]

v yarbuth-u

thabuju-karra-ngun-u

wangal-ngun-u

bird-M.PROP brother-GEN-INSTR.M.PROP boomerang-INSTR-M.PROP

Let us now look at another modality-related phenomenon: modal prepositions.
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8. Modal prepositions
Some expressions containing only prepositions may express a modal quality.
(130) a. The conference presentation is on you, Jerry.
b. The drinks are on you, Jerry.
In (130a) and (130b), there is no clear modal item, but the preposition on gives the
interpretation that Jerry is obliged to prepare/give the conference presentation or to buy
the drinks. There are two interesting things to note here: (1) the interpretation is only one
of root (deontic) necessity; and (2) not only is an overt modal item lacking, there seem to
be entire missing verbs – in (130z), it is understood that Jerry must do whatever one does
with conference presentations (prepare them, give them), and in (130b), it is understood
that Jerry must do what one does with drinks, namely, buy them.
Similar prepositional-modal data may be seen in Irish (131) and Arabic (132).
(131) Tá orm an obair a deanamh
is on:me the work tran do
‘I must do the work’

(Carnie, p.c.)

(132) Hajdi (lej-k
this on-you
‘This is on you’ (it’s your responsibility’)

(J. Racy, p.c.)

Again, we can see that there is an expression of obligation with only a preposition
marking the subject, and the use of on to express obligation is clearly not unique to
English.
To account for prepositional modality, I believe we should look to metaphor.
Martinich (1984) advances a theory of metaphor which holds that when a speaker utters a
metaphor, such as (133), a multi-step process begins in the mind of the listener.
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(133) My love is a red rose.

(Martinich 1984; from Martinich 2001:450)

Upon hearing this, the listener realizes that this violates the Gricean (1975) Maxim of
Quality (essentially, do not say false things). Such an utterance, taken literally, is clearly
false (one hopes), and indeed is actually humorous if taken literally. The listener thus
realizes that the statement is not meant literally and will begin to search for salient
qualities of roses that could be applied to people, such as beauty, delicateness,
possessèdness of pleasant aroma…. Finally, the listener applies these qualities to the
beloved of the speaker. (For more on metaphor, see also Davidson 1978 and Black 1954.)
I suggest that a similar process takes place in prepositional modality. A sentence
such as (130b), repeated below, has two meanings, a patently false literal one and a
possibly true metaphorical one, just as the metaphor in (133) does. (134) is false on a
literal interpretation unless Jerry actually has drinks on his body:
(134) The drinks are on you, Jerry.
Thus, a listener hearing such an utterance would begin a search for other meanings of on
which would be more appropriate in the given situation. Since the most salient quality of
on is of physical contact between two things with one supporting or bearing the other, the
speaker will attribute this more general meaning to on in sentence like (134). It is
important to note that while overt expressions of modality, such as (135) may have
different shadings of meaning depending on where, say, an obligation is coming from,
there is no such literal/metaphorical split as we observe with (134). In (135), all the
different acceptable interpretations of must are still literal interpretations of must (relative
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to different contextual factors, as discussed in Chapter 4). We cannot get a non-literal
interpretation of must.
(135) You must be home by dark …
 … because your mother said so. (Must has literal meaning)
 … because there is a curfew.
(Must has literal meaning)
 … because vampires are out tonight. (Must has literal meaning)
 … ???? (Metaphorical meaning of must???)
Navarro Ferrando (1999) gives a variety of metaphorical uses of the preposition
on. Among these, he lists “responsibilities and burdens” (153). A variety of English
expressions support the notion of on being associated with responsibilities and
obligations (136):
(136) a.
b.
c.

It’s on my shoulders.
It’s weighing on me.
It’s on his head.

I propose, then, that the semantic association of on with obligations is what results in
prepositional modality and that there is no overt or covert modal operator in the syntax or
the semantics – rather, this is a pragmatic effect.
9. Conclusion
In this chapter, we surveyed a wide range of modal data. Specifically, we looked at modal
auxiliary verbs, modal main verbs modal affixes, modal adverbs, modal adjectives, modal
nouns, modal case, and modal prepositions. We found that, with the exception of modal
case and modal prepositions, all of the modal phenomena could be captured within the
same morphosyntactic system. We also saw that modal case and modal prepositions
could be reduced to other phenomena.
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CHAPTER 3
COMPLEX EXPRESSIONS OF MODALITY
Percy: Only this morning in the courtyard I saw
a horse with two heads and two bodies.
Blackadder: Two horses standing next to each other?
(Blackadder, Series 1)
0. Introduction
In the previous chapter, we explored what I called “simple” expressions of modality,
where unique morphemes expressed modal features (and only modal features). In this
chapter, I examine what I call “complex” expressions of modality. In these cases, the
morphemes which express modality also express other features, such as mood,
evidentiality and tense. I make use of the operations of Merge, Move, Insertion and
Agree. In this chapter, I also make use of the morphological operation of fusion, whereby
syntactic heads are joined together and their respective features realized by one single
morphological item, in order to account for the expression of modality along with other
categories (cf. Chomsky 1995, Halle and Marantz 1993).
1. Modality through mood
The first case of complex modality which I wish to explore is that of modality through
mood. Mood is concerned, most generally, with whether an event is actual
(realis/indicative) or hypothetical (irrealis/subjunctive). Though the categories of mood
and modality are distinct, we may see instances of modal notions being expressed
through mood. First I present some data exemplifying this, and then I propose an analysis
of it.
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1.1 Data
Mood and modality, though distinct categories, may be connected in language and are
sometimes conflated in the literature. De Haan (2006) writes that:
“The category of mood is here defined as a morphological verbal category
which expresses the modal value of the sentence. Mood is therefore the
grammaticalized expression of modality, just as, say, tense is the
grammaticalized expression of time. Mood is therefore an obligatory
category in those languages that have it. The most common moods
[obligatorily marked in declarative utterances] cross-linguistically appear
to be the indicative and the subjunctive” (de Haan 2006:33).
Typologically-speaking, Palmer (2001) writes that both mood and modality
“… may occur within a single language, e.g., in German, which has a modal
system of modal verbs and mood (indicative and subjunctive), and in Central
Pomo…. In most languages, however, only one of these devices seems to occur
or, at least, one is much more salient than the other. In some of the European
languages the subjunctive appears to be falling into disuse, while in English it has
virtually disappeared and, at the same time, a modal system of modal verbs has
been created” (Palmer 2001:4).
So, it seems that according to de Haan, mood and modality are fundamentally the same
and vary along a lexical-functional continuum, and according to Palmer, they are
potentially mutually exclusive systems (indicating that their functions must be quite
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similar). Between de Haan (2006) and Palmer (2001), it seems there may be something of
a chicken-or-egg debate about which category gave rise to which, though perhaps there is
simply a constant push-and-pull between the two systems. For my purposes, which
category came first is not of consequence. What is of consequence, though, is whether
these categories are the same or distinct (with possible areas of overlap). Taking
indicative statements to hold in the real world and taking subjunctive statements to mark
irrealis situations (perhaps holding true in some set of possible worlds), let us explore
these different options. (For more on mood and its syntax/semantics and interactions with
modality, see Echepare 1998, Choi 1994, Roussou 2000, Cinque 2001, Zanuttini 1997.)
The first option, that these two categories are the same and that they vary along a
continuum might predict what we find in languages such as French that have both mood
and modal marking. In (1a) we see a plain indicative sentence. In (1b) we see the same
verb we had in (1a), terminer ‘finish,’ with subjunctive marking on it, and in (1c) we see
a modal expression containing this verb. Thus, mood and modality can both be active
features within the same system.
(1)

47

a.

Nous terminons
We finish
‘We finish’

b.

Il n’y a aucune chance que nous terminions cette traduction à temps
it not:there has no chance that we finish:SUBJ this translation on time
‘There is no chance that we will finish this translation on time’

c.

… nous devons terminer le travail …
we must:1PL finish:INF the work
‘We must finish the work’

(Ayoun, p.c.)47

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.). (1a,b) originally from Atkins et al. 1998:14; (1c) from Le Figaro,
Vincent Duchesne, Football page, 27 August, 2007.
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So, since both systems can be active within the same language, it seems that mood and
modality are not completely the same and may co-exist synchronically in a language.
Following Palmer (2001), I now present data from Latin which supports the view that
these two categories are distinct but overlapping in Latin. Thus, while they may operate
separately in some languages (e.g. French), they may also express very similar notions.
Specifically, from Latin I will show that the subjunctive may be used to express modal
notions. It is important to note that the phonological form of the subjunctive will vary
somewhat based on agreement and the root verb class. The morphological variations do
not represent different lexical items encoding different concepts.
First, we can see that the subjunctive in Latin may express epistemic possibility.
Consider the sentence below:
(2)

Aliquis dīc-at
mihi …
someone say-SUBJ:3SG me:DAT
‘Someone may say to me …’

(Hale & Buck 1966:273)

The subjunctive may also express circumstantial possibility (ability) and deontic
possibility (permission) (though it seems that in expressions of permission, a permissive
lexical item is also required):
(3)

(4)

Cuneō hoc agmen disic-iās
wedge this line split-SUBJ:2SG
‘With a wedge, one could split this line’

(Hale & Buck 1966:273)

Quae iam mēcum licet recognōsc-ās
these now me:with granted recall-SUBJ:2SG
‘These things you may now recall to me’ (‘it is permitted’)
(Hale & Buck 1966:284)
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For cases of subjunctive marking epistemic modality, see (2), above (epistemic
possibility), or (5), which could be interpreted as “what evidence do you have which
would necessitate my knowing?” (“How am I supposed to know?”):
(5)

Quī sci-am
how know-SUBJ:1SG
‘How should I know?’

(Hale & Buck 1966:272)

Finally, we see instances of Latin subjunctive expressing deontic necessity48:
(6)

Ā lēgibus nōn recēd-ā-mus
from laws not swerve-SUBJ-2PL
‘We should not swerve from the laws’

(Hale & Buck 1966:272)

Here, though, the obligation is a “weak” should one rather than a “strong” must one.
Perhaps the lack of strong epistemic and deontic necessity with the subjunctive in Latin is
due to the fact that the subjunctive is an irrealis mood which is in some senses
incompatible with things that are absolutely necessary, thus explaining why subjunctive
may not co-occur with necessity expressions. Though at least some expressions of
modality are accomplished through use of the subjunctive in Latin, there are some
independent modals as well. For example, in addition to modal adjectives like licet
‘allowed’ in (4), Latin also has modal verbs, such as debere ‘must’. For example:
(7)

Debeo ire
must:1SG go
‘I must go’

(Bolkestein 1980:120)

It is interesting to note that though there seems to be much more use of the
subjunctive in Latin than of modal expressions, the two are not wholly mutually

48

Though the inflection on the verb is 2pl, the authors translate the sentence with we. Presumably this 2pl
marking is something of a general advice-giving 2pl which applies to everyone, including the speaker and
his/her group.
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exclusive within the language, as we saw in (4) and (7), where there was a modal
adjective and a modal verb, respectively. We can see a similar situation in Persian. The
sentence below in (8a) is parallel to the Latin sentence in (5), though Karimi (p.c.) notes
that this construction is better with an overt modal, as in (8b).
(8)

a.

Az kod*â be-dun-am
of where SUBJ-know-1SG
‘How should I know?’

b.

Az kod*â bâyad be-dun-am
of where should SUBJ-know-1SG
‘How should I know?’
(Karimi, p.c.)

As in the Latin example, there is subjunctive marking on the verb but we get the modal
semantics of should. Though, as we saw in Chapter 2, Persian has modal verbs as well. In
(9), below, we can see the co-occurrence of modality (necessity) and mood (subjunctive).
(9)

Lâzem-e
be
-r-i
necessity SUBJUNCTIVE-go-2SG
‘It is necessary you go’

(Karimi, p.c.)

This co-existence of mood and modality may be found in other languages as well,
such as French and Spanish. Consider first the French sentences below. In (10), we see
that French still has morphological marking of the subjunctive with a kind of permission
reading, while in (11) we see that both subjunctive mood and epistemic modals may be
used in expressions of inference:
(10)

(11)

a.

Il vient.
he come:3SG:INDICATIVE
‘He comes’

b.

Qu’il vienne.
that:he come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘That he comes’ (‘Let him come’)

a.

Je doute qu’il vienne
de Paris
I doubt that:he come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE from Paris
‘I am sure he comes from Paris’

(Ayoun, p.c.)
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(11)

b.

Il doit
venir de Paris
He must:3SG:INDICATIVE come from Paris
‘He must come from Paris’

(Ayoun, p.c.)

In fact, we may even see subjunctive marking on a modal verb (with each contributing its
own semantics):
(12)

Je ne pense pas qu’il doive
aller au marché
I NE think not that:he must:1SG:SUBJUNCTIVE go to:the market
‘I don’t think he has to go to the market’
(Ayoun, p.c.)

We see co-occurrence of modality and subjunctive mood in Spanish as well. Again, in
(13) we see that there is morphological marking of the subjunctive, while in (14) we see
that the subjunctive or a modal may be used in inferential expressions:
(13)

(14)

a.

Si, viene
come:3SG:INDICATIVE
‘S/he comes’

b.

Que venga Juan
that come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE Juan
‘That Juan come’ (‘Let Juan come’)

(Tubino, p.c.)

a.

Dudo
que venga
de Santiago
doubt:1SG that come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE from Santiago
‘I am sure that s/he comes from Santiago’

b.

Debe venir de Santiago
must:3SG come:INF from Santiago
‘S/he must come from Santiago’

(Tubino, p.c.)

In Spanish as well, we may see subjunctive marking on a modal:
(15)

Dudo
que
deba
ir al mercado
doubt:1SG that must:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE go to:the market
‘I think s/he doesn’t need to go to the market’

(Tubino, p.c.)
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So, as we have seen in Latin, Persian, French and Spanish, the category of mood does
overlap with that of modality, both synchronically and from a semantic point of view.
Below, I propose a syntactic explanation for this49.
An important point to note is that the subjunctive marking on the verb in the
French and Spanish sentences above is (can be) triggered by an overt complementizer in
C (see, for example, Adger & Quer 2001). Otherwise, subjunctive marking is generally
ungrammatical. Consider (10b) and (13b), repeated below as (16a) and (17a), compared
with their complementizer-less counterparts. A combination of que + subjunctive is
grammatical, but subjunctive on its own is not grammatical (16b, 17b).
(16)

a.

b.

(17)

a.

b.

Qu’il vienne.
that:he come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘Let him come’
* Il vienne.
he come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘He come’

(Ayoun, p.c.)

Que venga.
that come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘Let him/her come’
* Venga
come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘S/he come’
(ungrammatical on 3SG subjunctive reading; OK on 2 SG imperative)

(Tubino, p.c.)
This complementizer appears higher in the clause than modals (even subjunctive-bearing
modals) as we can see in (12), repeated below as (18):

49

Interestingly, it seems very often to be the case that modals take subjunctive complements. This could be
connected to the fact that both modals and the subjunctive involve, in some way, possible worlds. A
possible-worlds approach to modals is explored and advocated in Chapter 4.
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(18)

Je ne pense pas qu’il doive
aller au marché
I NE think not that:he must:1SG:SUBJUNCTIVE go to:the market
‘I don’t think he has to go to the market’
(Ayoun, p.c.)

In such cases, we see that not only is the subjunctive allowed to occur with the modal, it
is required to do so by the presence of the complementizer que. In such cases as (16) and
(17), que seems to be the only motivator for the use of the subjunctive. In cases like (18),
the subjunctive marking might be the result of que, of the matrix verb penser ‘think’, or
of a combination of the two. Likely we have here some sort of agreement phenomenon.
This might be akin to modal concord (Chapter 2, Section 7), where modality is manifest
on multiple items within a single sentence.
1.2 Analysis of modality through mood
In sentences such as (6), repeated below as (19), subjunctive mood marking yields a
modal interpretation – in this case, an ability interpretation.
(19)

Cuneō hoc agmen disic-iās
wedge this line split-SUBJ:2SG
‘With a wedge, one could split this line’

(Hale & Buck 1966:273)

Now recall the hierarchy of functional projections posted by Cinque (1999), repeated
below:
(20)

Speech Act > Evaluative > Evidential > Epistemic > T > Irrealis > Alethic
Necessity > Alethic Possibility > Volition > Obligation >
Ability/Permission
(Cinque 1999:130)
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Given the morphology and semantics of (19), the heads which are taken to be active are
Irrealis (mood), Ability, and, presumably, T as well50. Thus, the crucial active heads
would be:
(21)

T > Irrealis > Ability

In some languages, these heads are expressed by individual morphemes. Consider the
data below from Ndyuka (Pidgin; Suriname), Kammu (Austro-Asiatic; Laos) and
Guyanese Creole (English-based Creole; Guyana):
(22)

Ndyuka:

Ae a lava pe a sei e alu atu e ai lelei …
but EMPH EMPH Q FUT IRR 2SG go DIR GEN eat good…
‘But if you go and eat well…’
(Cinque 1999:73)

(23)

Kammu:

cәә pәә ptan pә mah
IRR NEG can eat food
‘I will not be able to eat anything’

(24)

Guayanese Creole:

(Cinque 1999:79)

Jaan shuda bin kyaan
get fu gu
Jaan EPISTEM PAST NEG:ABIL PERM to go
‘Jaan should not have been able to be allowed to go’
(Cinque 1999:81)

In (22), we see distinct tense (a) and irrealis (sei) marking. In (23), we see distinct
irrealis (cәә) and ability (ptan) marking. And in (24), we see distinct tense (bin) and
ability (kyaan) marking. but in Latin, all three of these heads seem to be expressed
together with disiciās expressing tense, irrealis, and ability. This is in line with a claim
made in Ritter (1995)51. Ritter suggests, based on evidence from Hebrew, that full noun
phrases consist of three projections: DP, which specifies definiteness, NumP, which
50

(19) is not an embedded non-finite clause.
Siegel (2004) also presents a similar sort of treatment with respect to the categories of Mood and Tense
in Balkan and Romance languages. Her analysis, however, also involves a fusion of phrase-level
constitutents. The analysis I wish to motive involves the fusion of terminal nodes only. Thus I focus
particularly on the treatment in Ritter (1995), which only involves terminal nodes.
51
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specifies number, and NP, which specifies gender (422). If, however, a DP has no NP (as
is the case with Hebrew third-person pronouns), then the gender feature is specified on
the next-highest available head, NumP (422). This is illustrated below:
(25)

Full DP

NP-less DP

DP
DP
ei
ei
D
NumP
D
NumP
[DEFINITE] ei
[DEFINITE]
|
Num
NP
Num
[NUMBER]
|
[NUMBER]
N
[GENDER]
[GENDER]
(adapted from Ritter 1995:418)
Thus, we would predict a morphological realization parameter according to which
neighboring heads may be distinct (realized by separate morphological items) or joined
together (realized by single morphological items). In terms of Distributed Morphology,
this would be the operation of Fusion. As an illustration of such fusion, consider the
French sentence below. The tense and subjunctive marking both appear on the verb. In
(26), we find both subjunctive marking and tense being realized on the verb venir
‘come’52.
(26)

Que Pierre vienne!
that Pierre come:3SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
‘Let Pierre come!’

(Ayoun, p.c.)

Syntactically, we would first have head movement resulting in the formation of a
complex head, illustrated below:
52

As discussed below, subjunctive marking is only acceptable if the complementizer position is occupied.
Otherwise, subjunctive is ungrammatical, as in *Pierre vienne (Ayoun, p.c.). In Rizzi’s terms, que would
be in Force, typing the sentence as subjunctive.
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(27) CP
ei
C’
ei
C
TP
Que
ei
that
Pierrei
T’
wo
T
IrrealisP
ei
ri
Irrealis
T
ti
Irrealis’
ei
[TENSE]
ey
v
Irrealis
Irrealis vP
ei
[IRREALIS]
ty
V
v
ti
v’
ei
ty
√
V
v
VP
ty
[uTENSE]
ti
V’
[uIRREALIS]
ty
V
√P
|
√’
|
√
If we stopped here, though, we would be left with multiple positions of exponence, and
the verb, Irrealis marking and Tense marking could all be realized by separate
morphemes. In order to account for the fact that the Irrealis and Tense heads are realized
by the same morpheme, we posit a fusion rule such as that given below:
(28)

[TENSE] and [IRREALIS] are Fused.

Now, when Vocabulary insertion takes place, rather than having two positions of
exponence, each with its own feature, as in (29a), we have a single position of exponence
with two features, as in (29b).
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(29)

a.
b.

______
________
[TENSE]
[IRREALIS]
___________
[TENSE, IRREALIS]

Let us now return to our Latin example, repeated here.
(30)

Cuneo hoc agmen disic-ias
wedge:with this line split-SUBJ:2SG
‘With a wedge, you could split this line’

Here we have Tense, Irrealis and Circumstantial all being realized in a single position of
exponence. The entire derivation is given below53 (taking Latin to be left-branching).
First we have head movement resulting in a complex head (31). Then we have the Fusion
rule in (32), resulting in all three features – [CIRCUMSTANTIAL], [IRREALIS] and [TENSE] –
being realized by the single Vocabulary Item –ias54, which bears an interpretable
[POSSIBILITY] feature.

53

I am assuming here that there is overt verb raising, but the fundamental principle remains the same
whether there is overt verb movement or feature checking via Agree.
54
Note that –ias likely has some sort of internal structure at some level and thus is not a true portmanteau.
See Halle & Embeck (2005) for more on this.
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(31)

TP
ei
IrrealisP
T
qp
ty
CircumP
Irrealis
T
Irrealis
qp
[TENSE]
ty
vP
Circum
Irrealis Circum
eu
[IRREALIS] ty
v’
Circum
v
ei
[CIRCUM] ty
cuneo
v’
v
V
wedge:with ty
VP
v
eu
V’
eu
DP
V
4
hoc agmen
this line
(32)

[TENSE], [IRREALIS] and [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] are Fused.

After this, we have the insertion of –ias into the single position of exponence which is the
result of the fusion55:
(33)

_______________
[TENSE, IRREALIS, CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
-ias
[POSS]

55

Quer (1998) discusses the fact that in some languages, when there is a verb of saying, the predicates are
optionally in indicative or subjunctive mood. He attributes this to the “… covert appearance of a CAUSE
head where subjunctive surfaces” (90), reducing this phenomenon to a covert case of selection (as Harley
p.c. suggests, this might be something like LET that he come. Perhaps the same forces are at work here as
we observe with modality through mood (and evidentials, and non-modals). This may also account for the
parallels between modal expressions and expressions of intent, below. Perhaps a causative little-v head
fuses with a modal obligation head?
(A)
Mario’s pizza! It’s pizza how it…
a.
… is meant to be
b.
… is intended to be
c.
… should be
d.
… oughta be
(Mario’s Pizza commercial, Tucson, AZ, September 2007)
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1.3 Implications
In this section, we’ve seen that the neighboring functional heads of Mood and Tense can
fuse, and I have argued that Mood and Modality heads may undergo this same fusion
operation. If such fusion is available to Mood and Modal heads, then it should be
available to other neighboring functional heads. In what follows, I argue that we do in
fact see more instances of such fusion.
2. Modality through evidentials
In addition to languages expressing modality through mood, as discussed above, we may
find languages expressing epistemic modality through evidential markers56. I now turn to
a discussion of this.
2.1 Data
Some languages, such as Tuyuca (Tucanoan; Colombia), have very rich evidential
systems. These may be used to express modal notions, particularly epistemic modal
notions. An example is given below (from Barnes 1984:257).
(34)

Tuyuca:

a. Dîiga apé-wi
soccer play-3sg-PAST-VISUAL
‘He played soccer’ (I saw it)
b. Dîiga apé-ti
soccer play-3sg-PAST-NONVISUAL
‘He played soccer’ (I heard it, but didn’t see it)
c. Díiga apé-yi
soccer play-3sg-PAST-APP
‘He played soccer’ (I didn’t see it, but there is evidence)

56

We are looking here at cases of multiple features being realized by single morphemes. In a sense, this is
the opposite of what we find in cases of modal concord (Chapter 2, Section 3.3.1),
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(34)

d. Díiga apé-yig+
soccer play-3sg-PAST-SECONDHAND
‘He played soccer’ (I got the info from someone else)
e. Díiga apé-hĩyi
soccer play-3sg-PAST-ASSUMPTION
‘He played soccer’ (It’s reasonable to assume that he did)

Particularly epistemic in nature is the form in (34c), translated as ‘he played soccer (I
didn’t see it, but there is evidence).’ Barnes (1984:260) terms this an “apparent”
evidential and states that this is used “… when the speaker draws conclusions from direct
evidence.” This is like the epistemic must in He must have played soccer.
I propose that epistemic marking as observed in languages such as English is part
of the same syntactic system as the evidential marking observed in languages such as
Tuyuca (this idea is in keeping with arguments in Palmer (2001:9)). One advantage of
this system is that it allows for a straightforward account of the overlap we may find
between epistemic notions and evidential notions. German provides us with some data in
support of this overlap:
(35)

German:

Er soll
steinreich sein
he should-3sg-PRES-IND very.rich be
‘He is said to be very rich’

(Palmer 2001:9)

Here, in fact, we see the reverse of what was observed in Tuyuca: in German, a modal is
serving an evidential purpose (in this case), while in Tuyuca an evidential serves a modal
purpose.
In Norwegian, we see a co-occurrence of modality and epistemic marking. In this
language, there is “… a small class of uninflectable lexical items which occur
postverbally, cannot take stress, and have no lexical-semantic reference. They function as
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an indication of the speaker’s attitude toward the proposition or pragmatic context”
(Andvik 1992:1). These are called “modal particles,” though they may co-occur with
overt modal expressions, shown below. Given this, and also given the fact that they are
semantically related to speaker attitude and source of evidence, I wish to suggest that at
least some of these may be better classified as evaluative or evidential markers.
Norwegian modal particles are illustrated below (they are indicated by italics).
(36)

a.

Det må da
være massevis av fisk i disse vannene.
there must surely be lots
of fish in these lakes
‘Surely, there must be lots of fish in these lakes’

b.

Det må jo
være massevis av fisk i disse vannene.
there must of:course be
lots
of fish in these lakes
‘Of course there must be lots of fish in these lakes’

c.

Det
må nok
være massevis av fisk i disse vannene.
there must probably be
lots
of fish in these lakes
‘There must probably be lots of fish in these lakes’

d.

Det
må vel
være massevis av fisk i disse vannene
there must I:suppose be lots
of fish in these lakes
‘I suppose there must be lots of fish in these lakes’

e.

Det
må nå
være massevis av fisk i disse vannene
there must after:all be
lots
of fish in these lakes
‘After all, there must be lots of fish in these lakes’
(Andvik 1992:3)

Though they may co-occur with modals, as they do in (36), they may also occur alone, as
in (37):
(37)

a,

b.

Jeg er nå
en gift mann.
I am after:all a married man
‘After all, I am a married man’
Brann har nok
tapt.
Brann has I:suppose lost
‘I suppose Brann has lost’

(Andvik 1992:6)

(Andvik 1992:10)
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Though translated into English as modal adverbs or tags (see Chapter 2, Section 3),
Andvik argues that these modal particles are definitely not modal adverbs. For example,
modal adverbs may appear at the beginning of sentences (38) and may stand alone as
one-word utterances (39), while modal particles may not.
(38)

(39)

a.

Sannsynligvis kommer posten sent idag
probably
comes mail late today
‘The mail is probably coming late today’

b.

* Nok kommer posten sent idag
I:suppose comes mail late today
‘I suppose the mail is coming late today’

Q:

Er han kommet fram ennå?
he has come forward yet
‘Has he arrived yet?’

A1:

Sikkert
‘Surely’

A2: * Nok
‘I suppose’

(Andvik 1992:9)

(Andvik 1992:9)

If these Norwegian modal particles are in fact evidentials, indicating the source of a
speaker’s knowledge (roughly, guessing or common knowledge), then we have here a
case where we have modality through evidentials, but the two systems – modality and
evidentiality – are co-existing synchronically.
Semantically, expressions of inference (epistemic modality) and expressions of
source of knowledge (evidentials) are quite similar, inference being one possible source
of knowledge. In cases where there is overlap between epistemic modality and
evidentiality, we have interpretations of certainty of evidence or, more particularly, of
(epistemic) inference as a source of evidence. Both are concerned with how certain the
speaker may be about his utterance, though the degree of certainty may depend on what
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may be inferred from general evidence available (epistemic modality) or the sensory
mode by which evidence was gathered (evidentials). Interestingly (and importantly), the
only modal notions evidentials may express are epistemic modal notions. These
expressions of degree of certainty stand in contrast to circumstantial and deontic modal
expressions which are concerned with obligation, ability, and permission, not with
inference or source of evidence. As the reader may have predicted (and as we will see in
the remainder of this chapter), there is a clear syntactic explanation for why evidentials
would express epistemic rather than root modal notions. Related to this, epistemic modals
and evidentials have in common that they modify entire propositions only (relative to the
speaker) rather than individuals and propositions (see Chapters 1 and 4).
Stephenson (2007) shows that predicates of personal taste (which we might term
“evaluatives”) and epistemic modals bear certain similarities. Crucially, they are both
dependent on interpretation relative to some judge (i.e., the speaker). They are not
general statements of truth or falsehood. Rather, the truth or falsehood of such statements
must be evaluated relative to the cognitive state of the speaker. An utterance of I like X or
I think X is not a general objective truth of the world – it is only true if the speaker in
question likes or believes X. This is illustrated below:
(40)

a.

Mary: Where’s Bill?
Sam: He might be in his office.
Sue: No, he can’t be.

b.

Mary: How’s the cake?
Sam: It’s tasty.
Sue: No it isn’t, it isn’t tasty at all (Stephenson 2007:1)
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In both instances, Sam’s responses and Sue’s responses are acceptable only as
long as they are compatible with Sam’s and Sue’s cognitive states. The same may be said
of evidentials, for that matter:
(41)

Mary: Where’s Bill?
Sam: I saw him upstairs.
Sue: I didn’t see him there

Let us now see how our fusion operation may account for this data.
2.2 Analysis of modality through evidentials
The treatment of modality through mood which was outlined above paves the way for an
account of modality through evidentials, as well. Speas (to appear) argues that the same
hierarchies and primitives govern Cinque’s (1999) functional projections in general,
evidentials in particular, and restrictions on logophoric pronouns57 (Speas:12). She
presents the following parallels:

57

Logophoric pronouns are pronouns which are “… used to refer to an individual whose viewpoint, words
or thoughts are being reported” (Speas:9).
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(42)

Position
Spec,SpeechActP

Mnemonic role name
Speaker

Role description
The utterer of the sentence

Spec,EvaluativeP

Evaluator

The one responsible for
judgments of quality
or value of the
situation

Spec,EvidentialP

Witness

The one who has the
evidence regarding
the truth of the
proposition

Spec,EpistemicP

Perceiver

The one whose degree of
experience with the
event determines how
likelyproposition is
(Speas to appear:21-22)

From this, we can see that these high functional heads have in common that they indicate
directly the role of the subject in a sentence. Given this, as well as the fact that some
languages (such as Tuyuca (34)) seem to express epistemic modality through evidentials,
I suggest that the same head movement operation + fusion may take place in these higher
functional heads in Tuyuca as took place in the lower heads in Latin, Persian, French and
Spanish. Thus, the sentence in (43a), in which tense, evidential, and epistemic marking
are all realized by –yi would look syntactically like (43b) (note: I am assuming Tuyuca to
be left-branching). There are a series of head movements resulting in a complex head,
and then there is the morphological Fusion operation given in (44). This results in a
single position of exponence with the features [TENSE], [EPISTEMIC] and [EVIDENTIAL]58.

58

Note that 3SG is also included in this Fusion. I have left it out for the sake of clarity.
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(43) a. Díiga apé-yi
soccer play-3sg:PAST:APP
‘He played soccer’ (I didn’t see it, but there is evidence)
(Barnes 1984:257)
b.

EvidP
ei

EpistP
Evid
qp
ty
TP
Epist
Evid
Epist
ei
[EVID]
ty
vP
T
Epist
T
ey
[EPIST]
ty
v’
T
v
ru
[TENSE]
díiga
v
soccer
(44)

[TENSE], [EPISTEMIC] and [EVIDENTIAL] are Fused

Here, we have head movement of T to Epistemicº to Evidentialº, followed by
morphological fusion of these heads, resulting in the features [TENSE], [EPISTEMIC] and
[EVIDENTIAL] being present on the single locus of the fused Evidential/Epistemic/T head.
Then we have insertion of –yi, which bears uninterpretable [EVIDENTIAL], [EPISTEMIC]
and [TENSE] features into this fused Evidential/Epistemic/T head.
Let us look at some of the implications of such a system. First, if we assume that
the Tense, Epistemic, and Evidential heads have undergone fusion, we might expect
changes in Tense and subject agreement to be reflected in evidential marking. Indeed,
this is what we find. Barnes (1984) gives the following table:
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Table 1: Tuyuca Evidential Paradigm (Barnes 1984:258)
Visual Nonvisual Apparent Secondhand Acquired
Past
Other
3msg
3fsg
3pl
Present
Other
3msg
3fsg
3pl

-w+
-wi

-t+
-ti

-yu

-yiro

-hĩyu

-yi

-hĩyi

-wo
-wo

-to
-ta

-yo
-ya

-yig+
-yigo
-yira

-a
-i
-yo
-ya

-ga
-gi
-go
-ga

-hĩi
-hĩo
-hĩra

-

-ku
-ki
-ko
-kua

From this table, we can see that Tuyuca evidentials do in fact reflect changes in tense,
person, number, and gender, indicating that they are morphologically fused with Tense
(for more on the historical origin of Tuyuca evidentials, see Malone 1988).
DM places cross-linguistic variation in the set of specific fusion rules and
Vocabulary Items, thus we would expect that just as some languages with evidentials,
such as Tuyuca, fuse the Evidential head with nearby functional heads, some languages
with evidentials might not have such fusion, in which case the Evidential morpheme
would be clearly separate from other morphemes. If there were head movement without
fusion, we would have different bound morphemes expressing each feature. If there were
no head movement, then the different features would appear as independent words. One
interesting example is Ngiyambaa (Australian; Australia). In the Ngiyambaa data below,
we can see that the evidential marker –gara ‘SENSORY EVIDENCE’ and –dhan ‘LINGUISTIC
EVIDENCE’

are quite separate from the tense markers and the verbs in general:
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(45)

a.

ŋindu -gara
girambiyi
you:NOM-SENSORYEVIDENCE sick:PAST
‘One can see that you were sick’

b.

ŋindu -dhan
girambiyi
you:NOM-LINGUISTICEVIDENCE sick:PAST
‘You are said to have been sick’
(Donaldson 1980:275-276)

In fact, the evidential marking appears on the subject pronoun rather than on the verb.
Perhaps some fusion has taken place between the Evidential head and a subject-agreeing
inflectional head (e.g. AgrS), or perhaps it is simply an instance of cliticization. Tense is
realized separately, on the independent verb word.
With the evidential-epistemic fusion in mind, let us now look at a third case of
fusion: modality expressed through tense.
3. Modality through tense
In this section I examine some data which indicates that in some cases, modality may
even be expressed through tense. After presenting and analyzing this data, I present the
interesting case of the interaction between tense and mood in Irish.
3.1 Data
Copley (2002) discusses the modal quality of the future tense. She writes that “If there is
an actual future just as there is an actual past, any modality must surely be epistemic….
On the other hand, if there is no fact of the matter about the future, the modality involved
might well be metaphysical” (Copley 2002:13). In both future expressions such as (46a)
and modal expressions such as (46b), we have the unrealized proposition that THE RED
SOX PLAY THE YANKEES. She refers to modals as having a futurate quality in this respect.
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(46)

a.
b.

The Red Sox are playing the Yankees tonight. (Copley 2002:44)
The Red Sox might play the Yankees.

Copley treats expressions of the future as having somewhat different semantics, but still,
the unrealized nature of modal expressions and expressions of the future groups these
categories together naturally. In fact, Copley argues that the English modal will has both
bouletic (intentional/volitional [modal]) semantics and inertial (prediction [future])
semantics (2002:66). Connected with this is a somewhat unusual phenomenon which
bears mentioning. This is instances where a modal interpretation is arrived at without any
clear modal operator at all. Some examples are given below:
(47)

English:

Someone’s knocking on the door; that will be Hugo

(48)

Italian:

Suonano,
sarà
Ugo
ring-3pl-PRES be-3sg-FUT-IND Ugo
‘The bell’s gone; it’ll be Ugo’

(Palmer 2001:105)

Here, we understand that the speaker is estimating that the person ringing the bell is Ugo,
though there is no obvious marker of modality. But neither is this purely a future-tense
utterance (though perhaps it is futurate), since there is at this moment someone ringing
the bell whose identity the speaker is guessing at. Below I suggest that using fusion, we
may account for this.
3.2 Analysis of modality through tense
Consider again the modality and tense data from (46), repeated below:
(49)

a. The Red Sox are playing the Yankees tonight
b. The Red Sox might play the Yankees tonight

(Copley 2002:44)

We saw that in both there was a certain unrealized quality. We also saw that items like
will have both modal and tense properties. If a fusion operation may occur with modal
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heads and evidental or mood heads, might it be occurring with modal heads and tense as
well? I assert that such fusion may indeed occur. Kirsner (1969) discusses the Dutch
modal zullen ‘HYPOTHETICAL NON-PAST’ which may receive several modal- and tenserelated interpretations, given below:
(50)

Piet zal
werken
Pete HYPOTHETICAL:NON-PAST work
(i) ‘Pete probably works/is working’
(ii) ‘I suppose Pete is working’
(iii) ‘Pete intends to work’
(iv) ‘It is intended that Pete work’
(v) ‘Pete will work’

(Kirsner 1969:121)

Interpretations (i) and (ii) seem particularly linked to epistemic modality. Interpretations
(iii) and (iv) may be linked to a root modal volitional semantics (see (3), also see Chapter
1). Interpretation (v) is clearly futurate. I suggest that Fusion has taken place in which the
Volition59, Tense, and Epistemic heads all have features expressed on the modal zullen.
The tree is given in (51) and the Fusion rule in (52).

59

Though I have not made much reference to it, Cinque posits a Volition position in his functional
hierarchy, directly above Obligation (Deontic). See Chapter 1 for more on this.
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(51) EpistP
ei
Pieti
Epist’
Pete ei
Epist
TP
ty
ru
T
Epist
ti
T’
ty
[EPIST] ei
Volit
T
T
VolitP
[VOLIT]
[TENSE]
ri
ti
Volit’
ei
Volit
vP
4
ti werken
work
(52)

[EPISTEMIC], [TENSE] and [VOLITION] are Fused.

Here we have the independent heads of Volition, Tense and Epistemic undergoing Fusion
to become a single position with the features [EPISTEMIC], [TENSE] and [INTENTION]. Zal
(bearing an interpretable [POSSIBILITY] feature) is inserted in this single position.
The structure I propose in (51, 52) has robust fusion. This predicts that if the
Fusion were somehow blocked then zullen would not receive as full a range of
interpretations. This is, in fact, just what we find. Kirsner reports that “The use of zullen
to signal inference often depends on the presence in the utterance of the particle wal
[‘AFFIRMATION’]…” (1969:123).
(53)

Hij zal
wel
erg ziet zijn
he HYPOTHETICAL AFFIRMATION very sick be
‘He’s probably awfully sick’
(Kirsner 1969:123)

If we follow Julien (2000) and take wel to be a non-negative polarity item, it would then
likely occupy the same syntactic position as regular negative polarity items. Cinque
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(1999) argues that there are several syntactic positions in the left periphery which
negation markers may occupy (depending on the particular marker). But if there were
some position below TP but above the lower modality heads, the presence of wel in such
a position would then block morphological fusion of lower modal heads because of the
MLC, leaving only tense and epistemic-related interpretations. This is illustrated below,
where T may move to Epistemicº and these heads may then undergo Fusion, but where
Volitionª is blocked from head movement by the presence of wel, and thus prevented
from fusing with T and Epistemicº.
(54)

EpistemicP
ei
Epistemic
TP
ru
ei
T
Epist T
AffirmativeP
[TENSE]
[EPIST]
ei
Affirmative
VolitionP
wel
ei
Volition
vP
Given that the sentence in (53) only receives an inferential interpretation, it seems that
indeed the fusion operation in its entirety is blocked by the presence of wel
‘AFFIRMATIVE’. In the absence of wel, more fusion may take place and a richer variety of
interpretations, as in (51, 52), results.
Now, looking at the comparatively simpler sentence from (44), repeated here:
(55)

That will be Hugo,

we may use Fusion to account for this as well. This is illustrated below in the tree in (56)
and the Fusion rule in (57).
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(56) EpistP
ei
That
Epist’
ei
Epist
TP
ty
ri
T
Epist
T’
[TENSE] [EPIST]
ei
T
vP
4
be Hugo
(57)

[TENSE] and [EPISTEMIC] are Fused

Here the distinct Tense and Epistemic heads undergo fusion, resulting in a single position
bearing the features [EPISTEMIC] and [TENSE]. Will, bearing an interpretable [Necessity]
feature and uninterpretable [EPISTEMIC] and [TENSE] features is inserted here and checks
its uninterpretable features.
Before moving on to look at yet more fusion, I discuss an interesting interaction
between Mood and Tense in Irish.
3.3 Tense and mood in Irish
Irish presents some interesting data with respect to irrealis Mood and tense. Consider
Table 2 below, giving several Irish mood particles.
Table 2
Mood
Tense
realis
present
future
irrealis past
conditional

Declarative Question Negative Negative Question
(Is) / ø
An
Ní
Nach
(Ba) / Do

Ar

Níor

Nar
(Carnie, p.c.)
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We see that, paradigmatically, the present and the future pattern together on the one hand,
while the past and the conditional pattern together on the other. Semantically, this is not
what we would predict. Certainly the present should be considered realis, and certainly
the conditional should be considered irrealis, but why does the future pattern with realis
while the past patterns with irrealis?
Ó Sé (1990:63-65) identifies is-forms as essentially timeless. He asserts that is is
used in the present much more frequently than in the future, and that in the limited cases
in which is occurs in a future construction, there are always other temporal markers,
either from complement clauses (58) or temporal adverbs (59). We may even see is in
some past constructions with nominal predicates and past tense marking elsewhere (60).
Though Carnie (p.c.) points out that (60) is likely a bi-clausal structure and so would not
actually be a use of is in the past.
(58)

Is
gearr gurb
é
COP short until:COP it
‘It won’t be long before it is’

(Ó Sé 1990:64)

(59)

Is deacair fanacht taobh amuigh an chéad tseachtain eile
COP difficult staying side out
the first week
other
‘It will be difficult to stay outside the next week’
(Ó Sé 1990:65)

(60)

An
fear mór a
bhí ann?
Q:COP man big which was in:him
‘Was he a big man?’

(Ó Sé 1990:64)

Thus, according to Ó Sé, we may view is as, rather than specifically a present/future
marker, as more of a timeless default marker. This then leaves us with the puzzle of the
past and conditional forms bearing the same marking of ba and its variants. This is
illustrated below:
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(61)

(62)

Ba bhreá an lá é
COP fine the day it
‘It was a fine day’

(Ó Sé 1985:65)

Ba dhóigh leat …
COP likely with:you
‘You would think/say…’

(Ó Sé 1985:66)

To account for this, Ó Sé appeals to the notion of actuality (as described in Chung
and Timberlake 1985). Specifically, both past events and conditional events are nonactual: the former have already taken place and are done with, the latter may or may not
take place in the future (it is important to keep in mind, though, that mood marking,
though not unrelated to tense, is a distinct category). This leads Ó Sé to propose that “…
mood, in this most basic form, is the sole verbal category encoded in the Modern Irish
copula”60 (1985:66). Thus, the crucial distinguishing feature for these copular particles is
not tense at all, but rather mood: when there is clear non-actuality, ba and its variants are
used, and in all other cases, is and its variants are used.
This is akin to the futurate quality of modals, discussed above in Section 2.3. We
saw that sentences like (63a) and (63b) both have an “unrealized” quality:
(63)

a. The Red Sox are playing the Yankees tonight. (Copley 2002:44)
b. The Red Sox might play the Yankees.

Though here the future tense and a modal of possibility are patterning together, they
share the fact that the given event has yet to take place.

60

Here I take the Irish particles discussed in this section to be copulas.
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4. Modality through evidential/mood/tense
The fusion observed above (in Sections 2 and 3) may actually be carried out to a very
high degree. Here I present data from Jarawara showing a significant amount of fusion.
4.1 Data
In this section, we have seen instances in which languages express modality through
mood, instances in which languages express modality through evidentials, and instances
in which languages express modality through tense. In Jarawara (Arauan; Brazil), we find
the mood, evidential, modality, and tense systems bound up in an interesting way. In this
language, there are “… five terms with non-past reference that are referred to modalities
– intention, future, irrealis, hypothetical, and reported” (Dixon 2004:195). We see in
(64a) an instance of intention marking, in (64b) of future marking, in (64c) of irrealis
marking (which may indicate what should or could be done), in (64d) of hypothetical
marking, and in (64e) of reported speech marking. These different meanings are all
expressed through affixes, so this could be considered, in part, a case of modal affixation.
But since these affixes encode so many more meanings than simply modality (in contrast
to, say, Tamil as observed in Chapter 2), I am presenting this data as a case of complex
modality, rather than one of simple modality.
(64)

a.

Amo o -mata -ra -habone
o-ke
sleep 1SG-short:time-NEG-INTENTION 1SG-DECLARATIVE
‘I don’t intend to sleep for a while yet’
(Dixon 2004:186)

b.

O-tafa-bana
o-ke
1SG-eat-FUTURE 1SG-DECLARATIVE
‘I’ll eat’

(Dixon 2004:213)
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(64)

c. (i) Ke-tehe-ne ama-ke jaha jaa
APPLICATIVE-be:lubricated-IRREALIS extent-DECLARATIVE oil PERIPHERAL
‘It (some piece of machinery) needs to be [should be] lubricated with oil.’
(ii) Isi
ee
kabe-hina, hasi
na-ka.
armadillo 1PL:INCLUSIVE eat-IRREALIS escape AUX-DECLARATIVE
‘We could have eaten the armadillo (and wanted to), but it escaped’
(Dixon 2004:215)
d.

Tinero o-kihe-mene-he kamisa o-kanike-hene ama o-ke.
money 1sg-have-HYPOTHETICAL-DEPEND.CLAUSE shirt 1SG-buy-IRREALIS EXTENT 1SG-DECLARATIVE

‘If I had the money, I would buy a shirt’
e.

(Dixon 2004:216)

Kamo awi naboe-himonaha Fahabiri jaa.
Kamo tapir kill-REPORTED Fahabira PERIPHERAL
‘Kamo is reported to have killed a tapir at Fahabir’ (Dixon 2004:217)

Here, we see that a position following the verb seems to be occupied in these sentences
by some marker of modalized events, though the meaning may be understood to be one
of intention, future events, unrealized or hypothetical events, or reported events. In this
chapter, we saw that expressions of intention may be connected with the Volition modal
head (Section 3.2, also Chapter 1), we saw that epistemic modals and future-tense
expressions both share a futurate quality, we saw that both modal expressions and irrealis
expressions are related to hypothetical situations (Section 3.3), and we saw that
evidentials and epistemic modals may overlap somewhat (Section 2). All of these
phenomena seem to be taking place in Jarawara.
Before giving a syntactic analysis of this, I wish to discuss the particular
Vocabulary Item(s) used. Consider for a moment the phonological forms of the Jarawara
suffixes from (64). First I present the suffixes in isolation below:
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(65)

a. Intention: habone
b. Future:
bana
c. Irrealis:
ne, hina
d. Hypothetical: mene
e. Reported: himonaha

I now repeat this data with phonemes aligned and with comments on some key
phonemes:
(66)

a. Intention:
b. Future:
c. Irrealis:

h
h

d. Hypothetical:
e. Reported:

h
[h]

a

b
b

o
a

n
e
n
a
n
e
i
n
a
m
e
n
e
i
m
o
n
a
ha
[VOWEL] [LABIAL] [VOWEL] [n] [VOWEL]

Based on this, consider now a proposed template for non-past marking in Jarawara,
below:
(67)

[h] [VOWEL] [LABIAL] [VOWEL] [n] [VOWEL]

All of the non-past markers above could be considered to be variations on such a
template. Noting something of this similarity, Dixon (2004:220) writes that while there
may be a diachronic explanation for this, there cannot be a synchronic one because
semantic sub-groupings do not form plausible natural classes (e.g., why should FUTURE
and HYPOTHETICAL, which both have LABIAL-VOWEL-n-VOWEL, group together to the
exclusion of the others?). Still, given their (at least apparently) shared syntactic position,
as well as their similar phonological form, I wish to suggest that a template such as that in
(67) is at least diachronically plausible, and perhaps synchronically active as well.
However this is best accounted for, Jarawara has presented us with a rich example of the
connections between modality and related categories. Specifically, modal notions may be
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expressed through the affixes of intention, future, irrealis, hypothetical situation and
reported situation (64a-e).
4.2 Analysis of modality through evidential/mood/tense
If we accept that the various evidential, mood and tense markers are derived from
fundamentally the same morpheme [h] [VOWEl] [n] [VOWEL] [LABIAL] [VOWEL], this
morpheme must be highly underspecified, perhaps only bearing a feature such as
[IRREALIS]. This leads us to the formation of a complex head such as that in (68),
followed by the Fusion operation in (69), resulting in the complex head in (70) in which
the (potentially) underspecified template {[h][VOWEl][n][VOWEL][LABIAL][VOWEL]} may
be inserted.
(68)

EvidentialP
qp
TP
Evidential
wo
ru
IrrealisP
T
Evid
T
ei
[EVID] ru
vP
Irrealis
T
Irrealis
4
[TENSE]
[IRREALIS]

(69)

[EVIDENTIAL], [TENSE] and [IRREALIS] are Fused.

(70)

______
[EVIDENTIAL, TENSE, IRREALIS]

{[h][VOWEl][n][VOWEL][LABIAL][VOWEL]}
In Jarawara, there may be fusion between Epistemicº, Tenseº and Irrealisº, depending on
which heads are present in the syntax. The item {[h][VOWEl][n][VOWEL][LABIAL][VOWEL]}
is only specified for an uninterpretable [IRREALIS] feature. It may realize only this
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feature, or it may realize other features, such as [FUTURE] ([TENSE]) or [REPORTED]
([EVIDENTIAL]), depending on what heads/features are active in the given derivation (see
(60), above).

5. Interim summary
In this chapter, we have seen a variety of complex modal expressions involving
morphological fusion. In this summary, I present the main findings of Chapter 2 and of
this chapter.
5.1 Results from Chapters 2 (modal verbs, affixes, adverbs, adjectives, nouns) and 3
(modality through mood, evidentials, tense)
I repeat here Table 3 from Chapter 2, outlining the different forms simple expressions of
modality may take, and add to it the results from this chapter.
Table 3
Category
Main verbs
Auxiliary verbs
Adverbs
Adjectives
Nouns
Modality through mood

Epistemic through evidentials
Modality through tense
Modality through evidential/mood/tense

Example
Je peux nager
I can swim
I can swim
It will possibly rain tomorrow
I am able to swim
She has the ability to fly
Az kod&â be-dun-am? (Persian)
of where subj-know-1sg
‘How should I know?’
Dîíga apé-wi (Tuyuca)
Soccer play-3sg:past:visual
The Red Sox are playing the Yankees
tonight
(future as as-yet-unrealized potential)
[h] [VOWEl] [LABIAL] [VOWEL] [n] [VOWEL]
Jarawara template

Now let us look at the phenomenon of “invisible” modality.
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6. “Invisible” modality
In this section, I examine expressions of modality with no clear morphemic candidate for
“bearer of modal features.”
6.1 Invisible modal data
Consider the following modal data:
(71)

English:

a.

Anis is to go to the store

b.

Anis (has)/(got) to go to the store
(cf. I must go to the store)

Leb. Arabic: c.

Munah !nu ixal!s šo'-lu
Munah C finish work-his
‘Munah is to finish his work’

(J. Racy, p.c.)

In these instances, there is no overt modal item, and yet a necessity interpretation is
understood. In the case of English, one could perhaps argue that this is modality through
tense. But we saw above that it is particularly futurate tense which can have modal
properties. More importantly, Arabic is a null copula language, so perhaps it looks even
less likely to be a case of modality through tense in (71c). However, even though this
data does not superficially seem to be the strongest contender for modality through tense,
I argue now that this is indeed, in a sense, what we have.
6.2 Invisible modal treatment
We have come to perhaps the most mysterious of the modal phenomena: modality
without modals. In the preceding examples (71), the listener understands that an
obligation is in place without there being any overt modal item. Crucially, though, only a
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(deontic) necessity interpretation is available in such constructions. This is illustrated
below.
(72)

I am to be downtown at 6:00…
… it’s required.
# … it’s allowed.
# … it’s possible.

One move might be to say that the modal interpretation is entirely pragmatic: we can
imagine situations where (71a) gives rise only to an interpretation of deontic necessity
(obligation). But since such utterances may not ever receive a possibility interpretation, I
assert that some modal features must be active somewhere in the syntax to give rise to
these interpretations. Further supporting this is the fact that these “invisible” modal
constructions necessarily require infinitive verbs (without infinitives, no modal meaning
is given, and with infinitives, modal semantics always occurs). Perhaps, as Harley (p.c.)
suggests, these modals particularly require infinitive purpose clauses (cf. Huettner 1989).
(73)

a. I am to go downtown. (Infinitive  modal)
b. *I am go downtown. (No infinitive  ungrammatical)
c. I am going downtown. (No infinitive  grammatical but non-modal)
d. I am happy downtown. (No infinitive  grammatical but non-modal)

I propose, therefore, that there are actually two verbs to be in English: one modal and one
non-modal. The non-modal one is the one we find in (73d,e) and the modal one is the one
we find in (73a). In the case of Lebanese Arabic, the null copula will have two flavors as
well, a modal one and a non-modal one. In terms of the expression of such modals, I
suggest that there is head movement of the obligational copula through Deonticº and Tº,
checking both modal and tense features. This is sketched below:
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(74)

Sentence:

I am to be downtown at 6:00.

TP
wo
Ii

T’
wo
T
DeonticP
ro
ro
Deon
T
ti
Deontic’
[DEON]
[TENSE]
wo
Deontic
CP
ti to be downtown at 6:00
(75)

[DEONTIC] and [TENSE] are Fused.

Here we have the modal copula √BE bearing not only an uninterpretable [TENSE] feature,
but also an uninterpretable [DEONTIC] feature and an interpretable [NECESSITY] feature.
As mentioned above, it does not seem possible to get a possibility modal
interpretation in modal-less modal expressions. For example, the sentences in (71) can
only receive necessity interpretations:
(76)

I am to be there today …
… it’s required. (Necessity)
# … it’s possible. (Possibility)

But since the English example lacks future-tense marking and the Lebanese Arabic
example lacks any tense marking at all, how do we get the appropriate modal
interpretation? I suggest that the answer to this lies in the realm of default interpretation.
Perhaps necessity is something of a default in modal heads. In fact, Bhatt (1997) suggests
just this, namely, that such covert modals as we observe in “invisible modality”
constructions may behave like other covert semantic operations in that “they tend to be
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interpreted universally” (i.e. with universal quantification, so as necessity rather than
possibility) (11). This is discussed further in the next section.
I now turn to (arguably) another instance of modality through tense – that which
we find in sentences like (77):
(77)

I have to go home now.

Less controversially, I follow authors such as Larkin (1976) in asserting that we have a
modal variety of have. We can see the distinction between the two forms of have in terms
of their selectional restrictions. Modal have, like modal be, has a selectional requirement
for (purpose-clause) infinitives and this yields (or reveals) a modal interpretation:
(77’) a. *I have go home now. (No infinitive  ungrammatical)
b. I have been going home. (No infinitive  non-modal)
In addition, though, I wish to suggest, below, that have modal expressions may be
argued to be a case of alethic modality. But it is important to note that have here is
probably make more of a semantic contribution than, say be in (76), above. However, in
support of a parallel treatment of have to and be, see Freeze (1992).
6.3 Alethics
Alethic modals are those that denote fundamental logical necessity or possibility. They
are often grouped with epistemic modals. There is, however, an important distinction in
their semantics. While epistemic modals clearly mark that the speaker is making an
inference, alethics do not. Compare (78) with (79):
(78)

Two plus two must equal four!

(Epistemic)

(79)

Two plus two necessarily equals four

(Alethic)
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In (78), the speaker has just come to understand what the speaker in (79) expresses to be
an absolute truth about the universe (if two plus two did not equal four, all physical,
mathematical, logical, etc. laws would fail to hold). (78) would much more likely be used
by a grade-school student just figuring out basic arithmetic, while (79) would much more
likely be used by a mathematician, physicist, or philosopher expressing a universal truth.
It is possible to coax an epistemic interpretation of (79), but only if there is a particular
intonational contour. In Chapter 5, I argue that intonational contours may be associated
with epistemicity. The utterance in (80), below, is akin to that in (79). Crucially, though
the speaker may have used inference to arrive at the proposition expressed in (80), he
does not signal that inference has been used in the same way he does in (78) (again,
barring special intonation).
(80)

Two plus two has to equal four

(Alethic)

In a similar vein, Larkin (1976) gives the following pair of sentences and makes
the important observation that “Sentence [81a] implies that the speaker ‘goes along with’
the prohibition that the sentence states, while [81b] is neutral in this regard” (392). So
(81a) is more likely to be uttered by someone who agrees that 10:00 is a good time for the
girl to be home, while (81b) is more likely to be uttered by someone expressing an
obligation he does not necessarily agree with.
(81)

a.
b.

My girl must be home by ten.
My girl has to be home by ten.

(Larkin 1976:392)

By way of further illustration, consider a situation in which a nanny is watching a child.
The child does not want to eat her broccoli. If the broccoli-eating is something the nanny
personally believes to be necessary, she will more likely utter (82a). If it is something
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which the parents require but which she does not necessarily agree with, she will be more
likely to utter (82b):
(82)

a.
b.

I’m sorry, but you must eat your broccoli.
I’m sorry, but you have to eat your broccoli.

Thus, the must statement signals the speaker’s engagement, while the have to statement
divorces the speaker – s/he is simply stating a fact. Also, in (83), we can see that “…
statements made about someone else’s mental or physical state, where no firm conclusion
is possible and the role of the speaker’s suppositions is crucial, seem to prefer must”61
(Larkin 1976:395):
(83)

That was a long drive. You must be tired.

(Larkin 1976:396)

Here, must engages the speaker’s act of inferring, as it engaged the speaker’s agreement
in (82a). Because must expressions engage the speaker’s commitment in a way have to
expressions do not, I would like to suggest that have to modal expressions only contain
[NECESSITY] features, and have no specification for [EPISTEMIC] or [DEONTIC]62,63. This
results in the semantics observed above of an alethic statement generally being simply
one of fact, devoid of speaker commitment or investment or speaker or subject
engagement in an obligation. It is important to note that modal have is possession-have

61

One might also say You have to be tired, but then the speaker would be uttering more of a statement of
fact, of logical necessity, rather than one of inference.
62
See Chapter 4, Footnote 74 for a possible syntactico-semantic account of this peculiar behavior of
alethics.
63
Ninan (2005) presents an interesting quality about deontic must. He argues that deontic must is crucially
interpreted as involving a “to-do” list and thus that speakers only utter deontic must-statements if the
propositions they express are things they can make come true (Ninan 2005:20). Here again we see a case of
speaker engagement with must. A have to statement does not (necessarily) involve a “to-do” list in the
same way.
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(again, see Freeze 1992) rather than perfect-have. We can see this by have’s failure to
move to T:
(84)

a.
b.

I don’t have to go to work.
* I have not to go to work.

In (86), below, I give the tree for the sentence in (85). Here have bears a [NECESSITY]
feature and checks Tense via Agree. As it does not move to Epistemicº or Deonticº we
are left with the “divorced” interpretation observed above.
(85)

Two plus two has to equal four.

(86) TP
ei
2+2i
T’
ei
T
vP
[TENSE] ei
ti
v’
ei
v
vP
has to
4
[NECESSITY]
ti equal four
Further support for treating have to as underspecified for kind of modality (as
only bearing a [NECESSITY] feature) comes from the following observation: while in
neutral contexts have to tends to be interpreted as pure necessity, it may yield epistemic
or deontic necessity readings in the right context.
(87)

a. Well, based on what you said, Paul has to be at home
b. I’m telling you, you have to finish it or I’ll fire you

(Epist. Necess.)
(Deon. Necess.)

Following DM, a Vocabulary Item may be underspecified with respect to the node it is
realizing, and so may serve to express features it is not itself specified for as we find in
(87) (see also Chapter 1).
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Further support that alethic constructions are purely logical and free of “speaker”
personal commitment come from French and Modern Greek. There is a class of verbs
which Palmer (2001) terms “impersonals.” Among these are the French construction il
faut ‘it is necessary’ (88a) and the Modern Greek prepi (roughly, ‘impersonal
requirement’) (88b). A key factor here is that non-impersonal forms (88c) agree with the
subject (Palmer 2001:71):
(88)

a.

French:

Il faut
proposer un contrat de travail
it is:necessary propose:INF a contract of work
‘It is necessary to propose a work contract’
(Ayoun p.c.)64

b.

Modern Gk:

Prepi
na fiγis
must:impers that you:leave
‘You must leave’

(Palmer 2001:71)

Boris
na fiγis
can:2sg:pres that you:leave
‘You may leave’

(Palmer 2001:71)

c.

Modern Gk:

In the French sentence in (88a), we see that the subject is the dummy subject il. In the
Greek sentence in (88b), we can see that there is no subject agreement, like there is in
(88c). Impressionistically there is less “engagement” with these constructions. So,
perhaps il faut and prepi are alethic constructions as well. Before concluding this section,
let us return to the fact that “invisible” modal constructions are always interpreted as
necessity expressions.
Bhatt (1997) examines expressions of obligation. He argues that, in fact, covert
modals (non-overt expressions of modality) can be understood to be universal (∀)

64

Data confirmed by Ayoun (p.c.); originally found in Le Figaro; Bereziat, Gilbert, Henri-Edouard Audier,
and Sylvain Collonge, “Trois regards sur la crise de la recherché” 24 June, 2004
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constructions (11). So, any time there is an expression of modality without a clear modal
marker, the interpretation is one of necessity (epistemic, alethic or deontic). He points
out, for example, that (89) cannot mean John may eat an apple:
(89)

John has to eat an apple.

(Bhatt 1997:11)

But (89) could be an example of, say, either epistemic (90a) or deontic (90b) necessity:
(90)

a.
b.

John has to eat an apple every day – look how healthy he is!
John has to eat an apple every day – his mother requires it.

This further strengthens the connection between sentences such as (91a) and (91b):65
(91)

a.
b.

I have to be downtown at 6:00.
I am to be downtown at 6:00.

In both cases, the tense-bearing verbs have and be are appearing with Necessity features
as well as Tense features, and we may not get a possibility interpretation from either.
Again, note that just as epistemic necessity and deontic necessity seem to be
defaults, so does alethic necessity in the case of have to constructions (cf. Bhatt 1997:11).
7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we saw “complex” modal data involving fusion of modal functional heads
with other functional heads. We saw that modality can be realized through mood,
epistemicity, and tense. The tables below summarize the findings from the last two
chapters. Table 4 repeats the different modal features represented in the language data
given (Chapter 2, Table 4). Table 5 repeats examples of simple modal data (Chapter 2,
65

We find a parallel to this universal (necessity) default interpretation in sentences such as (B), in which
there seems to be a covert universal operator:
(B)
If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it
(Geach 1962)
(Interpretation: Every farmer who owns a donkey beats that donkey or Every donkey owned by a farmer is
beaten by his owner.)
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Table 3) and gives examples of the different complex modal data we examined in this
chapter.

Table 4
Necessity

Epistemic

Circumstantial

Deontic

• Persian: Motma’enan
Sârâ be in mehmuni mi-yâd (‘For sure, Sârâ comes
to this party’)

• English: I need to sneeze

•English: Rufus must put
up with the tambourine
player
•Leb. Arabic: Munah
mažbur (!nu) ixal:!s šo'lu (‘Munah is obliged to
finish his work’
•French: Le participant
doit éviter… (‘The
participant must
avoid…’)
•Leb. Arabic: Munah fi
j!sta(m!l sijjar-ti (‘Munah
may use my car’)
•English: We have
permission to run errands
in the Humvee.
•Tamil: Avan pecca-laam
(‘He is allowed to speak’)

Possibility •Leb. Arabic: Munah
mumk!n b!-l-bejt
(‘Munah may be at
home’)
•Persian: Ehtemâlan Sârâ
be in mehmuni m-y-âd
(‘It is possible that Sârâ
comes to this party’)

•English: The robots can
dance very well
•French: Un client peut
tabler sur un gain… (‘A
client can count on a
gain…’)
•Man. Chinese: Tā néng
bu néng chàng gē? (‘Is
s/he capable of singing?’)
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Table 5
Category
Main verbs
Auxiliary verbs
Adverbs
Adjectives
Nouns
Modality through mood

Epistemic through evidentials
Modality through tense
Modality through evidential/mood/tense
“Invisible” modality

Example
Je peux nager
I can swim
I can swim
It will possibly rain tomorrow
I am able to swim
She has the ability to fly
Az kod&â be-dun-am? (Persian)
of where subj-know-1sg
‘How should I know?’
Dîíga apé-wi (Tuyuca)
Soccer play-3sg:past:visual
The Red Sox are playing the Yankees
tonight
(future as as-yet-unrealized potential)
[h] [VOWEL] [LABIAL] [VOWEL] [n]
[VOWEL]
Jarawara template
I am to be downtown at 6:00.

This concludes our examination of modal syntax. In the next chapter, I look at the
semantics of modals, and in Chapter 5, I motivate further the different features we have
been using throughout.
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CHAPTER 4
MODAL SEMANTICS
My son’s name is Miles.
Unless we’re in Canada,
then he’s Kilometers.
- Jeffrey Jena
0. Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, I proposed a syntax for modal constructions based on Cinque’s
(1999) hierarchy of functional projections coupled with a Distributed Morphology
analysis of vocabulary realization. In this chapter, I advocate a particular semantic
treatment of modals based on Kratzer’s (1991) modal semantics, with two proposed
modifications. In Section 1, I outline what features I consider to be desirable in a
semantic account of modality. In Section 2, I summarize Kratzer’s (1991) treatment of
the semantics of modals with an amendment from von Fintel and Heim (2007). In Section
3, I present the analysis of Hacquard (2006), which proposes a modification to Kratzer’s
semantics. In Section 4, I discuss the problem posed by deontic modals and propose a
solution. In Section 5, I present the semantic treatment which I advocate. Throughout, the
crucial modal features I employ are: [NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY], [EPISTEMIC],
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL], and [DEONTIC]. In Section 6, I provide illustrations of my proposed
system in action. Finally, in Section 7, I present some concluding remarks.
1. Desirable features in a modal semantics
Butler (2003) outlines some important factors which we should consider when
formulating an account of modality. In doing this, he notes especially the contrast
between epistemic and root modals. Recall from Chapter 1 that the category of root
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modality encompasses both circumstantial and deontic modality. There are two questions
posed by Butler which he suggests an account of modality should answer and which I
would like to focus on in particular:
1.
2.

The PF form of modals: why do modals cross-linguistically show up with
the same PF reflex for epistemic and root (but not necessity and
possibility)?
The epistemic/root distinction: how and where it is derived?

Taking these to be two criteria of a good account of modality, I propose an additional
component to the second criterion (that relating to the epistemic/root distinction), and I
add a third criterion, namely, one relating to the variable interpretation of modals. Let us
look at each of these criteria in greater detail.
1.1 The PF form of necessity and possibility modals
As Butler (2003) observes, there seems to be a strong tendency for necessity modals to
have identical morphological instantiations whether they yield epistemic or root
(circumstantial/deontic) interpretations, and for possibility modals to have identical
morphological instantiations whether they yield epistemic or root interpretations. There
does not seem to be such a morphological patterning with respect to the epistemic/root
contrast (though I return to this issue in Chapter 5). This is illustrated below for English:
Table 1
Necessity
Epistemic You must read Shakespeare –
you quote him every day!
Root
You must read Shakespeare to
pass your English class.

Possibility
He may go swimming – it’s
possible.
He may go swimming – I’ll
allow it.
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As we can see here, must expresses both epistemic and root necessity, while may
expresses both epistemic and root possibility.66
1.2 The epistemic/root distinction
This distinction has been discussed in Chapter 1, so I only present a brief recapitulation
here. Broadly speaking, there are two large classes into which modal interpretations may
fit: epistemic interpretations are related to speaker inference, while root interpretations
are related to notions of ability, obligation, and permission. These are illustrated below:
(1)

Epistemic (inference) interpretations:
a.
There must be a fire – I see smoke!
b.
She may be home by now – she left at 4:00.

(2)

Root (ability/obligation/permission) interpretations:
a.
Vincent can paint very well.
b.
We must call for help.
c.
You may drive my car.

Besides these two kinds of interpretations, I have discussed alethic interpretations as
well. These are illustrated below:
(3)

Alethic (logical possibility/necessity) interpretations:
a.
Two plus two necessarily equals four67.
b.
The meteor will possibly hit earth.

As discussed in Chapter 3, alethic modality differs from epistemic in that epistemic
modality involves speaker inference while alethic modality is more akin to a “pure”

66

Again, there seems to be much less ambiguity with adverbial, adjectival, and nominal modal
expressions. The ambiguity discussed here occurs primarily with modal verbs. This is discussed in Chapter
2 Section 6.2. In the next chapter, I explore some phenomena related to syncretisms (and lack thereof) in
modal expressions.
67
While both two plus two necessarily equals four and two plus two equals four both come out true iff
2+2=4, there is a difference between them. In the case of two plus two necessarily equals four, the speaker
indicates that it is in some sense a law of the universe that two plus two equal four and that it is strictly
impossible for two plus two not to equal four.
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statement of logical fact. Consider again the contrast between (4a), an expression of pure
fact, and (4b), an expression indicating the speaker has made an inference.
(4)

a.
b.

Two plus two has to equal four.
Two plus two must equal four.

But crucially, as discussed in Chapter 1, I argue that there is no [ALETHIC] modal feature
as such – alethics have only the features [NECESSITY] or [POSSIBILITY].
1.2.1 An amendment
Butler notes that, cross-linguistically, there are many instances of PF forms sensitive to
necessity versus possibility (discussed above) while there are many fewer PF reflexes of
epistemic versus root. But I suggest that we must also capture some morphological
reflexes of the epistemic/root distinction. One piece of evidence for this comes from
some modal adverbs and adjectives which are clearly either epistemic or
circumstantial/deontic (or alethic), but cannot be two or three of these. In (5), below, we
see a modal adverb which may only receive (or preferentially receives) an alethic
necessity interpretation. In (6), we see an adverb that can only receive an epistemic
necessity interpretation. In (7), we see a modal adjective which can only receive a deontic
possibility interpretation.
(5)

2+2 is necessarily four…

a. …. there’s no other possibility!
(Aleth Necess)
b. # … it’s likely!
(Epistemic Possibility)
c. # …. it’s a requirement!
(Deontic Necessity)
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(6)

He certainly is punctual…

a. … there’s no doubt!
(Epistemic Necessity)
b. #... it’s likely!
(Epistemic Possibility)
c. #…. he’s allowed!
(Deontic Possibility)

(7)

He is able to swim…

a. … he’s quite a capable swimmer!
(Deonitc Poss)
b. # … it’s likely!
(Epistemic Possibility)
c. # …. he’s obliged to!
(Deontic Necessity)

In addition to these morphological facts, there is a semantic reason for treating
epistemic and root constructions differently. This reason is connected to the
raising/control distinction, as discussed in Chapter 1. There is a semantic aspect of root
modals that seems to distinguish them from epistemic modals, namely, they seem to be
evaluated relative to individuals in ways that epistemic modals are not. Consider the
sentences below. (8a) is a statement of epistemic possibility, (8b) is a statement of
circumstantial possibility, and (8c) is a statement of deontic possibility.
(8)

a. Jim might be at the store.
b. Jim can swim well.
c. Jim may use the pool today.

In (8a), the speaker is making a guess about the likelihood of the entire proposition JIM IS
AT THE STORE.
SWIMMING,

In (8b), on the other hand, the speaker is attributing a property, WELL-

to Jim. Jim’s ability to swim is intrinsic in him in a way that his likelihood of

being at the store is not. In a sense, we can evaluate (8a) from a purely objective, outsider
point of view. But to evaluate (8b), we need to know something that is a personal quality
of Jim. Similarly, (8c) is only true if it is a specific property of Jim that he has permission
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to use the pool. One could utter (8a) without knowing anything at all about Jim except,
perhaps, that he exists and that there is the general possibility that he is at the store. But
one could not utter (8b) or (8c) without knowing something about Jim. Thus,
circumstantial and deontic expressions are rooted (pun intended) in the attributes of the
subject in a way that epistemic expressions are not. Therefore, I propose that our
semantics should have some means for capturing the distinction between epistemic and
root (circumstantial/deontic) expressions in terms of their unique morphological forms
and semantics.
1.3 A whiter shade of pale
In addition to Butler’s criteria above, I wish to add another, following work by Kratzer.
This criterion is concerned with variable modal interpretations. Kratzer (1977, 1991)
observes that modal variation is not restricted to the epistemic/root distinction: there are
many shadings of meaning available for both epistemic and root modals. Kratzer gives
several ways in which modal statements may be evaluated. She suggests that, among
others, we may have:
(9)

a. What the law provides
b. What is good for you
c. What is moral
d. What we aim at
e. What we hope
f. What is rational
g. What is normal
h. What you recommend
i. What we want…

Thus, a statement such as (10),

(Kratzer 1991:646)
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(10)

You should not leave home after dark,

while having a root interpretation, could further be understood as being dictated by law
(there is a curfew), by what is good for you (if you have poor night vision), by morality
(evil things happen at night), etc. The specific interpretation will be dictated by
conversational context (i.e., whether our conversation is about laws, safety, morality,
etc.).
1.4 Summary
In this section, following Butler (with some amendment) (2003) and Kratzer (1991), I
suggested three criteria for a complete semantics of modals. Such a semantics should take
into account:
1.
2.
3.

The PF forms of necessity versus possibility modals
The morphological and semantic distinctions between epistemic, alethic,
circumstantial and deontic modals
The variable interpretations of modals

In the next section, I present the account of Kratzer (1991) and discuss it relative to these
criteria. In light of potential weaknesses, I propose adopting Kratzer’s (Section 2) system,
but with a small revision based on the work of Hacquard (2006) (Section 3), as well as
one addition of my own (Section 4).
2. Kratzer (1991)
Kratzer (1991) uses possible world semantics and context of conversation to formulate
her modal semantics. First I summarize her view, then I propose an amendment to it
following von Fintel and Heim (2007), which accepts the Limit Assumption, and finally I
evaluate Kratzer’s view with respect to the criteria laid out in the previous section.
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2.1 Brief outline
Kratzer (1991) suggests that when we have a modal expression, as in (11), the semantics
is computed relative to possible worlds and draws necessarily from the context of
discourse.
(11)

Leon must leave his keys at home.

Let us go through this example step-by-step to see what exactly Kratzer means (this
summary is based on Kratzer 1991:639-646).
First of all, Kratzer follows Lewis (1986) in treating modal semantics as possibleworlds semantics. So a sentence like (11) is a necessity in all relevant possible worlds
(given a set of possible worlds, if Leon leaves his keys at home in all of them, then (11) is
true). But this leaves us with the problem of determining the relevant set of possible
worlds. To solve this, Kratzer appeals to the context of discourse or conversational
background. The conversational background gives us two components crucial to the
evaluation of modal expressions like (11): a modal base and an ordering source.
The modal base tells us (via an accessibility relation) which sorts of possible
worlds we should be considering. For example, if we are considering knowledge states,
then we would have an epistemic modal base. The two modal bases in Kratzer’s account
are the epistemic (concerned with knowledge states) and the circumstantial (concerned
with real-world abilities, permissions and, for Kratzer, obligations as well). Having
determined some accessible set of possible worlds that we wish to consider, the ordering
source then determines which subset of the set of possible worlds under consideration
comes closest to being ideal. Kratzer gives a wide (and potentially limitless) variety of
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ordering sources, including what is the normal course of events, what is moral, what is
rational, etc. (any of the many shadings of meaning we can get from modals).
I give below a toy example illustrating this system. We have a modal sentence, so
automatically we begin to consider sets of possible worlds. The first set generated (w1,
w2, w3, w4, w5, w6) is the set of worlds in which people are made of strawberry jam. The
second set generated (w7, w8, w9, w10, w11, w12) is the set of worlds similar to our world in
terms of knowledge states (and so it is the epistemically accessible set of possible
worlds). The third set generated (w13, w14, w15, w16, w17, w18) is the set of worlds
similar to our world in terms of abilities (so it is the circumstantially accessible set of
possible worlds). Now, the first thing the conversational background tells us is that we
are concerned with knowledge states and likelihoods (this is what our conversation is
about), so we particularly want to consider the epistemically-accesible words. The other
two sets of worlds are eliminated because there are not similar to our own in terms of
knowledge states. The next thing the conversational background tells us is that we are
concerned with what happens in the normal course of events. The ordering source then
determines that w8 and w11 come closest to the actual world in terms of what normally
happens in them, so these worlds are ranked above the others. Thus, we evaluated our
modal expression with respect to worlds (like) w8 and w11.
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(12)

Leon must leave his keys at home
(that’s why he’s locked out every night)

modal
base:
epistemic:
conversational
background
ordering
source:
what normally
happens

w1, w2, w3,
w4, w5, w6
people are
made of
strawberry
jam

w7, w8, w9,
w13, w14, w15,
w10, w11, w12 w16, w17, w18
similar to
similar to
our world
our world
in terms of
in terms of
knowledge
abilities
states

w1, w2, w3,
w4, w5, w6
people are
made of
strawberry
jam

w7, w8, w9,
w13, w14, w15,
w10, w11, w12 w16, w17, w18
similar to
similar to
our world
our world
in terms of
in terms of
knowledge
abilities
states
w8, w11 >
w7, w9 >
w10, w12

Considering w8/w11-type worlds,
(worlds that are similar to our own in
terms of knowledge states and the
normal course of events), in these
worlds, Leon leaves his keys at home.

Let us look at some key parts of Kratzer’s analysis as it pertains to the work in
this thesis. First, there are two possible modal forces: necessity and possibility (von Fintel
and Heim 2007:33). Thus the features [NECESSITY] and [POSSIBILITY] that I use could be
taken to be part of the lexical semantics of the modal items. All other modal features –
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[EPISTEMIC], [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and [DEONTIC] – are derived from the conversational
background. Further, there are two possible modal bases – the epistemic and the
circumstantial – and deontic modality is considered to be a flavor (or flavors) of the
circumstantial modal base. I take up this issue in Section 4, but before then, I wish to
discuss two amendments to Kratzer’s view.
2.2 The Limit Assumption
Kratzer, like Lewis before her, does not accept what is called the “Limit Assumption”
(see von Fintel and Heim 2007:55). This means that Kratzer and Lewis do not accept that
we can define any particular set of possible worlds as the “most ideal” set of possible
worlds. Regarding, for example, necessity statements, she writes: “...a proposition is a
necessity if and only if it is true in all accessible worlds which come closest to the ideal
established by the ordering source. The definition would be less complicated if we could
quite generally assume the existence of such ‘closest’ worlds” (1991:644). However,
following work such as von Fintel and Heim (2007), Stalnaker (1984) and Warmbrod
(1982), I do choose to accept the Limit Assumption, and thus the idea that we can
identify a set of maximally ranked worlds such that no other world is more ideal than
them. This has the effect of simplifying our semantics somewhat. Let us walk through an
example which takes into account the Limit Assumption. It is important to remember that
though the formulation differs from that of Kratzer’s original work, and though this view
differs from hers in that it accepts the Limit Assumption, all of the key notions of modal
base, ordering source, conversational background, etc. are the same as in Kratzer (1991).
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This example and discussion below are drawn from von Fintel and Heim
(2007:54-55). Considering a situation in which laws prohibit people from blocking
driveways, and in which people who break this law must pay a fine, and in which John
has blocked a driveway, we get the following sentence:
(13)

John must pay a fine.

Now, first we want to order the possible worlds with respect to which we will evaluate
(13) (using our ordering source). Given a set of possible worlds X and a set of
propositions P, the strict partial order <P of these worlds is defined as follows:
(14)

w1,w2 ∈ X: w1 <P w2 iff {p ∈ P: p(w2) = 1} ⊂ {p ∈ P: p(w1) = 1}

The ordering source is thus a function that assigns to any evaluation world (a possible
world with respect to which we are evaluating a modal expression) a set of propositions P
whose truth is demanded by, say, law. This would contain propositions in which nobody
obstructs driveways and in which anybody who obstructs driveways pays a fine. So w1
comes closer to the ideal set up by P than w2 iff the set of propositions from P that are
true in w2 is a proper subset of the set of propositions from P that are true in w1. From the
conversational background, we know we are dealing with ideal worlds as defined in
terms of obeying laws. We want to look to the most lawful worlds.
In order to identify the best possible worlds for a given strict partial order <P on
worlds, we then define the selection function maxP that selects the set of <P-best worlds
from any set X of worlds. This is defined as follows:
(15)

∀X ⊆ W: maxP{X} = {w ∈ X: ¬∃w’ ∈ X: w’ <P w}
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The selection function maxP allows us to use a strict partial order (the ordering source) to
select the best possible worlds. The best worlds are those in which John does not block
any driveways. After that, if we do have worlds in which John blocks some driveway(s),
the best worlds are those in which John pays a fine. So, if from our context of discourse
we know that John did block a driveway (which we do), then we are left with the worlds
in which he pays a fine as our best worlds.
Our sentence from (13) will thus be evaluated as follows:
(16)

〚 must 〛w,h = λf<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

In words, a must statement, evaluated with respect to possible worlds, the assignment
function h, modal base f, ordering source g, and proposition q68, tells us that among the
worlds accessible via the modal base from the evaluation world, all the worlds that are
maximally ranked by the ordering source are worlds where q holds. So, if from context
we know that John did block a driveway, then the modal base will assign to the
evaluation world only worlds where John blocked a driveway, and among these, the best
worlds (according to the ordering source) are those where John pays a fine.
Now let us look at a possibility utterance, such as (17):
(17) John may park his car here.
This will be evaluated as follows:
(18)

68

〚 may 〛 w,h = λf<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∃w’ ∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

In terms of types, the modal base f is a function of type <s,<s,t>>, so a function from possible worlds to
worlds to truth values; the ordering source g is also of this type, and so a function from worlds to a function
from worlds to truth values (g determines our set of accessible worlds); finally, the proposition q is of type
<s,t>, so simply a function from worlds to truth values.
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In words, this tells us that there exists some ideal world in which proposition q (John
parks his car here) holds.
So, for necessity expressions, I adopt the formulation given in (16), while for
possibility expressions, I adopt the formulation given in (18). Again, the only difference
between these and those in Kratzer’s work is the fact that these accept the Limit
Assumption (that we can identify a set of best possible worlds) while Kratzer’s do not.
Otherwise, all points about conversational backgrounds, modal bases, ordering sources,
etc. are the same. So, aside from the presence of the Limit Assumption, those
formulations in (16) and (18) are, for all intents and purposes, those advocated in Kratzer
(1991).
2.3 Discussion
In this section, I examine Kratzer’s modal semantics with respect to the criteria laid out at
the beginning of this chapter.
2.3.1 The PF form of modals with respect to necessity/possibility
The first criterion, that relating to the PF form of modals, targets the phenomenon
observed above in which on the one hand, both epistemic and root necessity modals tend
to be realized by the same lexical item, and on the other hand, both epistemic and root
possibility modals tend to be realized by the same lexical item.
In Kratzer’s notation, necessity is taken as a universal quantification over possible
worlds, while possibility is taken as existential quantification over possible worlds. This
fundamental difference between the two gives us a ready account of the PF form of
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modals: those modals bearing a [NECESSITY] feature will tend (in English) to be realized
by must, be they deontic or epistemic. Those modals bearing a [POSSIBILITY] feature will
tend (in English) to be realized by may (again, this applies to functional rather than
lexical modals).
2.3.2 The epistemic/alethic/root distinction
Kratzer’s account of the epistemic/root contrast is found in the contrast between
epistemic and circumstantial modal bases. The epistemic modal bases relate to what
might possibly be the case in light of available evidence, while the circumstantial modal
bases relate to possibilities opened up by certain facts. Clearly, the epistemic modal bases
align well with epistemic modality while the circumstantial modal bases align with the
root modal concept of ability (concerned with real-world potential, like the notion of
dynamic discussed in Chapter 1), and the deontic ordering sources align well with the
modal concepts of permission and obligation.
With respect to modals interpreted as alethic, I suggest that they employ what
Kratzer terms an “empty modal base” (Kratzer 1991:645), and thus they are “objectively”
evaluated (they are not evaluated with respect to any particular constraints) – the
propositions succeed or fail universally.
Clearly, these modal bases capture well the general semantics of epistemic,
alethic, and root modals. But what prompts us to use one modal base over another when
we hear a modal utterance? It is possible that this comes from context of discourse or
from syntactic cues, and that there are no particular indications in the features of modals
that one modal base should be preferred. But then this does not account for the facts
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observed in Section 1.2.1, which indicated that there are indeed morphological and
semantic differences between these different kinds of modals. Ideally, we will have some
way of encoding this in our system.
2.3.3 The variable interpretations of modals
The third criterion, that concerned with accounting for the variety of interpretations
modals receive, seeks to capture the fact that the same modal may be interpreted
somewhat differently depending on context of discourse. For example, an expression of
obligation using must could be understood to be an obligation relative to laws, morality,
societal constraints, etc. As this criterion is drawn from Kratzer’s work itself, clearly
Kratzer’s analysis is ideal for capturing the variable interpretations we may find for
modals.
2.4 Interim summary
In this section, we reviewed the semantics of modal expressions proposed by Kratzer
(1991). According to this account, modals are interpreted through a combination of
possible world semantics, accessibility of possible worlds, and conversational
backgrounds. With respect to the criteria laid out in Section 1 of this chapter, we saw that
it accounted for all three (the PF form of modals relative to necessity/possibility, the
epistemic/alethic/root distinction, and the variable interpretations of modals), though I
suggested that greater semantic specificity is called for regarding the
epistemic/alethic/circumstantial/deontic distinction. I turn now to one possible
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amendment to Kratzer’s system – that proposed in Hacquard (2006) – which might
present a solution to the matter of the epistemic/alethic/root distinction.
3. Hacquard (2006)
Hacquard, along with others such as Cinque (1999) and building on work such as
Brennan (1993), suggests that epistemic modals occur higher in the clause structure than
other modals (particularly circumstantials). She seeks to present a unified account of this
height difference and the fact that while epistemic modals seem to evaluate propositions
in general, circumstantial modals seem to be evaluated relative to the sentential subject
(as we saw in Section 1.2.1). One important factor in this is the notion of actuality
entailment (cf Bhatt 1999). To illustrate an actuality entailment, consider the pair of
sentence in (19): (19a) has a modal (pouvoir ‘can’) and is in imperfective Aspect. (19b)
has the same modal, but has perfective Aspect. In (19a), the meaning is simply that had
Jane wanted to go to the zoo, should could have taken the train. But there is no indication
of whether or not she actually went to the zoo. In (19b), on the other hand, we have the
interpretation that in order for Jane to go to the zoo, she was able to take the train. Thus,
(19b) has an actuality entailment – we understand that she did actually take the train, and
not just that she could have taken it (as in (19a))69.

69

Free translations are my own.
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(19)

a.

Pour aller au zoo, Jane pouvait
prendre le train.
for go:INF to:the zoo Jane can:PAST:IMPERF take:INF the train
‘To go to the zoo, Jane could (have) take(n) the train’

b.

Pour aller au zoo, Jane a
pu
prendre le train.
for go:INF to:the zoo, Jane has can:PAST:PERF take:INF the train
‘To go to the zoo, Jane could (was able to) take the train’
(Hacquard 2006:11-12)

But crucially, the effect of aspect on modality in terms of actuality entailment only holds
for root modals. Epistemic modals are immune to this effect. In both sentences in (20),
there is the same lack of actuality entailment.
(20)

a.

Darcy a
pu
aimer Lizzie.
Darcy has can:PAST:PERF love:INF Lizzie
‘Darcy could have loved Lizzie’

b.

Darcy pouvait
aimer Lizzie.
Darcy could:IMPERF love:INF Lizzie
‘Darcy could have been in love with Lizzie’

(Hacquard 2006:24)

Thus, it seems that the actuality entailments of structurally lower modals are affected by
aspect, while those of higher modals are not. This structural difference exemplified by
actuality entailment also results in epistemic modals being interpreted relative to the
speaker and root modals being interpreted relative to the sentential subject.
In particular, to account for this, Hacquard exploits the fact that the objects of epistemic
modals appear to bind aspect (and be bound by the speech act), while the objects of
circumstantial modals appear to be bound by aspect. This is sketched below:
(21)

Speech Act > Epistemic > Tense > Aspect > Circumstantial

Hacquard writes:
“In order to capture these restrictions, I propose to amend Kratzer’s system, by
having all modals’ accessibility relations be keyed to an event: now, instead of taking
a world argument, the accessibility relation will take an event, which will need to be
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bound locally. This event will provide the temporal and individual anchoring of
modals (via the temporal trace and the agent/experiencer of the event). With a ‘low’
modal, the event variable of the accessibility relation will be bound by aspect, when it
[the event variable:SR] moves above the modal. With a ‘high’ modal, the event will be
bound by the speech event (se*) in matrix contexts, or by the attitude event when the
modal is embedded under an attitude” (2006:116).
So, Hacquard has proposed a modification to Kratzer’s system, but in terms of having
modals accessibility relations being based on events rather than possible worlds (note,
this does not remove possible worlds from the system on the whole, it just removes
possible worlds from the accessibility relation). In circumstantial modal expressions, the
event’s agent is interpreted as the sentential subject. In epistemic modal expressions, the
event’s agent is interpreted as the speaker. This is illustrated below:
(22) Epistemic:
ei
speech
event
ei
Modal
ei
T
ei
Aspect
ei
VP
(23) Circumstantial:
ei
T
ei
Aspect
ei
Modal
ei
VP
(from Hacquard 2006:117)
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With a high modal, as in an epistemic expression, the modal event binds Aspect and is
bound by the speech event (and thus is evaluated relative to the speaker). With a low
modal, as in a circumstantial expression, the modal event is bound by Aspect, and so is
evaluated relative to the sentential subject. Further, because the modal is a circumstantial
one, the accessibility relation restricts interpretation to real-world facts (and the realworld properties of the sentential subject). One potential conflict here is the fact that in
Hacquard’s syntax, Aspect appears above lower modal heads, while in Cinque’s syntax,
it appears below (I return to this in Section 4.1). But in both systems, the fact remains that
modals assocated with lower functional heads are evaluated relative to the sentential
subject while modals associated with higher functional heads are evaluated relative to the
speaker, so Hacquard’s structural account is clearly the sort of approach we want to use.
Crucially, epistemic and root modals are of the same semantic type, it is simply the case
that they pick up their agent referents from different places. This is a very effective
system which accounts for the differences between epistemic and circumstantial
expressions by appealing to syntactic position rather than making great changes to
Kratzer’s compelling semantics. Thus, I essentially adopt this approach, but propose one
amendment to it based on the deontic category of modals, discussed below.
4. The dilemma of deontics
Hacquard's account very nicely captures the difference between epistemic and
circumstantial modals. It allows us to maintain a uniform semantic type for modals while
still accounting for the fact that circumstantial modals are evaluated with respect to the
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sentential subject while epistemic modals are evaluated relative to the speaker.
But what about deontic modals? In several ways, this group seems to be the most
problematic. As we saw above, Kratzer asserts that there are only two possible modal
bases: epistemic and circumstantial. There is a deontic ordering source, but not a deontic
modal base. Hacquard splits deontics into two groups. Following Feldman (1986) (also
Bhatt 1997), she groups deontics into ought-to-be deontics and ought-to-do deontics. She
illustrates this with the following example:
(24)

a. Murderers ought to go to jail.
b. Wickham ought to apologize

(Hacquard 2006:40)

(24a) can only be sensibly paraphrased using be, while (24b) can be paraphrased using be
or do (from Hacquard 2006:40):
(25)

a'. It ought to be that murderers go to jail.
a.'' # What murderers ought to do is go to jail.
b'. It ought to be that Wickham apologizes.
b''. What Wickham ought to do is apologize.

In (25a), we understand that this is a statement about how affairs ought to be, and not
necessarily (or even likely) an expression about what we expect murderers to do. In
(25b), on the other hand, we can get the interpretation that the apology is something
expected of the individual Wickham and not just a general expression of what is right.
Ought-to-be modals do not yield actuality entailments and thus occupy some position
above Aspect (Hacquard 2006:43), while ought-to-do modals do yield actuality
entailments and are thus in some position below Aspect (Hacquard 2006:43)70.

70

Harley (p.c.) brings up the interesting case of ought-to-be deontics with must as in There must be punch
and pie at the meeting! This is clearly an ought-to-be expression, but in the position in which we would
predict an epistemic interpretation (and an epistemic interpretation certainly is available). So how do we get
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Further, as Hacquard argues, we may find a similar split with allow, where there
can be a granting of permission for an activity without the activity ever actually taking
place (26a), or there can be an enabling of an activity that actually took place (26b):
(26)

a. We were allowed to attend the lecture (though we didn’t necessarily go).
b. Taking the express train allowed me to get there on time.

Similar to the deontic necessity cases, the permission expression in (26a) does not yield
an actuality entailment (we may or may not have gone to the lecture), while the
permission expression in (26b) does (I did actually get there on time).
Hacquard proposes to treat those deontics that do yield actuality entailments as
patterning with circumstantial modals (which also yield actuality entailments), while she
treats the deontics which do not yield actuality entailments as epistemic modals (which
also do not yield actuality entailments). By way of illustration, consider the epistemic
sentence in (27a) and the circumstantial sentence in (27b):
(27)

a. John must/may have left yesterday.
b. Mary can play the piano very well.

In (27a), the speaker is making his best guess, and (27a) can remain a sensible utterance
even if we find out later that John did not leave yesterday, thus, there is no actuality
entailment. (27b), on the other hand, cannot be truthfully uttered unless Mary does,
actually, play the piano well.
In terms of actuality entailments, this account is excellent at capturing the
behavior of deontics. But there remains a question about the semantics of deontics: there
a deontic interpretation from this? I suggest that this (and perhaps all deontic ought-to-be expressions) is
the result of one of two factors (or an interaction of them): (1) intonation (anything uttered with the right
intonation can be interpreted as an order [There will be punch and pie at the meeting!]); and (2) fusion –
the Epistemic head might be fused with the Evaluative head (concerned with notions such as what the
speaker thinks is a good idea) (for more on fusion, see Chapter 3).
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always seems to be some obligation- or permission-bearer, whether that individual is
present in the sentence or only in the discourse. We find this with circumstantials, but not
with epistemics. First consider the contrast between the epistemic sentence in (28a) and
the circumstantial sentence in (28b):
(28)

a. Thomas must have gotten derailed.
b. Percy can move very quickly.

In (28a), we have a clear must-be expression: there is no particular expectation of
Thomas to have (willfully) done anything, this is simply an evaluation of the situation.
But in (28b), it is clear that Percy's quick movement depends crucially on Percy himself.
There is no way that Percy's quick movement can be interpreted as dependent on
someone else. But in deontic expressions, even in ought-to-be deontic expressions, we
still find some obligation- or permission-bearer, as we find in circumstantials, but these
bearers need not be the sentential subject, unlike what we find in circumstantial
expressions. Consider the sentences below:
(29)

a. There may be singing but no dancing on my premises.
(Wurmbrand 1999:601)
b. The microphone must be in place before the speech.

These are both be-type expressions: (29a) says what may be and (29b) says what must be.
In (29a), though there is no individual mentioned in the sentence itself, still we
understand that some discourse-salient individual or group of individuals are the
recipients of the singing-permission and dancing-prohibition. Similarly, in (29b) the
sentential subject is the microphone, which is clearly something of a defective obligation
bearer:
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(30)

To a microphone: "Be on!"

Still, in (29b) we understand that the speaker means that the listener, or some other
person, is obliged to see to it that the microphone is in place.
It is (at least in part) this unique property of deontics which makes them so
difficult to deal with. Epistemics, as Hacquard argues, are evaluated relative only to the
speaker, and the contents of the proposition embedded under the modal are not of
consequence. Circumstantials clearly care about the sentential subject. Deontics care
about some obligation- or permission-bearer, but that individual need not be the speaker
or the sentential subject. So how are we to deal with these?
4.1 A proposal
Because of its efficacy in capturing actuality entailments, I wish to essentially maintain
Hacquard's analysis, whereby depending on syntactic position, a modal has or lacks an
actuality entailment. Modals with an epistemic modal base do not yield an actuality
entailment, while modals with a Circumstantial modal base do (or can). I also wish to
follow Hacquard in separating deontics into an ought-to-be class, which will occur in a
high syntactic position (Epistemic or maybe even Evaluative), and an ought-to-do class,
which will occur in a lower syntactic position (an Obligation or Deontic) position. But, in
order to capture the unique lexical semantics of deontic expressions (as connected to
individuals, be they sententially present or not), I propose that we have a deontic modal
base in addition to the epistemic and cirucmstantial ones71. For further empirical support
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Langendoen (2002) has a modal semantics which includes distinct lexical specifications for epistemics,
alethics, deontics and circumstantials. My proposal is in the spirit of this semantics, but Langendoen does
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for having a separate deontic modal base, see Chapter 4 Section 3.9.2.
There is the issue of Hacquard’s syntax and my own. For Hacquard, root modals
appear below Aspect while for Cinque, they appear above it. Cinque presents the
following sentence from Ndyuka in support of Aspect being below root modals (ability):
(31)

I
be o sa poi (fu) nyan ete
2SG PAST FUT IRR can (for) eat yet
‘Would you have been able to eat already?’

(Cinque 1999:164)

Here we can see that the aspectual marker (adverb) ete appears below (after) the root
modal poi (though one might make a case for, say Topic or Focus movement of ete). But
both Cinque’s and Hacquard’s systems have something in common: root modals are
structurally closer to Aspect than epistemic modals are. Perhaps there is even head
movement (maybe followed by fusion) of Aspect to Circumstantialº or Deonticº. Because
of the data in (31), above, and for reasons of internal consistency, I maintain Cinque’s
view that Aspect is below root modal positions, but what is most important is that while
epistemic modals are separated from Aspect by T, root modals are not, and the closeness
of root modals to Aspectº is what gives us (the possibility of) actuality entailments and
the evaluation of the proposition relative to the sentential subject rather than the speaker.
Crucially, modals in lower positions may yield actuality entailments depending on what
features are in Aspect, but they do not have to. So, say, a lexical, epistemic modal in a
lower position does not have to yield an actuality entailment.
Kratzer avoids specifying deontic modal bases. She points out that a problem with
deontic utterances is that there can be conflicts among them even within a single world.
not make use of possible worlds, which I consider essential for the analysis at hand, so rather than adopting
his semantics, I propose this addition to Kratzer’s/Hacquard’s semantics.
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For example, Judge A may consider some act X to be criminal while Judge B may not.
So, according to Judge A, people must not do X, and according to Judge B, people may
do X. This is certainly a conflict, but it is also a fact of the world that laws, rules,
requirements and permissions are very often relativized to individuals, regions and
situations. So, while in defining a deontic modal base we would need to understand from
the conversational background just who and what and where is involved, I do not take
this as of itself eliminating the possibility of deontic modal bases. In Kratzer’s terms, the
ordering source would select worlds similar to this one in terms of, say, requirements
imposed by Judge A rather than requirements imposed by Judge B.
But even if it is possible to define deontic modal bases, is it desirable to do so?
Kratzer arrives at deontic semantics by using circumstantial modal bases (and Hacquard,
in ought-to-be instances, uses epistemic modal bases) and by then appealing to ordering
sources. For example, as we saw above, Kratzer gives the following as possible ordering
sources:
(32)

a. What the law provides
b. What is good for you
c. What is moral…

(Kratzer 1991, 646)

All of these enable us to get deontic semantics, and we have not had to specify a deontic
modal base. But I suggest that this is not necessarily a welcome result. Semantically,
there is a group of modal expressions which we can identify as deontic, to the exclusion
of circumstantial and epistemic modal expressions. The sorts of ordering sources we have
seen above are certainly crucial in refining the interpretation of the modal, but excluding
a deontic modal base loses the generalization that, semantically, there is a group of
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modals related uniquely to the social-type expressions of obligation and permission.
Therefore, I propose that we do include deontic modal bases. A sketch of epistemic,
circumstantial and deontic modal bases and the ordering sources which may be
characteristically related to them is given below:
(33)

a. Epistemic
- scientific evidence
- physical evidence
- hearsay
- common sense…

b. Circumstantial
c. Deontic
- innate abilities
- legal restrictions
- learned abilities
- moral duties
- physical compulsions
-social restrictions…
- psychological compulsions…

Deontic is the only ordering source of Kratzer’s which I suggest should be considered as
its own modal base, exactly because we have a class of modals which relate uniquely to
obligation or permission. I wish to take this one step further still, and suggest that modal
bases are not the product of the conversational background, but rather are part of the
syntactico-semantic feature set. I do this because, as we saw in Chapter 2 (particularly
Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6.2) there are clear morphosyntactic instantiations of these features,
so we do not always want to “leave them up to” the context of discourse. Since ordering
sources, such as what is compelled or what is good for you do not have unique morphosyntactic-semantic instantiations, I concur with Kratzer that these are purely a product of
the context of conversation and not part of the lexical semantics of modals72. In the next
section, I outline the semantics I advocate for different modal expressions.

72

Interestingly, though, some of what are here considered ordering sources on the epistemic modal base –
source of evidence, hearsay, etc. – line up quite well with the category of evidentials (Chapter 3 Section 2).
So perhaps in some languages these are their own lexco-syntactically defined modal bases.
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5. The approach advocated here
We saw above that Hacquard was able to use Kratzer’s basic modal semantics in a
uniform way while capturing the differences observed between epistemic and root
modals by appealing to syntactic position. I wish to maintain her account here, but with
the addition of a deontic modal base for expressions of permission and obligation, as
discussed above. First I define the epistemic, circumstantial and deontic modal bases, and
then I give the semantic interpretation rules and LFs for each modal. Again, I am
accepting the Limit Assumption, so my formulations will look like those in (16) and (18),
above.
(34)

The modal bases
Epistemic: An epistemic modal base is one in which propositions are nonactualized and so are evaluated relative to the knowledge state of the
speaker and in particular the degree of commitment the speaker has to the
proposition. An epistemic modal base is represented as fE.
Circumstantial: A circumstantial modal base is one in which propositions
are (potentially) actualized and so are are evaluated relative to real-world
situations, generally with respect to an individual (generally the sentential
subject). A circumstantial modal base is represented as fC.
Deontic: A deontic modal base is one in which propositions are
(potentially) actualized and so are evaluated relative to generally-ideal
obligations and permissions (ought-to-be expressions) or to obligations
and permissions in real-world situations (ought-to-do expressions),
generally with respect to an individual (not necessarily the sentential
subject). A deontic modal base is represented as fD.
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For alethic modals, those dealing with “pure” logical necessity or possibility, I do not
restrict their modal base. Alethic utterances are taken here to hold over all possible
worlds, regardless of the confines of the conversational background.73
To capture Hacquard’s generalization about actualized/non-actualized
propositions, I posit two sets of propositions: QNONA (non-actualized propositions) and QA
([potentially] actualized propositions). Actualization or lack thereof comes from the
(aspectual) syntax of the proposition. So, following Hacquard, actualization is
fundamentally a syntactic distinction but one with semantic ramifications (see Sections 3
and 4, above). With these modal bases in mind, let us now look at the specific semantics
for each modal expression in question. I use E for epistemic, C for circumstantial, D for
deontic, N for necessity and P for possibility. W refers to a possible world and h to an
accessibility relation.
(35)

Epistemic necessity:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QNONA) is an epistemic necessity in a world w
with respect to an epistemic modal base fE and an ordering source g
defined as follows:
Denotation: 〚 EN 〛w,h = λfE<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: He must be home by now

What this means is that in all ideal accessible possible worlds, as defined in terms of what
we know, he is home by now.

73

Interestingly, the Alethic syntactic position(s) in Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy are below Tense and above
Aspect. This may make them too high to be evaluated relative to the sentential subject, but too low to be
evaluated relative to the speaker, thus giving them their “divorced” quality (Chapter 3, Section 6).
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(36)

Epistemic possibility:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QNONA) is an epistemic possibility in a world w
with respect to an epistemic modal base f and an ordering source g defined
as follows:
Denotation: 〚 EP 〛w,h = λfE<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∃w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: He might be home by 4:00

This means that, in terms of what we know there is some ideal world in which he is home
by 4:00.
(37)

Alethic necessity:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is an alethic necessity in a world w with
respect to an ordering source g defined as follows:
Denotation: 〚 N 〛w,h = λf<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)):
q(w’) = 1
English example: Two plus two is necessarily four

This means that in all ideal accessible possible worlds (relative to this one), two plus two
is four. Since there is no particular alethic modal base, alethic necessity is simply
evaluated in terms of the general necessity of the proposition in all possible worlds.
(38)

Alethic possibility:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is an alethic possibility in a world w with
respect to an ordering source g defined as follows:
Denotation: 〚 P 〛w,h = λf<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)):
q(w’) = 1
English example: Life forms are possibly present on Mars
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This means that there exists one ideal accessible possible world in which life forms are
present on Mars. Again since there is no particular alethic modal base, alethic possibility
is simply evaluated in terms of the general possibility of the proposition74.
(39)

Circumstantial necessity:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is a circumstantial necessity in a world w
with respect to a circumstantial modal base fE and an ordering source g
defined as follows:
Denotation: 〚 CN 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: I need to sneeze

This means that in terms of actualized events, it is necessary for me to sneeze.
(40)

Circumstantial possibility:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is a circumstantial possibility in a world w
with respect to a circumstantial modal base fC and an ordering source g
defined as follows:
Denotation: 〚 CP 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st>. ∃w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: He can swim very well

This means that in terms of actualized events, it is possible for him to swim very well.

74

The reader might notice a certain similarity between alethic statements like Life forms are possibly
present on Mars and ability statements like Water can be separated into hydrogen and oxygen (Harley
p.c.). But I suggest that even between these very similar sentences, there is a fundamental difference in
meaning which is attributable to the alethic/circumstantial distinction: in the latter sentence, we understand
that it is some fundamental property of water that enables it to be separated into hydrogen and oxygen,
while in the former sentence, it is merely a statement of possibility not related (directly) to the fundamental
make-up of life forms or of Mars.
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(41)

Deontic necessity (ought-to-do)75:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is a deontic necessity in a world w with
respect to a deontic modal base fD and an ordering source g defined as
follows:
Denotation: 〚 DN 〛w,h = λfD<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> ∈ Q. ∀w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: You must finish your work

This means that in terms of actualized events, you have an obligation to finish your
work76.
(42)

Deontic possibility:
A proposition q (where q ∈ QA) is a deontic possibility in a world w with
respect to a deontic modal base fD and an ordering source g defined as
follows:
Denotation: 〚 DP 〛w,h = λfD<s,st> . λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> ∈ Q. ∃w’ ∈ maxg(w)
(∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
English example: You may use my car

This means that in terms of actualized events, you have permission to use my car.
These interpretations are arrived at by making use of the syntactic and lexicalsemantic features found on modals, giving us a ready account of some of the unique
semantics of epistemic versus root modals. Before seeing the system in action, it is
important to address the issue of the LFs proposed and how they work. Some of the
features in the LFs ([NECESSITY] and [POSSIBILITY]) enter the numeration as interpretable
features on the modal items themselves, and are thus part of the lexical semantics of the
Vocabulary Items. Considering the influence of syntactic position on semantic
75

By way of illustration, I give here the denotations for ought-to-do type deontics. Ought-to-be type
deontics would have denotations similar to those of epistemics.
76
In cases like Wurmbrand’s There may be singing but no dancing on my premises, with no particular
individual mentioned, there is a generic “for anyone” interpretation.
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interpretation, though (see Chapter 1, Section 2; Chapter 3, Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4; this
chapter, Sections 1.3 and 4; and Chapter 5, Section 3.9.5), it seems highly likely that the
features [Epistemic], [Circumstantial] and [Deontic] are not simply part of the lexical
semantics of Vocabulary Items, but rather are checked in the syntax. Fundamentally,
though, all these features are drawn from the same syntactic-semantic feature set. And
once all syntactic operations are complete, modal semantics are computed as outlines
above and in the next section. The semantic forms are the result of a combination of the
different syntactico-semantic features.
6. The system in action
In this section, I illustrate my proposed system using seven modal expressions: one of
epistemic necessity, one of epistemic possibility, one of alethic necessity, one of alethic
possibility, one of circumstantial possibility, one of deontic necessity, and one of deontic
possibility.
6.1 Epistemic necessity
Consider the sentence below:
(43)

He must be home by now.

I suggest that the crucial features on must are [EPISTEMIC] and [NECESSITY]. The
[EPISTEMIC] feature is checked syntactically and the [NECESSITY] feature is part of its
lexical semantics. The underlying structure is given in (44):
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(44) EpistemicP
qp
Epistemic’
qp
Epistemic
TP
[EPISTEMIC]
ei
T
vP
[NECESSITY] He be home by 4:00
[uEPISTEMIC]
From the features [EPISTEMIC] and [NECESSITY], the system interprets the expression as
one of epistemic necessity. The propositional object taken by the modal expression is HE
BE HOME BY NOW.

The modal and the proposition it takes are interpreted as outlined in

(35). The proof might look like:
(45)

,He must be home by now- = ,must- (,He be home by now-)

,He be home by now- = ,be home by now- (,He-)
= ,be home by now- (He)

= [λx: x ∈ D . x is home by now] (He)
= 1 iff he is home by now

,He must be home by now- = ,must- (He is home by now)
= [λq: q ∈ QNONA . q is an epistemic necessity in the most ideal

possible worlds in terms of knowledge states] (He be home by
now)

= 1 iff it is an epistemic necessity that he be home by now.
Specifically, in the most ideal accessible possible worlds, as defined in terms of what we
know, he is home by now
6.2 Epistemic possibility
Now consider the sentence
(46)

He may be home by 4:00.
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The crucial features on may are [EPISTEMIC] (which is checked in the syntax) and
[POSSIBILITY] (which comes from its lexical semantics). Its insertion into and movements
within the derivation are given below:
(47) EpistemicP
qp
Epistemic’
qp
Epistemic
TP
[EPISTEMIC]
ei
T
vP
[POSSIBILITY] He be home by 4:00
[uEPISTEMIC]
From the features [EPISTEMIC] and [POSSIBILITY], the system interprets the expression as
one of epistemic possibility. The propositional object taken by the modal expression is HE
BE HOME BY 4:00.

Now the modal and its proposition are interpreted as outlined in (36).

The proof might look like:
(48)

,He may be home by 4:00-

= ,may- (,He be home by 4:00-)

,He be home by 4:00- = ,be home by 4:00- (,He-)
= ,be home by 4:00- (He)

= [λx: x ∈ D . x is home by 4:00] (He)
= 1 iff he is home by 4:00

,He may be home by 4:00- = ,may- (He is home by 4:00)

= [λq: q ∈ QNONA . q is an epistemic possibility in the most ideal
possible worlds in terms of knowledge states] (He be home by
4:00)

= 1 iff it is an epistemic possibility that he be home by 4:00.
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Specifically, among the most ideal accessible possible worlds as defined in terms of what
we know, there is one in which he is home by 4:00.
6.3 Alethic necessity
Here I present the derivation of the alethic sentence in (51). The crucial feature of this
modal is [NECESSITY] (from the modal’s lexical semantics).
(49)

Two plus two is necessarily four.

(50) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
AlethP
ei
Aleth’
ei
advP
Aleth’
|
ei
adv’ Aleth
vP
ru
adv
√P
2+2 be four
|
√’
|
√
[NECESSITY]
From the feature [NECESSITY], the system interprets the expression as one of alethic
necessity. The propositional object taken by the modal is TWO PLUS TWO IS FOUR. Now the
modal and its proposition are interpreted as outlined in (37). The proof would look like:
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(51)

,2+2 is necessarily 4- = ,necessarily- (,2 + 2 is 4-)
,2 + 2 is 4-

= ,4- (,2 + 2-)

= 1 iff 2 + 2 = 4

,2 + 2 is necessarily 4-= ,necessarily- (2 + 2 is 4)

= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a necessity in the most ideal possible
worlds] (2 + 2 is 4)

= 1 iff it is a necessity that 2 + 2 be 4.
6.4 Alethic possibility
Here I present the derivation of the sentence
(52)

Life forms are possibly present on Mars.

in which the crucial lexical-semantic feature on the modal is [POSSIBILITY] (which comes
from the lexical semantics of the modal).
(53) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
AlethicP
ei
Alethic’
qp
advP
Alethic’
|
ei
adv’
Alethic
vP
ei
adv
√P
Life forms be present on Mars
|
√’
|
√
[POSSIBILITY]
From the feature [POSSIBILITY], the system interprets the expression as one of alethic
possibility. The propositional object taken by the modal expression is LIFE FORMS ARE
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PRESENT ON MARS.

Now the modal and its proposition are interpreted as outlined in (38).

The proof is:
(54)

,Life forms are possibly present on Mars- = ,possibly- (,Life forms are present
on Mars-)
,Life forms are present on Mars- = ,be present on Mars- (,Life forms-)
= ,be present on Mars- (Life forms)
= [λx: x ∈ D . x is present on
Mars] (Life forms)

= 1 iff Life forms are present on Mars
,Life forms are possibly present on Mars- = ,possibly- (Life forms are present
on Mars)

= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a possibility in the most ideal possible
worlds] (Life forms are present on Mars)

= 1 iff it is a possibility that Life forms are present on Mars.
6.5 Circumstantial necessity
Consider the sentence
(55)

I need to sneeze.

The crucial features here are [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] (which comes from the syntax) and
[NECESSITY] (which comes from need’s lexical semantics). The derivation of (55) is
illustrated here:
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(56) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
CircumP
ri
Circum’
ei
Circum
vP
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] ei
v’
ei
v
vP
need
[NECESSITY] to sneeze
[uCIRCUM]
Since the modal is bound by aspect, the proposition embedded under the modal is taken
to be an actualized one and one evaluated relative to the sentential subject I. The modal
and its proposition are evaluated as outlined in (39). The proof for this would look as
follows:
(57)

,I need to sneeze- = ,need- (,I sneeze-)
,I sneeze-

= ,sneeze- (,I-)
= ,sneeze- (I)

= [λx: x ∈ D . x sneezes] (I)
= 1 iff I sneeze
,I need to sneeze- = ,need- (I sneeze)

= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a circumstantial necessity in the most
ideal possible worlds accessible in terms of real-world
situations] (I sneeze)

= 1 iff it is a circumstantial necessity that I sneeze.
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6.6 Circumstantial possibility
Consider the sentence below:
(58)

He can swim very well.

The crucial features on can are [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] (which comes from the syntax) and
[POSSIBILITY] (which comes from can’s lexical semantics). The derivation of (58) is
presented below:
(59) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
CircumP
ri
Circum’
ei
Circum
vP
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
He swim very well
[POSSIBILITY]
[uCIRCUMSTANTIAL]
From the features [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] and [POSSIBILITY], the system interprets the
expression as one of ability. Since the modal occurs below aspect, it is evaluated relative
to the sentential subject, he. Now the modal and its proposition are interpreted as outlined
in (40). The proof for this would be:
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(60)

,He can swim very well- = ,can- (,He swim very well-)
,He swim very well- = ,swim very well- (,He-)
= ,swim very well- (He)

= [λx: x ∈ D . x swims very well] (He)
= 1 iff He swims very well
,He can swim very well- = ,can- (He swim very well)

= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a circumstantial possibility in the most
ideal possible worlds accessible in terms of real-world
situations] (He can swim very well)

= 1 iff it is a circumstantial possibility that he swim very well.
6.7 Deontic necessity
Finally, the sentence in (61) is illustrated in (62). I take the key features on must here to
be [DEONTIC] (from the syntax) and [NECESSITY] (from the modal’s lexical semantics).
(61)

John must be here at 4:00.

(62) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
DeonP
ri
Deon’
ei
Deon
vP
[DEONTIC]
John be here at 4:00
[NECESSITY]
[uDEONTIC]
From the features [DEONTIC] and [NECESSITY], the system interprets the expression as
one of obligation. Given the modal’s low position, we interpret it as an ought-to-do
deontic which takes some individual (in this case, the subject John as the obligation-
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bearer. Now the modal expression is interpreted as outlined in (41). The proof for this
would look like:
(63)

,John must be here at 4:00- = ,must- (,John be here at 4:00-)

,John be here at 4:00- = ,be here at 4:00- (,John-)
= ,be here at 4:00- (John)
= [λx: x ∈ D . x is here at 4:00] (John)
= 1 iff John is here at 4:00

,John must be here at 4:00- = ,must- (John be here at 4:00)
= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a deontic necessity in the most

ideal possible worlds accessible in terms of obligations
and permissions] (John be here at 4:00)

= 1 iff it is a deontic necessity that John be here at 4:00.
6.8 Deontic possibility
In the sentence below,
(64)

You may use my car.

the key features on the modal are [DEONTIC] (from the syntax) and [POSSIBILITY] (from
may’s lexical semantics). The derivation is given below:
(65) TP
ei
T’
ei
T
DeonP
ri
Deon’
ei
Deon
vP
[DEONTIC]
You use my car
[POSSIBILITY]
[uDEONTIC]
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From the features [DEONTIC] and [POSSIBILITY], the system interprets the expression as
one of permission. Again, since we have a syntactically-low modal, it is interpreted
relative to some individual, in this case the subject you. The modal expression is
interpreted as outlined in (42). The proof for this would be:
(66)

,You may use my car- = ,may- (,You use my car-)

,You use my car- = ,use my car- (,You-)
= ,use my car- (You)
= [λx: x ∈ D . x uses my car] (You)
= 1 iff You use my car

,You may use my car- = ,may- (You use my car)

= [λq: q ∈ QA . q is a deontic possibility in the most
ideal possible worlds accessible in terms of obligations
and permissions] (You use my car)

= 1 iff it is a deontic possibility that you use my car.
7. Conclusion
In this chapter, we saw that Kratzer’s (1991) modal semantics is very effective in
capturing the range of meanings we find in modal expressions. It did not quite so easily
capture some differences between epistemic and circumstantial modals, but with the
modification from Hacquard (2006), we were able to account for these differences as
well. This left us with the remaining problem of deontic modals. I proposed that we add
to the epistemic and circumstantial modal bases a deontic modal base in order to account
for the unique behavior of these modals.
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CHAPTER 5
RAMIFICATIONS AND PREDICTIONS
I tend to like things that already exist.
- Jasper Johns
0. Introduction
Through Chapters 2, 3, and 4, I have advocated certain approaches to modal syntax and
semantics. I revisit these here, and outline some predictions they would entail. Then I
explore these predictions and argue that they are, for the most part, borne out.
1. Recapitulation
In Chapters 2 and 3, I motivated an approach that was basically the approach advocated
by Cinque (1999). The crucial feature of that approach was that different functional
projections have different “designated” positions in the syntax. I suggested that a head
movement/fusion process was also available which resulted in modal concepts being
expressed on other heads, such as Evidential and Mood.
In terms of semantics, I advocated in Chapter 4 the approach given in Kratzer
(1991), but with the addition of Hacquard’s (2006) integration of modal syntactic
position with modal semantics and with my own addition of a deontic modal base. I now
look at some of the predictions made by these syntactic and semantic treatments.
2. Syntactic prediction
In Chapter 3, I proposed that higher functional heads were subject to head movement
followed by fusion, depending on the language and construction in question. One of the
ramifications of such a fusion operation is that if, for example, two heads (A and B) have
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been fused together, we must have a single morphological item (z) realizing A-and-B. We
may not have one item (x) realizing A and a separate item (y) realizing B. Fusion leads to
mutual exclusivity. This is illustrated below77:
(1)

a.

 A___ B___
x

b.

y

no fusion

 A+B____

c.

* A+B___

z

x

fusion

fusion

y

Let us look at this in more detail, in terms of features using Distributed Morphology
(Halle & Marantz 1993), discussed in Chapter 1.
Assume that node A has the feature [+1], and that vocabulary item x is also
specified for [+1]. This makes x a good candidate to be inserted in node A. Assume that
node B has the feature [+2], as does vocabulary item y. This makes y a good candidate to
be inserted into node B. Now, if A and B fuse, the end result will be one head with the
feature specification [+1, +2]. If item z is specified as [+1, +2], then item z is an ideal
candidate to be inserted under the fused node A/B. (Items x and y are also acceptable
candidates, with their [+1] and [+2] specifications, respectively, but z is the best match of
the three.) Crucially, however, once fusion has taken place, there is only one position
available for vocabulary item insertion, so while x or y or z could be inserted, we could
not insert both x and y. This is illustrated below:

77

I should note that in (1a), there is an illustration of a derivation with no fusion or head movement, so the
final morphological form would be x y, where x and y are separate words. If there were head movement
without fusion, the final morphological form would be x-y, with x and y being bound to each other.
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(2)

________
[+1, +2]

Best: z[+1, +2]
OK: x[+1]
OK: y[+2]
Not OK: x[+1] y[+2]
The competition outlined above, in which there is unique instantiation of each syntactic
node (there is a single position of exponence for each terminal node), is governed by the
Subset Principle, according to which the Vocabulary Item which matches all of or the
largest subset of features on the node wins insertion.
Just such mutual exclusivity as we expect here may be observed when looking at
modality and Irrealis marking in Turkish. The Turkish modal –meli is used to express
obligation. For example:
(3)

Gelecek için biraz para birktir-meli-yiz
future for some money save-OBLIG-we
‘We must save up some money for the future’

(Tat p.c.)78

-Meli may also receive an ‘ought to’ interpretation, as illustrated below:
(4)

Gel-meli-yim
come-ought-I
‘I ought to come’

(Lewis 1967:126)

Lewis (1967) writes of –meli that “It may … be conjugated with the present, past, and
inferential of ‘to be,’ but not with the conditional” (124).
If there is a fusion operation through which the Deontic and Irrealis heads become
merged together (if –meli is used for non-actualized events or states), then we have a
ready explanation for why –meli may co-occur with Tense and Epistemic marking, but

78

Data confirmed by Tat (p.c.); originally from www.leenglish.com.
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not conditional marking (taking conditional marking to be done through the Irrealis
head). This is illustrated below (assuming Turkish to be left-branching):
(5)

a.

Head movement of Deonticº to Irrealisº:

TP
ei
T’
ei
IrrealisP
T
ei
Irrealis’
ei
DeonticP
Irrealis
ei
ei
Deontic’
Deontic
Irrealis
ei
[DEON]
[IRREALIS]
vP
Deontic

b.

Deontic and Irrealis are Fused.

c.

-meli is inserted into the Fused position:
____________
[DEON, IRREALIS]
-meli

While the T and Epistemic (inferential) head positions remain open, the Fused
Irrealis/Deontic position is filled by –meli and thus no further Irrealis marking may occur.
This is especially likely if –meli is receiving an ‘ought to’ interpretation, as suggested by
Lewis, (rather than a ‘must’ interpretation), and if we consider this weak-modal
interpretation to be the product of a modal plus irrealis marking (von Fintel & Iatridou
2006).79
79

One prediction made by this analysis is that if there is no head movement+fusion, we would have
sentences containing both irrealis and obligation marking. Such a sentence might be
(A)
If I must brush my teeth, so must he!
where obligation marking is found in must and Irrealis is introduced by the conditional if.
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It is important to note, though, that in this particular Turkish case, the fusion
seems to be construction-specific rather than language-specific because there are limited
circumstances in which –meli may co-occur with Conditional/Irrealis marking. Such
situations occur when there are hypothetical obligations. This is illustrated below.
Crucially, this only occurs in if-clauses where an obligation is in doubt.
(6)

(Eger) parti-ye
gel-meli-ysen
ben-i
mutlaka ara
if
party-DAT come-ought-COND.2SG 1SG-ACC definitely call
‘If you ought to come to the party, definitely call me’
(Tat, p.c.)

The rarity of such constructions indicates that, very often, in Turkish, Deonticº and
Irrealisº are fused. But while there may be frequent Deontic+Irrealis fusion, clearly there
are cases where this fusion does not occur. Thus, this instance of fusion is a constructionspecific one, rather than the result of a language-specific parameter. in instances where
fusion does occur, however, we get the predicted “weak modal” semantics described
above.
Another example can be seen in instances of fusion of T and Epistemic, as below:
(7)

That will be Hugo

(8) a. Head movement from T to Epistemicº:
Epistemic
ei
Thati
Epistemic’
ei
Epistemic
TP
ei
ei
Epistemic
T
ti
T’
[EPIST]
[TENSE]
ei
T
vP
ti be Hugo
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(8)

b. T and Epistemic are Fused.
c. will is inserted into the fused position:
___________
[EPISTEMIC, TENSE]
will

Assuming such head movement has taken place, we would predict in structures such as
(8) that there may not be additional expressions of either an [EPISTEMIC] feature or a
[TENSE] feature. This is indeed what we find:
(9)

a.
b.

* That must will be Hugo.
* That will is/be/do be Hugo.

Thus, the prediction that we would find mutual-exclusivity of vocabulary-item
insertion if there were head fusion occurring has been borne out. This provides further
support for the head movement analysis put forth in Chapter 3.
3. Semantic predictions
In Chapter 4, I argued that the crucial features at work in modal systems were:
[EPISTEMIC], [CIRCUMSTANTIAL], [DEONTIC], [NECESSITY], and [POSSIBILITY]. The first
three features are three different modal bases with respect to which propositions may be
evaluated, while the last two are concerned with, very roughly, the likelihood of
propositions. There are six logically possible combinations of these features:
Table 1
[NECESSITY]
[POSSIBILITY]

[EPISTEMIC]
[NECESSITY] +
[EPISTEMIC]
[POSSIBILITY] +
[EPISTEMIC]

[CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
[NECESSITY] +
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
[POSSIBILITY] +
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL]

[DEONTIC]
[NECESSITY] +
[DEONTIC]
[POSSIBILITY] +
[DEONTIC]
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If each of these features is necessary, as I argued in Chapter 4 that they are, then we
would predict that we would find, across languages, lexical items sensitive to each of
these possible feature combinations, as well as perhaps lexical items sensitive to each of
the individual features. Otherwise, the system proposed runs the risk of suffering from
redundancy and inefficiency. In this section, I look at each of these feature combinations,
as well as at the features in isolation, to see if, in fact, there are morphological (or
phonological) reflexes in different languages of uniquely these features and feature
combinations.
3.1 [NECESSITY] + [EPISTEMIC]
Though Turkish uses the modal affix –meli for both epistemic and root necessity, it also
has the inferential morpheme imiş. This is illustrated below:
(10)

Türk imiş
(Inference)
Turkish INFER:3SG
‘He is said to be Turkish’ (‘I infer that he is Turkish’)
(Lewis 1967:101-102)

Imiş may express that the speaker has just figured something out or that the speaker heard
it second-hand (Tat, p.c.)80, but imiş is not used to express root necessity (obligation) and
it is not used for expressions of possibility, either. Both of these are illustrated below:
(11) a. Gel-meliy-im (Obligation)
come-ought-I
‘I ought to come’
(Lewis 1967:126)
b. Hakikaten bedbaht ol-un-a
-bil -ir- mi? (Epistemic possibility)
truly unhappy be-PASSIVE-GERUND-know-AOR-Q
‘Is it possible to be truly unhappy?’
(Lewis 1967:151)
80

Interestingly, Tat (p.c.) points out that imiş is used in reporting non-immediate events, such as
recounting what happened to characters in a story or what happened in a dream, so it might even have an
evidential meaning.
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It might be argued that imiş is only an evidential marker, but I would like to hold that it
(at least) has an [EPISTEMIC] feature, given its inferential semantics. If this is the case,
then in Turkish we have an item which encodes only the features [NECESSITY] +
[EPISTEMIC].
3.2 [POSSIBILITY] + [EPISTEMIC]
In English there is a modal item which realizes only the features [POSSIBILITY] and
[EPISTEMIC]: might. This is illustrated below:
(12)

He might be home before 4:00

It is possible that he will be home before 4:00
 # He is allowed to be home before 4:00

Might receives only an epistemic possibility interpretation81.
3.3 [NECESSITY] + [CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
Circumstantial necessity would need to be a necessity rooted within the actual world, and
generally in a specific individual (as opposed to a theoretically-based or knowledgebased necessity). It is suggested by some (see, e.g., Karimi et al. 2007) that a
circumstantial necessity expression might be one such as that in (13), in which the need is
one generated within an individual (as opposed to one generated through probability
[epistemic] or obligation [deontic]). Here, the need for eating comes from the reality of
the speaker’s empty stomach:
(13)

81

I need to eat.

It is interesting to note that in older varieties of English, might was able to receive a deontic
interpretation. And it can also get a non-epistemic reading in current English, as in You might want to
rethink that (von Fintel, p.c.).
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I suggest that expressions such as (13) express the features [NECESSITY] and
[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] in conjunction. A similar nominal construction in French may also
express [NECESSITY] + [CIRCUMSTANTIAL]:
(14)

J’ai besoin de la lune
I:have need of the moon
‘I need the moon’

(Manu Chau, J’ai Besoin
de la Lune song title)

3.4 [POSSIBILITY] + [CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
In Tamil, circumstantial possibility has its own modal, -mu&i. This is illustrated below:
(15)

Vara-mu.i-yalle
come-can-not
‘X could not come’

(Schiffmann 1999:79)

-Mu&i is not used for other root possibility (permission) marking. Rather, permission is
marked with -laam (which also marks epistemic possibility) or -a''um (Schiffmann
1999:78).
This is similar to “high register” English in which can encodes ability only, hence
the notorious grade-school exchange:
(16)

Student:
Teacher:

Teacher, can I go to the bathroom?
Yes, I’m sure you are able to.

Of course, in colloquial American English, can may be used for both ability and
permission.
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3.5 [NECESSITY] + [DEONTIC]
In Turkish, the modal zorunda seems only to be used for deontic necessity expressions.
An illustration is given below:
(17)

Borrunu hemen
öde-mek zorunda-sin
debt:POSS immediately pay-INF OBLIG-INF
‘You must pay our debt immediately’

(Tat, p.c.)82

We may see this in the English sentence in (18) and the Spanish sentence in (19), as
well83:
(18)

The emperor obliged them to play the music.

(19)

… lo cual me
obligaba a instalar
este programa.
it which me:DAT obliged to install:INF this program
‘… which obliged me to install this program.’

(Tubino, p.c.)84

3.6 [POSSIBILITY] + [DEONTIC]
Tamil has a form unique to the expression of [POSSIBILITY] and [DEONTIC]. While the
modal –laam ‘may’ may express both epistemic and deontic possibility (Schiffmann
1999:48-49), -a''um seems to be used only for deontic possibility expressions
(Schiffmann 1999:78). An illustration is given below:85

82

Data confirmed by Tat (p.c.); originally from www.leenglish.com.
I am using the verb oblige here in particular, as opposed to other causatives like force, cause and make
because the latter three directly express a caused action and may select for agentless VP complements
resulting in their having a “socially-caused” meaning, contrary to oblige which clearly flags that the action
was socially induced. I might suggest that oblige, in the terminology of Harley & Folli (2003) as an FI
causative implying obligation while I would treat these other causatives as FP causatives, which select “for
a structurally agentless nominalized VP complement” (25).
84
Data confirmed by Tubino (p.c.); originally from http://foros.softonic.com/showthread.phtml?+=60369
85
Interestingly, English may receives either a permission (He may use my car) or possibility (It may rain
tomorrow) reading in declarative clauses. In interrogatives, however, it receives only a permission reading
(May he use your car? / *May it rain tomorrow?). Newman (1974) attributes this to modal logic
constraints.
83
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(20)

Var-a//um-aa?
go/come-may-Q
‘May I go?’

(Schiffmann 1999:78)

3.7 Interim summary
While some cases were a bit clearer than others, it seems that by looking at a variety of
languages, we found instantiations of all permutations of the proposed feature set. I
repeat below Table 2 with the language and modal which satisfy that feature combination
uniquely.
Table 2
[NECESSITY]

[EPISTEMIC]
Turkish; imiş

[POSSIBILITY] English; might

[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] [DEONTIC]
(English; need to) Turkish;
zorunda
Tamil; muɖi
Tamil; a''um
(English; can)

I soon look at some of these features in isolation and their possible morphological and
phonological reflexes, but first I wish to make brief mention of modal adverbs with
respect to Table 2.
3.8 Modal adverbs revisited
The preceding part of this section sought out modals (modal heads) in different languages
which uniquely fit the proposed feature combinations. But, indeed, we (practically) need
look no further than English modal adverbs:
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Table 3
[EPISTEMIC]
[NECESSITY] certainly
[POSSIBILITY] maybe

Alethic (∅)
necessarily
possibly

[CIRCUMSTANTIAL] [DEONTIC]
? needfully
obligatorily
ably
licitly

Some of these may be more plausible than others (needfully?) but we do have here eight
English modal adverbs which more or less capture the eight modal lexical items in
question. This startling expressiveness of adverbs is, Cinque writes, not really so
startling: “Languages are generally much richer in the realization of different classes of
AdvPs than in the realization of the corresponding heads (through affixes, particles,
auxiliaries, etc.) …” (Cinque 1999:106).
Perhaps this has to do with the open-class versus closed-class distinction: items
inserted into functional heads are generally closed-class items and so are more lexically
restricted, while non-functional are generally open-class items and so more variable in
lexical expression.
3.9 Features in isolation
In this subsection, I explore possible morphological and phonological reflexes of some of
the proposed semantic features in isolation. I present here the (possibly) unique
instantiations of the features [CIRCUMSTANTIAL], [DEONTIC], [NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY]
and [EPISTEMIC]. As we have seen throughout, there are two “parameters” along which
modal features vary: there is the [NECESSITY] / [POSSIBILITY] (lexically-specified)
parameter and there is the [EPISTEMIC] / [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] / [DEONTIC] (syntacticallydetermined) parameter. In cases where features are expressed in isolation, there will only
be specification along one of these parameters. For example, if a modal only expresses
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[CIRCUMSTANTIAL], then it is underspecified for [NECESSITY] / [POSSIBILITY] and thus
may express either. Similarly, if a modal expresses [POSSIBILITY] only, then it is
underspecified for [EPISTEMIC] / [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] / [DEONTIC] and could express any
or all of these features. Let us now look at some different examples of modal features in
isolation.
3.9.1 [CIRCUMSTANTIAL]
Circumstantial expressions have to do with attributes particular to individuals. In general,
these are abilities or “compelling” events (forces of nature, etc.). These are illustrated in
(21):
(21)

a. I am able to swim well (circumstantial ability)
b. I need to sneeze (circumstantial necessity)

For an expression of the feature [CIRCUMSTANTIAL], we would need to have an
expression ambiguous between ability and some need rooted in an individual or entity.
Davis, Matthewson and Rullmann (2007) argue that St’át’imcets (Salishan; Canada) does
indeed have a morpheme which expresses the feature [CIRCUMSTANTIAL]. This
morpheme is the circumfix ka-…-a. This affix can have all of the following meanings:
ability, “manage to”, “accidentally”, “suddenly” and non-controllable. Of particular
interest to us here is that ka-…-a can express ability and non-controllable events. These
seem just like the sorts of things we find in (21a) and (21b), respectively. These two
meanings are illustrated below:
(22)

a. cw)aoz

k-wa-s
ka-gwél-a i-nesnús-a
sp)ams
NEG DET-IMPF-3POSS CIRC-burn-CIRC DET-damp-EXIS firewood
‘The damp firewood can’t be burned’
(Davis, Matthewson & Rullmann 2007:3)
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(22)

b. ka-lhéxw-a
ta-snéquwem-a
CIRC-come:up-CIRC DET-sun-EXIS
‘The sun came out’ (it was uncontrollable)
(Davis, Matthewson & Rullmann 2007:6)

From this, it looks like we do in fact find the feature [CIRCUMSTANTIAL] expressed on its
own in St’át’imcets86.
3.9.2 [DEONTIC]
Any expression of the feature [DEONTIC] in isolation would be able to express, at the
same time, permission and obligation. Given that these are quite distinct notions, this is
not an easy task. There is one sort of expression, though, that does seem to (have the
potential to) encode both permission and obligation at the same time. Consider utterances
such (23) as spoken by a king:
(23)

a.
b.

Let Da Vinci come and paint my portrait!
Let the servants bring me more wine!

These statements may be understood to be either statements of permission or statements
of obligation, though the interpretation of them would be highly dependent on the context
of utterance. We may find this same sort of expression by using a complementizer and
the subjunctive in languages like Spanish and French. Of Spanish, Kendris (1996:xxxiv)
writes “An indirect command or deep desire expressed in the third person singular or
plural is in the subjunctive. Notice the use of let or may in the English translations. Que
introduces this kind of command.”
(24)

86

¡Que lo haga Jorge!
that it do:SUBJ Jorge
‘Let Jorge do it!’ = ‘Have Jorge do it’

My thanks to von Fintel (p.c.) for pointing out this data.

(Tubino, p.c.)
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Thus, again, we have an expression which seems to simultaneously encode permission
and obligation.
3.9.3 [NECESSITY]
In Turkish expressions of ‘to be necessary’ (with conditional), periphrasis is used;
specifically, forms of the verbs gerekmet or icabetmek ‘to be necessary’ or constructions
with the adjectives lâzim or gerek ‘necessary’ are used (Lewis 1967:127). This is
illustrated below:
(25)

Gel-me-m gerekir-se/icabeder-se/lâzim-se/gerek-se
come-NOM-my necessary-COND
‘If my coming is necessary’

(Lewis 1967:127)

We find a similar phenomenon in English: expressions of logical necessity employ
adverbs like necessarily and periphrases like to be necessary:
(26)

a.
b.

Two plus two necessarily equals four
It is necessary that two plus two equal four
(as opposed to 2+2=4 being contingent)

As we saw in Chapter 3, expressions with must seem to engage the speaker somehow in
either making an inference or in generating or agreeing with an obligation. But
expressions with necessarily and to be necessary can only encode alethic necessity (pure
necessity without inference or obligation). Note that this provides further motivation for
treating alethic (if we consider it as simply necessity) as a category separate from
epistemic.
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3.9.4 [POSSIBILITY]
The Russian modals vozmožno ‘possible’ and nevozmožno ‘not possible’ denote only
possibility (or impossibility) (Wade 1992:339). An illustration with vozmožno is given
below:
(27)

Vozmožno postavit’ tochnyi diagnoz
possible make precise diagnosis
‘It is possible to make a precise diagnosis’

(Wade 1992:339)

Similarly, English possibly and it is possible are restricted only to expressions of (logical)
possibility:
(28)

a.
b.

There is possibly life on Mars.
It is possible that there is life on Mars.

Further, the English modal could may express either epistemic, past circumstantial or
deontic possibility:
(29)

a.
b.
c.

It could be raining outside, I’m not sure.
(Epistemic possibility)
I could run a ten-minute mile 15 years ago.
(Circumstantial possibility)
Could I use your car, please?
(Deontic possibility)

Morisyen (French-based creole; Mauritius) presents us with a similar word, kapav
(kapab). Though clearly derived from the French modal adjective capable ‘able’, kapav
may be used for epistemic possibility (30a), circumstantial possibility (30b) or deontic
possibility (30c)87:
87

In some varieties of Spanish, capaz ‘capable’ can be used to express both ability and possibility, as in:
(B)
a.
…capaz de generar electricidad
capable of generate:INF electricity
‘Able to generate electricity’ (http://www.kewego.com/video/iLyROoafY2y6.html)
b.
Capaz que venga
capable that come:3 SG:SUBJUNCTIVE
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(30) a. demil s$̃ksã 'upi, nu pa kapav, nu pa syfi,
nu pa kapav viv
2000 500 Rupees we not able for:us not sufficient, we not able live
‘2,500 Rupees, we can’t, it’s not enough, we’re not able to live’ (Ability)
(Caid 2000:1376)
b. In a conversation about how anyone can go see the Minister of Work:
n$̃p0't ki kapab al get li k0msa
any
who can go see him like:that
‘Anyone can go see him, just like that?’ (Permission)
(Caid 2000:1383)
c. kapav apa'ti' ak0t nu 'este laba
possible go
near us stay over:there
‘It’s possible to go to the place where we’re staying over there’ (Poss)
(Caid 2000:1386)
3.9.5 [EPISTEMIC]
Finally, I wish to argue, using data from English and American Sign Language (ASL)
that there are particular phonological features that express the feature [EPISTEMIC].
Interestingly, there do not seem to be any phonological correlates of the feature [ROOT].
Possibly such phonological phenomena as we are about to see are restricted to expressing
heads above T. Such high functional heads have been argued to be connected with
phonology in a way lower heads are not. For example, Baltazani (2006) shows that based
on discourse and what is taken as old (Topic) and new (Focus) information, we may
observe different negation intonation patters.

‘S/he might come (unexpectedly)’ (Tubino, p.c.)
However, capaz may never be used in expressions of permission (Tubino, p.c.)
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3.9.5.1 Intonation in English
Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990:285) propose that “… speakers use [intonational]
tune to specify a particular relationship between the ‘propositional content’ realized in the
intonational phrase over which the tune is employed and the mutual beliefs of
participants in the current discourse.” They emphasize that while there is not necessarily
a one-to-one correspondence between intonational contours (tunes) and beliefs, a
speaker’s “… belief in x may be inferred from the combined meanings of pitch accents,
phrase accents, and boundary tone as they are used in particular contexts” (Pierrehumbert
& Hirschberg 1990:286). The authors particularly point to the sequence L* + H L H%
(where L is a low tone, H is a high tone, and % is a phrase boundary) as conveying “…
uncertainty about a scale evoked in the discourse” (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg
1990:295). This is illustrated below. In (31), B is not sure about whether or not the
information they are providing is relevant (295); in (32), B is uncertain whether taking
out the garbage is an “all-or-nothing” phenomenon or not (295); in (33), a pet owner is
calling “a missing and somewhat recalcitrant pet” (295); and in (34), B is uncertain about
the truth of his statement (295) (Note: (31) – (33) are from naturally-occurring data; (34)
is hypothetical). All sentences are from Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990:295).
(31)

A:
B:

(32)

A:
B:

Alan’s such a klutz.
He’s a good badminton player.
L*+ H
L
H%
Did you take out the garbage?
Sort of.
L*+H L H%
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(33)

Leo
L*+H H L%

(34)

A:
on
B:

We don’t have any native speakers of German here. So let’s work
Chinese.
Jurgen’s from Germany.
L*+H
H

H%

This L* + H L H% contour occurs in all of these utterances, and all of them have in
common the fact that the speaker is not fully committed to what he is saying. Thus, we
can see here that the epistemic qualities of inference and uncertainty have phonological
intonational contours that are associated with them.
Jackson (2007) argues that at each point in (cyclic) Spell-Out, there is an “…
indirect correlation between phonological stress and IS [Information Structure]” (2007:9).
He points out that stress can affect truth conditions in examples such as (35):

(35)

a.

ALL of the houses weren’t wiretapped.
H*
L-L%

b.

ALL of the houses weren’t wiretapped.
H*
L-H%

(Jackson 2007:14)

In (35a), the implication is that no houses were wiretapped. In (35b), the implication is
that some houses were, in fact, wiretapped (Jackson 2007:14). So, just as pitch can
indicate scope, as it does in (35), so may it indicate quantification over a proposition by a
modal element.
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3.9.5.2 Repeated motion in ASL
Bellugi and Klima (1982) write of ASL that “Characteristically, lexical items tend to be
globally iconic, their form resembling some aspect of what they denote” (2). Further, they
state that:
“Inflectional and derivational processes represent the interaction of
[a sign] root with other features of movement in space (dynamics of
movement, manner of movement, directions of movement, spatial
array, doubling of the hands, reduplication, and the like), all layered,
as it were, on the sign root” (Bellugi & Klima 1982:3).
Given this, we might propose that higher-level predication might have some concomitant
movement pattern in ASL, just as there is a concomitant intonation pattern in English.
Indeed, Emmorey (2002) writes that “Signed languages are articulated by movements of
the hands, face, and body, and the effects of mental imagery and embodied cognition can
be directly observed within many linguistic domains” (50).
I wish to suggest that, in fact, there is a pattern of movement in ASL which is
associated with higher-level predication and the activation of functional heads such as
Evaluative and Epistemic. Specifically, I propose that repeated up-and-down movement
may be associated with higher-level predication while unidirectional movement is
associated with structurally lower heads, such as root modal heads. Consider the root
modal(-type) signs below. We can see that they all involve unidirectional movement (all
signs are freehand-drawn copies taken from Sternberg 1994):
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(36)

a.
CAN

b.
FORCE

c.
MAY

d.
ORDER

e.
PERMITTED

f.
REQUIRE
Evaluative- and Epistemic-associated signs, on the other hand, tend to have repeated upand-down movement (again, signs are from Sternberg 1994)88:

88

There is also a uni-directional sign for DOUBT which further emphasizes, as discussed below, that this
observation is only a tendency.
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(37)

a.
DOUBT

b.
JUDGE

c.
MAYBE

d.
SUPPOSE
Thus, it seems that there may be a correspondence between repeated up-and-down
movement and an [EPISTEMIC]-type feature in ASL. It is important to note, though, that
this correspondence is not absolute. In the signs for APPEAR and SEEM, we have
unidirectional movement (38), and there are many signs which involve repeated
movement but do not have epistemic semantics (e.g., (39)).
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(38)

a.
APPEAR

b.
SEEM

(39)

a.
KNIFE

b.
PRIVATE
Further, Wilcox and Shaffer (2006) write that in ASL:
“… epistemic commitment is typically indicated by both manual and
nonmanual means. The manual marking consists of an alternation of
the manner in which the sign’s movement is articulated: a sharp
brisk movement and a slower, softer movement indicating strong and
weak commitment, respectively. The nonmanual marking consists
primarily of brow furrow and head nod, indicating strong
commitment” (229).
These authors bring up a final important point here; epistemic commitment can be
expressed through facial expressions as well, in ASL, English, and other languages89.

89

These movement facts may be true in other sign languages as well. In British Sign Language, the sign
for CONFUSED involves circling the hands around the head, while the sign for (deontic?) MUST has the
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4. Conclusion
In this chapter, we explored some of the predictions that the syntax and semantics
advocated in this project would make. With respect to syntax, we saw that the fusion
operation proposed in Chapter 3 predicts mutual exclusivity of morpheme insertion, and
this is just what we observed in Turkish. Then we saw that all of the proposed semantic
feature combinations do have unique instantiations in different languages, and even that
the features [NECESSITY], [POSSIBILITY], and [EPISTEMIC], [ALETHIC] and [DEONTIC] had,
on their own, unique instantiations. Thus, in this chapter, we have seen further support for
the modal analyses motivated in Chapters 3 and 4, and in particular for the feature system
posited in Chapter 4.

hands held parallel and moving downward in a single chop. Also, Plains Indian Sign Language has
PERHAPS expressed by placing the hand over the heart and rolling the hand back and forth while deontic
MUST has a single-sweep pushing motion. (sources: britishsignlanguage.com,
inquiry.net/outdoor/native/sign)
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS

I don’t want to achieve immortality through my work...
I want to achieve it through not dying.
- Woody Allen
0. Introduction
In this thesis, I presented a wide variety of modal phenomena from several different
languages. I argued that by using the hierarchy of functional projections from Cinque
(1999) and the morphological framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz
1993), we can account for the morphology and syntax of these varied modal expressions.
In Chapter 2, we saw modal verbs (main verbs and auxiliaries), modal affixes, modal
adverbs, modal adjectives, modal nouns, modal case and modal prepositions. In Chapter
3, we saw modality through mood, modality through evidentials, modality through tense,
and (superficially) “invisible” modality. I also advocated the use of the modal semantics
of Kratzer (1991), with the incorporation of some modifications, including those in
Hacquard (2006). We saw that the modal features advocated throughout the thesis find
expression independently and in various permutations in different languages. Below I
give a table which illustrates the main modal phenomena, findings and analyses and also
suggest future directions this line of research may take.
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1. Modal phenomena and their treatments
Below I present a table summarizing the key analyses from this thesis.
Table 1
Phenomenon
Auxiliary
modal
verbs

Morphosyntax
Head
movement
from v to
Circumº to
T; no root

Example

Illustration

Semantics

Eng: Tiesto
can spin

〚 CP 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st>. ∃w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

Main
modal
verbs

Head
movement
from √ to v
to Circumº
to T

Fren: Elle
peut parler
‘She can
speak’

〚 CP 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st>. ∃w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

Modal
affixes

Affix
inserted
directly in
Epistº, head
movement
of verb to T
to Epistº

Garo: Antici re’an-ahakon
‘I think he
went to the
market’

〚 EP 〛w,h = λfE<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∃w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

Modal
adverbs

Adverb is in
specifier
position

Eng: He
certainly
likes pizza.

〚 EN 〛w,h = λf E<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

Modal
adjectives

Head
movement
from √ to a
to Circumº

Eng: She is
able to swim

〚 CP 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st>. ∃w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
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Phenomenon
Modal
nouns

Morphosyntax
Head
movement
from √ to n,
feature
sharing from
n to v

Example
Eng: She
has the
ability to fly

〚 CP 〛w,h = λfC<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st>. ∃w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

Modal
case

Modal case
is reflex of
other case
marker and
not sole case
marker (here
beki is
modal)

〚 EN 〛w,h = λf E<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
/
〚 DN 〛w,h = λfD<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> ∈ Q. ∀w’
∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’)
=1

Modal
prepositions

Metaphorical
extension
from
physical
placement to
social
obligation
Head
movement
from √ to V
to v to
Irrealisº to
T, followed
by fusion of
Irrealis and
T
Head
movement
from v to T
to Epistº to
Evidº,
followed by
fusion of T,
Epistº and
Evidº

Japanese:
Hime-ni/-ga
kyoo-e
kudaru-nekito
‘The prince
should
(epist/deon)
go to the
capital’
Eng: The
drinks are
on you

Modality
through
mood

Modality
through
evidentials

Illustration

Semantics

Physically on 
Socially on (obliged)

French: Que
Pierre
vienne
‘Let Pierre
come’

〚 DP 〛w,h = λfD<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> ∈ Q. ∃w’
∈ maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’)
=1

Tuyuca:
Díiga apé-yi
‘He played
soccer’
(there is
evidence)

〚 EN 〛w,h = λf E<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1
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Phenomenon
“Invisible”
modality

Morphosyntax
Variant of
be which
bears
[DEONTIC]
feature, head
movement
from
Deonticº to
T, followed
by fusion of
Deonº and T

Example

Illustration

Eng: I am to
be
downtown at
6:00

Semantics
〚 EN 〛w,h = λf E<s,st> .
λg<s,st> . λq<s,st> . ∀w’ ∈
maxg(w) (∩f(w)): q(w’) = 1

From the perspective of Universal Grammar, this analysis illustrates how a single
morphosyntactic framework can give rise to a multiplicity of forms. Depending on
certain morphological factors – particularly the presence or absence of a morphological
root, the functional head a modal is incorporated into, and whether or not head movement
and morphological fusion of heads occurs – we may get several different expressions of
modality which, on the surface, seem quite distinct. But while this work encompassed a
fairly wide range of phenomena, it is by no means exhaustive. In the next section, I
suggest some further avenues for exploration in this area.
2. Future directions
One area of investigation which is ripe for more work is the collection and analysis of
modal data from a yet wider variety of languages. Of particular interest would be further
investigation into endangered and non-Indo European languages. We saw here that the
modal system has constrained underpinnings and very diverse surface forms. Examining
the modal expressions of understudied languages might provide us with an even richer
understanding of this system.
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Another area that bears further exploration is phenomena related to modality
though not (on the surface) modal phenomena in and of themselves. For example, one
might look at imperatives or statements of intention (see Chapter 3, fn 34) as related to
deontic modal expressions.
Some of the interesting and perhaps more peripheral phenomena discussed in this
thesis could yield interesting discoveries about UG if examined in other languages. For
example, do all (or many) languages express obligation metaphorically through
prepositions of physical contact like on? Do spoken languages other than English express
the feature [EPISTEMIC] through a particular intonation pattern? Do signed languages
other than ASL express this feature through repeated motion? Further, there is the
interesting historical trend, as observed by, for example, Kiefer (1998), for modals to
originate as root modals and then t become, over time, available for epistemic
interpretations as well (von Fintel, p.c.). This may be connected with van Gelderen’s
(2006) grammaticalization cycle, according to which (syntactically) higher functional
items have their origins as (syntactically) lower lexical items.
The study of modality may also have interesting implications for acquisition and
psychology. We saw that the modal system may be described by a circumscribed feature
set, syntax, morphology and semantics. So perhaps L1 and L2 acquisition of modals
follow similar patterns even in very different languages. On the other hand, the surface
forms of modals vary greatly, so perhaps the time and manner of acquisition of modals
may vary from language to language. Also of interest might be the effect of aphasia on
the modal system in different languages. Are all modals (modal verbs, affixes, nouns,
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etc.) affected equally by different kinds of aphasia? Is there variation depending on the
form the modal takes? Is there variation between languages?
Certainly there are even more avenues for exploration than those mentioned here.
It is my hope that the work in this thesis will encourage other scholars to examine the
rich, challenging and rewarding area of modality in language.
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